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There goes the neighborhood
"Our Side of Town" captures the survival and disappearance of local neighborhoods.
5« page 27
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Maine's new effort to
combat hate crimes won' t
be affected by the U.S.
Supreme Court's decision
to strike down a Minnesota hate-crimes
See page 2
ordinance.
A Westbrook trailer
park owner will sue that
city over its new "rent
control" ordinance,
claiming the law is unconstitutional.
See page 4
Say hey! A local
investor is pitching
Portland as a potential
home for a minor league
baseball franchise. League
officials will visit the city
this summer to assess
Hadlock Field as a potential site.
See page 5
~
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Michael Danahy has
gone from street singer to
club performer to one-man
"soapbox opera." Now
Portland's most earnest
folkie is looking for a few
good musicians who share
his commitment to music
with a message. See page 23

Michael Allen of Leeds, Maine, won a 1988 Megabucks Jackpot worth $5,860,000.
In addition to a new house, he bought this Caddy.

CB W(Tonee Harbert

Just imag ine ... a way to tax the poor

Slick ads, long odds
• By Pllul Ka"

Eric Olson likes to play around with numbers. And Olson,
who makes his bread as a math and science edi tor for J.
Weston Walch publishers in Portland, also
likes to win money. He likes it so much that
a couple of years ago, out of curiosity, he
programmed his computer to buy 50,000
imaginary Lotto tickets every week. He
IVlOlne
wondered if the block-buying method
would lead to a win.
lt didn't.
"I lost almost all of it," Olson said,
"something like 93 percent." A real bettor
buying those same 2 million tickets would have lost $930,000.
So w.hen the state switched games with much hoopla this
past spring, touting a new Cash 5 game that players could
win more often, people figured the odds would improve.

you ever spent on a ticket.
That's not all he found. Olson has since used his knowledge of statistics to prove that all Maine's lotteries are hard to
win, even over the long run - much harder than picking
horse or dog races, betting on the Super Bowl
through a bookie or playing a roulette wheel

allIhe

On your toes: 10 days
and more ways to stay
See page 18
amused.
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State

Lottery

Wrong again.
"You do win more often," said Olson. "But in the long
run, you lose exactly the same amount" - half of every buck

in Atlantic City.
When most people finally do win a
lottery, the payoff is so small- and spread
over such a long period - that they've
actually lost money in the long run. That's
how the state's lottery commission turns a
$30 million annual profit back to state

coffen.
But the catchy "Just imagine" and "Wouldn't it be great if
you were rich" ads don't tell you how terrible these odds are.
They don't caution the poor that they're unfairly subsidizing
state programs. And they don't say a thing about the ways
lottery revenues squeeze Portland's school sy~tem - and, by
extension, the city's property owners·

EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT CBW'S BOOKSTORE LISTINGS ON PAGE 3.

Continued on page 12
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referendum
City residents will get a
chance in the November
election to vote on whether to
repeal Portland's gay right!!
law, the first in Maine. The
ordinance, which was
adopted by the City Council
on May 11, will be suspended
until after the November
vote.
James Duran, who's
leading the drive to repeal
the law, fumed in petitions
bearing more than 1,900
signatures June 5. The city
certified 1,604 of the signatures as valid June 18 -1,500
signatures were required to
force a referendum.
"We think it's unfortunate
that an issue that deals with
. the human rights of any
minority needs to be held up
to a referendum of the
.majority," said Larry Bliss,
treasurer of Equal Protection/Portland, a gay rights
advocacy group. "But we're
ready for the referendum and
have confidence in the good
sense of the people of
Portland."
Bliss said the group will
run a campaign to educate
voters about the law until
election day in November.
The group began its campaign by canvassing city
polling places during the
June 9 election. It also
distributed educational
leaflets at a Chamber of
Commerce gala dinner on
June 12.
Portland is the only
community in Maine to adopt
anti-discrimination protection for homosexuals. The
law bans discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation
in employment, housing,
credit and public accommodations.

Wonderful New
Book by Margy
Bums Knight

EVERY SUIT &
SPORTCOAT
30%- 50% OFF

Talking Walls
from Tilbury House,
Publishers
$16.95

.,....~p.~;::;~~ -:tr---

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-?, Sun. 12-5

A .H, BENOIT & CO,
188 Middle St. · In the Old Port
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Gay rights go to

A review

of the top
news
stories
affecting
Greater
Portland:
June 17
through

/

TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:

A CALL TO ELIMINATE
RACISM
DEAR 11R. PRESIDENT:
No American can look with indifference upon the tragedy relentlessly unfolding
in our cities. Its causes lie beyond a particular verdict or a particular'act of
oppression. The fires and deaths in Los Angeles are only symptoms of an old
congenital disease eating at the vitals of American society, a disease that has
plagued our counny ever since slaves were brought from Africa to these shores
by their early settlers.
The Abolitionist movement, the Ovil War, the Reconstruction, the various
legislative acts dealing with civil rights, are so many milestones on the path of
progress, but they have fallen far short of society's needs and have not eliminated
the ingrained racism that blights our existence as a nation. America's history is a
history of advance and retreat, efforts toward improvement and the
abandonment of such efforts before they had borne fruit.
The solution to the problem of racism is not simple. Its material requirements are
well known. They include the provision of economic security and elimination of
poverty, the ejucation of the young and care of the old. But the spiritual
requirements have been persistently neglected. America has not done enough to
demonstrate her conunitment to the equality and the unity of races, to the
dignity of all human beings whatever their color, and to the moral imperative of
extending love and respect to the entire human family.
Ever since its inception a century ago the American Baha'i community, inspired
by the teachings of Bah,i'u'lUh has made the elimination of racism one of its
principal goals. Baha'is have ceaselessly warned that discrimination and
oppression would lead to strife, that "enmity will increase day by day, and the
final result will be hardship and ... bloodshed." They have worked, and pledge to
continue to strive, for the eradication of all forms of prejudice, hatred, and
injustice and for the fulfillment of the noble dream of peace and unity of all
peoples, races, and creeds.
We appeal to you, Mr. President, and to all our fellow citizens, not to turn away
from this "ml6t vital and challenging issue." We plead for a supreme effort on
the part of public and private institutions, schools and the media, business and
the arts, and most of all to individual Americans to join hands, accept the
sacrifices this issue must impose, show forth the "care and vigilance it demands,
the moral courage and fortitude it requires, the tact and sympathy it necessitates"
so that true and irreversible progress may be made and the promise of this great
country may not be buried under the rubble of our cities.

NATIONAL SPIRTIUAL ASSEMBLY OF TIlE BOOis OF TIlE UNITED STATES
536 Sheridan Road -Wilmette, Illinois 60091- (708) 869-9039 - (202) 265-8830

State, feds attack hate crimes
State and federal officials have unveiled a new hate crimefighting effort in Maine modeled after the Portland Police
Department's efforts. The plan won't be affected by a U.S.
Supreme Court decision June 22 that struck down a Minnesota
hate-crimes ordinance, said local and federal officials.
U.S. Attorney Richard S. Cohen, who with Maine Attorney
General Michael G. Carpenter presented the plan at a June 18
conference of police chiefs in Bar Harbor, said it would "provide a unified and roordinated approach to the enforcement of
hate crimes."
Federal officials will begin using computers to track hate
crimes, train more police officers to identify hate crimes, and set
up a part-time hate crimes unit in the U.S. attorney's office, he
said.
The plan includes a crackdown on gay-bashing.
"I was very explicit when I gave my remarks to the police
chiefs," said Carpenter. ''The statute talks about rights protected
by the Constitution, and if you are deprived of one of those
rights, by violence or threat of violence, we intend to pursue
that - without distinction between ethnic rights or racial
makeup or homosexual orientation."
Cohen agreed. ''There should be no difference whatsoever in
the aggreSSive prosecution of crimes, whether they involve
ethnic or sexual orientation," he said.
Officials also said the recent Supreme Court decision
wouldn't gut either the Maine initiative or Portland's new gay
rights ordinance.
"We have a couple of statutes on the books that are drawn in
a manner that avoid the problems the Supreme Court found
with the ordinance it struck down," said Deputy Attorney
General Tom Warren.
The St. Paul, Minn. ordinance the court struck down punished those expressing religious or racial hatred, often conveyed
through such symbols as burning crosses or swastikas.
'1 think (the decision) has more of an emotional effect as
opposed to a practical effect," agreed Portland Police Lt. Mark
Dion. ''The Portland Police department can still protect civil
rights if those symbols (of hatred) are used in concert with
criminal behavior."
A hate crime is any criminal act that expresses prejudice
against an individual because he or she represents a particular
group, whether it be religious, ethnic, racial or sexual orientation, Dion explained.
Maine will begin July 1 enforcing a new law that allows
courts to issue restraining orders against people for harassing or
threatening minorities. Violators will be subject to fines.

DIMillo wins on submerged lands tax
A Superior Court judge has ruled that Maine's 1989 increase
on submerged land leases law was improperly applied to
Portland restaurateur Tony DiMillo. The ruling could affect
more than 100 leases between waterfront property owners and
the state that were signed before that law took effect.
The diffirulty, wrote Justice G. Arthur Brennan, lay in the
1989 requirement that businesses be charged a "fair market
value" that is 10 percent of the adjacent shoreland's value. That
change, Brennan said, altered DiMillo's rights because he had
previously signed an agreement based on the older fees, which
didn't use market value as a yardstick.
DiMillo's rent would have increased eight-fold under the
new law.
''The state's philosophy is that the leases of submerged land
ought to reflect the value of adjacent foreshore," said University
of Maine legal professor Orlando Delogu, an expert on waterfront law. "As a formula, as a way of approaching the problem,
it doesn't sound that bad .... The question is, can an existing
lease be amended by this (1989) legislative pronouncement?"
DiMillo spent thousands of dollars repairing a pier, said
Daniel Mooers, DiMillo's attorney. "You tell me what the rental
value is of a dilapidated pier with no water. That's what the
state was supposed to use to determine the lease, but they
changed the rules. Tony was the only one who had the guts to
fight this." Mooers said DiMillo would seek arbitration in the
case if the state appeals the decision.
Maine's submerged lands are owned by the public. The state
began charging rent for those lands in 1975.
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Will Jetport
access road fly?
Portland city officials have
drawn up plans to build a
new four-lane access road
from Outer Congress Street to
the Portland International
Jetport that would bypass
part of the historic
Stroud water neighborhood,
closing off Westbrook Street
with a wooden gate accessible only to emergency
vehicles.
But some local residents
don't like the idea.
"We're all concerned,"
said Outer Congress Street
resident Janet Bums. ''There
is a lot of traffic that goes this
way. We' d really like to keep
this neighborhood as residential as possible."
"For us to simply redirect
traffic from Westbrook Street
to Congress Street isn't
necessarily the clear-cut
benefit to Stroudwater we'd
like to see," added attorney
Thomas Ainsworth, head of
the Stroud water Improvement Association.
Thomas Valleau, transpor- .
tation director for the city,
said he'd listen to residents'
concerns.
Continued on page 4

"There's nothing like
curling up with a good
book. Prrrrrr."
Catwoman (life #7)
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Allen Scott Books
89 Exchange St. Portland
207-774-2190
Man-Sat 11-6, Open most Sundays
12:30-5, call ahead
The ambiance in this small intimate
bookstore encourages browsing In a
little private world of 17,000
interesting and uncommon used and
out-ol-print books. This includes a
large collection 01 art books, and a
number 01 civil war titles including
Pullew's 20th Maine,
Chamberlai n's Passing of the
Armies, Smith's History of the
19th Maine Regiment, Tobie's
Historyofthe 1st Maine Cavalry, and
Wallace's Soul of the Lion and
several others.

Books Etc.
38 Exchange SI., Portland
207-774-0626
Man-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Southern Mai ne's Literary Mecca.
ExtenSive collection of: Fiction classic & contemporary, poetry, art &
architecture, psychology & self-help,
philosophy & religion, mythology &
folklore, Native American, nature,
history & politiCS, business, cooking,
nautical, travel & maps, children's
books, etc. We special order any
book in print. Gift wrap and shipping
world wide. Corporate inquiries
welcome.

Carlson Turner
Books
241 Congress SI., Portland
207-773-4200
Open every day 10-5, Sun 12-5
We buy books too!
A traditional antiquarian shop:
thousands 01 reasonably priced 19th
& early 20th century classics,
second-hand books in al I fields Irom
horticulture to the Civil War,
paperbacks in our bargain basement
at the lowest prices in town.
Knowledgable staff - great selection
- since 1974.

Visit the Independent
Booksellers they're the ones who
know .a nd love
books.

Harbour Books
40A Lafayette St., Rt 8B
Yarmouth: ME 04096
207-846-6306

•

, I

A lovely setting, a very complete
selection and specialties in marine,
children's and fiction books. Special
orders. Water side restaurant next
door. Windfall by William Buckley
and What it Ta~es, The Way to
the White House, by Richard Ben
Cramer. NY Times hardcover
bestsellers - always 20% Off!
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Center for New The Store at Maine Books
Mai nSt., Brunswick 04011
Age Studies
Audubon Society 61207-729-5083
118 Old Rt One, Falmouth
Mon-Sat 9:30-5
Bookstore
Man-Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
Since 1979, Maine's independent
Thompson's Pt. Bldg.1A , Portland
207-775-7135
Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-4
Credit Cards Accepted

Our bookstore offers a large variety of
metaphysical and self-empowering
literature; magical crystals, crystal
jewelry, flower essences, essential
oils, runes, angel chimes, rain sticks,
inspirational new age cards, tapes,
incense, pottery and Native American
crafts. We also offer a Networking
Center available to all.

Maine's natural history book store
stocking field guides, Ld. guides,
children's books & toys, binoculars,
bird feeders and gifts. We have the
books to help you enjoy and
understand nature.

alternative. Specialties include
literary remainders, women's titles,
regional and small press titles, green
and bioregional, Native American
poetry and children's titles, mixed
with hot sauce, magazines and cards.
Celebrating Gay and Lesbian Book
Month. .

The Book Review

Annie's Book Stop
295 Forest Ave., Portland
207-761 -4474
Mon-Fri 9-6. Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
824 Roosevelt Trail, Windham
207-892-9366
Mon-Fri 9:30-6, Sat 9:30-5. Sun 12-5
Recycle your gently-read paperbacks
at Annie's. We have thousands of preread paperbacks from current
bestsellers to the classics for readers
of all ages.

Falmouth Shopping Center
Between Shaw's and Rich's
US Rt One, Falmouth
207-781-4808
Open 7 Days, iocluding every weekday
evening, Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-5, Sun
Noon-5
A family-run (would you believe
brother and sister?!) shop, in a
convenient location, with a unique
mix of mainstream and independent
publishers. There's a nice leather
armchair for you to peruse our books
and a couple 01 small ones for the
youngsters in our large chi Idren's
department. Also magazines you
won't find in the supermarket and a
large selection 01 greeting cards from
recycled paper. Fast special orders at
no additional charge.

It's Academic
134 Maine St.. Brunswick
207-725-8516
Open Daily 9-8, Sunday 12-5
Booksellers lor the adventurous readers.
Keep cool in July with Hottest
Wate.r in Chicago, by Gayle
Pemberton, Saltwater Seasonings,
a new cookbook of Maine reCipes,
and Up North at the Cabin, a
beautiful children's book about
summer vacation.
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Fantastic selection. friendly service and
affordable prices Ire just SOlTlJ of the reasons
the locals love us.

$285
BEST

BUY

OPEN SUNDAY 12:30-4:30

(207) 883-4173

.

'We 'n (jetting a ~putatWn!

LIST..$380

Country potpourri

~W f£ngfaruf %-~i

I-----i:.~~~~_ _

cofIectiDfes . fimu{ crafts· fofA:.art
2 Wharf Street . In the Old Pert

772-7400

NEW NAME, STILL THE SAME

M·S 1()'7 Sun 10·6

Scarborough Marsh Nature Center
on Pine Point Road

Opens for the season
on June 26th

UNBELIEVABLEIIi
$9.95
MAINE LOBSTER ......--='~_c_ TWIN LDftSJ.:
9:30a.m. to 5:30p.m. 7days a week until Labor Day
..........................................................
Bring this ad & get $2.00 off 1 hour canoe rental
I
good until 7/3/92
:

May not be purchased in combination with other discounts or promotions.
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Sheraton @DI~~Jj~~~!

......................................................... J
Call for information or free brochure 883-5100 cA
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Bi r ke n s loc k ~

everyday ? Sure.
The pure comfort suppo rt s
a nd cradl es y our feet.
And w hen y ou fcel
this good. it shows.
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Delicious Homemade Soups Daily
Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294
168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port
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363 Maine Mall Road
So. Portland, ME 04106
207-775-6161

.'. . '
Mon-Sal: 9:30 - 5:30
Friday: Open 'til 6.
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It's
Time
loran

FACIAL

Relax with an

hour long
accupressure facial
massage and let
the flower & plant
essences awaken
and calm your
senses,

.
.;.,.
1" A 1\ 1'•

~

Your

Bir~~~:!OCk walltaboul

Bring in your color
photos/slides
to make afun
T-Shirt
(2-Day Turnaround).
Put your pet,
your child,
your favorite
image on
our shirts!

563 Forest Ave
Portland. ME
207-773-6601

FULL

COLOR
. la'* 16.95
Short

.leeve21.95
long
.'eeve 25.115

773-4457
We're Maine's only. AYEDA concept salon.
NOW OPEN MONDAYS!
57 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE

GENERATED IMAGE
Monday. Friday 8-6 • SaturdaY 10·4

Comer of Markel & Middle 811. • Portland •

774-4455

Continued from page 3
'1 don't think cities are
interested in high-priced
projects that neighborhoods
don't want," he said. "This
project has a lot of potential
to improve the neighborhood
and upgrade the airport.
Everybody comes out of this
with a benefit, it seems to me.
But I don't live there."
Valleau said the road's
location was constrained by
wetlands, but its width was
negotiable. "It's more a
question of planning for the
future," he said. "We don't
need four lanes to accommodate rurrent volumes. If
people feel that's too wide,
that's a fair subject of review."
The city of Portland
bought 46 acres of land for
the proposed road last year
with a $3.2 million bond. The
$1 million construction
project would be solely
funde:d by airport user fees,
Valleau said. "In fact, I have
the million dollars in hand,"
he said. "All I need is for city
councilors to authorize it."

Councilors lick
Post Office Park
By a 5-3 vote that split
along gender lines, Portland
city councilors permanently
shelved a proposed Old Port
park that had been in the
works for seven years. The
park was to replace a parking
lot directly across Exchange
. Street from Tommy's Park.
"I'm disappointed we
didn't pass it. There's great
importance in preserving
public trust in government,"
said Councilor Keri Lord
after the June IS vote. "And
I'd like to see a park there.
The bottom line is, the city
promised to build a park
there. A promise is important."
Councilor Richard
Paulson, who voted against
the project, cited the city's
need for parking spaces and
meter revenue, as well as
tough times.
The park was designed
with a Japanese theme to
honor Portland's sister city,
Shinagawa. The park was to
contain such Japanese design
conventions as boulder
gardens and two ornate
antique mailboxes from that
country.

Landlord fights
Westbrook rent
control law
Katahdin Corp., owner of
the Hamlet mobile home
park in Westbrook, will be
taking the city of Westbrook
to court because of its new
rent control law.
The law "takes away the
ability of a property owner to
respond to what the market
demands," charged Kevin
McCarthy, chief operating

officer for Katahdin Corp. He
said the lawsuit will be filed
in three to four weeks.
Katahdin's parent company
is owned by real estate
developer Michael Liberty.
The suit will challenge the
rent control law on many
issues, including constitutional and statutory issues.
For retired people on fixed
incomes, living at the Hamlet
~obile home park has been
diffirult, said Mace Messenger, who lives in the park and
is retired.
Representatives from
other Liberty-owned trailer
parks in Standish and
Brunswick have met with
people from Hamlet to
discuss the ordinance and are
trying to get ordinances
passed in their towns, he
said.
While Westbrook's rent
control ordinance is the only
one in the state, there have
been court cases in other
states that upheld rent
control laws specifically in
mobile home parks, said
Michael Cooper, solicitor for
Westbrook.
McCarthy noted previous
legal challenges to rent
control laws have been based
"on narrow grounds, and the
challenge Katahdin is making
is broad-based."
A proposed 8 percent rent
increase by Katahdin was
recently turned down by the
Westbrook Rent Control
Board and shrunk to a 0.7
percent increase .

'"Although I was born and raised right in
Damariscotta, just a few miles from Maine Yankee, I'd never been to the plant. But we had seen
the TV commercials several times, inviting the

public to visit the lnfonnation Center, so Scott
and I took the kids and we' drove down. It's
really no different than going down to the lib~,
or stopping at any tourist information center."

"The Maine Yankee Information Center is outside the
security gate, so you can just drive up and park:'

Gorham police get
added protection
Gorham police will be
wearing protection on the job
- protective face shields and
barrier gowns, that is.
As a way to guard against
acquiring AIDS or Hepatitis
B, gowns, masks and rubber
gloves will soon be used by
Gorham police officers if
blood or other bodily fluids
are present when police
respond to calls, according to
Chief Edward Tolan.
In recent months, officers
have been equipped with
rubber gloves, Tolan said.
Many of the officers in the
department have also taken
the first of three Hepatitis B
shots, provided by the town.
The gowns and masks should
arrive shortly, Tolan said.

Portland pitches
for AA ball
Portland lost the Maine
Mariners, but it has a chance
at getting a Doubie-A
baseball team.
As part of the expansion of
major league baseball from 26
to 28 teams, two new DoubleA teams will be created.
Portland, along with 12 other
cities, is in the running for
one of the two, which will
begin playing in 1994.
At the beginning of this
month a local investor, who
wishes to remain anonymous,
filed an application to buy
one of the new franchises for
$3.5 million, according to

Continued on page 6

"Even though it's scientific, the kids enjoyed it . •• and I think ifs really
important that everybody learns about nuclear energy, anyway:'
"Inside they have tour guides that are really
interested in helping you answer any questions you might have ... or you can just come
an' go as you please. It's a great outing for the

whole family. We had fun. We enjoyed it. It
was interesting! Scott and I want to take the
kids again sometime soon."

1(~
V
- Martha Gault, Hallowell

Just stop in anytime, Monday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., or Sundays 12 noon to 4 p.m. We're
located four miles south of Wiscasset off Route 1. For
more information, call us toll free at 1-800-458-0066.

Maine Yankee

RELIABLE ELECTRICITY FOR MAINE SINCE 1972

25,1992
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Medium Cheese Pizza
with purchase of any
medium pizza
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purchase of medium
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with Kirschner
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of PORTLAND
325 ST. JOHN STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
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The Smart Shopper
exclusively on 1440 AM WlPZ
Weekdays 11 AM to 12:30PM

SAVE
UP TO
500/0
• lOCAL RESTAURANTS •
OCAl ENTERTAINMENT • HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
• lOCAL ATTRACTIONS • PERSONAL CARE •
• PHOTO PROCESSING • SERVICES.
• NEW PRODUCTS DAilY.
Why Shop Anywhere else?
Try it... You'll Save
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Portland for its suburban
location as well as its turnpike access, he said.

Continued from PQge 5
William Troubh, who
represents the investor.
Troubh said the filing was
"very preliminary."
This August, league
officials will visit Hadlock
Field in Portland, the team's
proposed home.
Currently, Hadlock Field
lacks seating capacity,
clubhouse space, toilet
facilities and other features
that the league reqUires of its
stadiums.
The two dties winning
teams will be announced late
this year.

Deering residents
read for library
Residents of Portland's
Deering neighborhood held a
three day "read-in" on the
lawn of a neighborhood
church to renew interest to
the proposed, but stalled
Burbank Library.
The "read -in" was held
from 7 p.m. June 19 to 3 p.m.
June 21 and "focused attention on a long-standing
issue," said Peter Morelli,
president of the Deering
Center Neighborhood
Association.
Burbank Library was
originally located on Pleasant
A venue, then moved to
Longfellow School, where it
was closed in 1985 to make
room for classroom space.
Portland appropriated
$7SO,OOO for a new library
two years ago. A library siteselection rommittee recently
recommended building the
library next to Longfellow
School.
'1 feel really uncomfortable about building (the
library next to) a school
which is so overcrowded,"
said Linda Webster, chair of
the Portland School Committee. Webster sai.d the space
needs of Longfellow need to
be addressed along with
con~aboutanew

library.
Morelli said the location of
a new library is not as much
of a ron cern as getting one.
"We ought to get it done," he
said,"it's time to push that
site or move on to the next
one."

Bass boots walkln'
to South Portland
Shoe manufacturer G.H.
Bass &. Co. will move its
headquarters to South
Portland by the fall of 1993 in
order to gain more space for
future growth.
New headquarters will
have about 100,000 square
feet, about 40,000 more than
its current buildings in
Falmouth and Wilton,
according to Gene Kessler,
vice-preSident of Bass.
The company chose the
location at the Sable Oaks
development in South

Portland-based Jordan's
Meats has bought rompetitor
Joseph Kirschner Co. from its
Connecticut owners, but it
will still be business as usual
for both rompanies.
There will be no layoffs as
a result of the merger.
'We want everyone who's
been buying Kirschner
products to keep on buying
them," said Joseph Kelley,
president of Jordan's. He said
that the rompanies will
remain separate, continuing
to sell the same brands they
have in the past.
Kelley said the two
companies will share some
production fadlities in the
future, noting that one reason
Jordan's acquired Kirschner
was its production capacity.
Kirschner's market
includes Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts;
Jordan's reaches west to
Michigan and as far south as
Florida.

8 Pe~rell &:!uare

&eo. Maine
tctephone Wlr5f:i:,3

Come visit us durifl(S &leo ~.W. Art festival

.D Aquaboggan Water Park
Route One,
Saco, Maine

(each person) with
this coupon. Good
for everyone in
your party.

Selected Spring
& Summer
Merchandise

Maine towns balk
at shoreland rules
At least 16 Maine towns,
including Kennebunk and
Kennebunkport, have balked
at the shoreland zoning
ordinances the state is
requiring them to pass by
July 1. Those towns face fines
as large as $10,000 daily from
the state Department of
Environmental Protection
(DEP).
The rules are essential,
said Dan Prichard, DEP's
assistant coordinator for
shoreland zoning. "They are
the ronsidered to be the
minimums the towns need to
adopt," he said.
Earlier this month,
Kennebunk voters rejected
the ordinance because it
would have increased river
setbacks by 150 feet. Last
year, Kennebunkport voters
also canned the proposed
rules for the same reason.
"You've got to let people
live .... we're people and
we've got have a place to
live," argued Kennebunk
resident Jeffrey Stevens.

One Day Sale Only
Saturday, June 27
9 to 3, Cash & Carry

. 6/20 through 9/7/92

Southern Maine's Classic

Store

VISit our newly opened basement store
during the Saco Art Festival and find , .
~___-:;Sl!vings up to 75% off __
,:;

•

•

20.50% off

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sheets & Pillow Cases
Velluxe blankets
Cotton Thennal Blankets
Comforters, Singles & Sets
Bedspreads
Accessories

West Point Peppe

Main Street, Biddeford • 281-8255
Mon-Thurs 9-4:30 • Fri 9-6
.;;;;;:;::::::;;;::::;;::::::::;;:::::;;;;;;;;;~:;;;:;::,:I, ' m CASH OR TRAVELERS CHECKS ACCEPTED

Cornforth 9iouse ~staurant
HOURS: Mon·Sat 9-5 Thurs·Fri 9-6, Sun 12-5

~ine

'Dining in Casual t£,!egance

Traditional Outfitters for Men arid Women

:.:~~

Specializing in Rack of Lamb, Prime Rib everynight,
and FRESH Maine Seafoods.
Serving Dinner Thes - Sun from 5:30,
Breakfast Sat & Sun 8 - 12.
Reservations accepted but not necessary.

Rt 1, Saco Maine· 284·2006

Baykeeper oils the
works for cleanup
An oil leak that has fouled
an East Deering beach for at
least nine years will be
cleaned up thanks to a little
help from Casco Bay's
baykeeper.
"A slight hint of oil had
turned into the real thing,"
said Tom Page, who discovered "puddles of fuel oil" on
a Kendall Street beach about
a month ago after noting
smaller leaks on the beach for
years. But when he felt the
state Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) was
dragging its feet, Page took
his case to Casco Bay
Baykeeper Joe Payne instead.

Include an educallonal experience as pari
of your family's enjoyment of Maine.
Rain or shine en)oy our new and exciting exhibits and programs in air conditioned comfort.
Now exhibiting 'live" sharks, seals, penquins, an~, fish of M~ine and aroun~ t~e ,-,!,orld. Test
your knowledge of the marine world through our hands on computer exhibit. Gift shop
and snack bar on premises. Plenty of free parking.
Located only 10 miles south of Portland and only 10 miles north of Kennebunkport.

Now Open 9AM - 9PM EVERYDAY

us Rt 1, Saco (Across The Street From Funtown, USA)

-284-4511 (rec. info/rates) or 284-4512 (administrative)Continued on page 8
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48 Main St.. Kennebunk. ME 985-8555
Man - Frt 9:30 - 5:30
Sat 9:30 - 5:00. Sun: call for hours
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Toys (9 Tales

a lternative footwear lor men a nd """Omen

Thomas the Tank has arrived in Kennebunk!
We have trains, videos, books & more!
ImagInative PlaythIngs Best In Chlldrens literature.
AudIo 6.. VIdeo Parenting Resources

..

michael mango
°41 0 ,
uHra comfort sandals
In bright teal a violet - - - - - - -

**

H you have to work~
on ten different things;
so should your computer.
Get OS/2 2.0.
In these hectic times, chances are you're
doing more work than ever. Much more.
Thats why IBM® is introducing OS/2®2.0,
an operating system designed to make your
computer more productive than ever. So you
can get your jobs done in record time.
Unlike Windows~\t OS/2 2.0 runs
multiple DOS, Windows and OS/2 applications at the same time, in
separate windows on the
same screen. So you can
rework a spreadsheet calculation, while you open
~.
files, while you print out
a document, while you
use a dial-up service. You
can even " cut and paste "
between any applications.

The possibilities are endless. And with OS/2
Crash Protection; \teach running appli~
cation is protected from the next, so if one
goes down it won't affect the others.
OS/2 2.0 is easy to install, learn and
use, with a friendly, graphical interface the Workplace SheW'\! OS/2 2.0 comes with
HelpWare~'\l* for the service and support
you'll need.
But maybe the best
part js that instead of buying DOS, Windows and Adobe
Type Manager®separately,
you get the benefits of them
all with OS/2. So for a
.' . ~hole lot less, OS/2 gives
more.
for details.

Introducing OS/2 2.0
• Runs DOS, Windows and OS/2
applications from a single system.
• Makes the most of 386 SX hardware
and above.

• Easy to install, learn and use. Has an
online tutorial and help.
• 110rkplace Shell: an easy to use graphical
interface.

Connecting Point'" 1:12"
- - - - - COMPUTER CENTER - - - Authorized

Advanced
Products
Dealer

319 M arginal WaY. Portl and, M aine 04101
(207 ) 772-11 56 1-800·443·6070

• HelpWare limited to USA only
~ T" IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and HelpWare , OS/2 Crash Protection and Workplace Shell are trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation Adobe Type Manager IS a reg istered trademark of Adobe Systems Inc Windows IS a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
© 1992 IBM Corp

I other

Continued from page 6
"It's not like the DEP isn't
doing anything, they've just
made no attempt whatsoever
to let anybody know what's
going on," Page said.
Payne intervened with
DEP officials, who contracted
with Seacoast Ocean Services
of Portland to soak up the
leaking oil with pads, and
put booms in the water to
contain the oil. Soil surveys
have so far failed to pinpoint
a source for the leak.
"I feel that (I) did focus
them a little more on the
problem, they're busy and
understaffed," Payne said.

Rite Aid quits
employee program
Rite Aid Corporation, the
Pennsylvania-based pharmacy chain that recently
purchased 34 Wellby Super
Drug Stores in Maine, has
announced it is leaving
Maine's state employee
preScription program.
The company cited
concerns about Maine
businesses in a press release.
"It is indeed ironic that the
state is using taxes it has
collected from Maine residents and businesses to
finance a prescription drug
program which promotes an
out-of-state mail order
company at the expense of
local pharmacies," said Joel
Feldman, Rite Aid vice
president for managed care
services.
Maine's state employee
plan is administered by New
Jersey-based Medco Containment Services, Inc. Starting
July 1, state employees will
be required by Medco to
obtain their prescriptions for
chronic illnesses through
Medco's mail order house
located in New York. Retail
pharmacies are relegated to
filling only prescriptions for
employees requiring immediate care.
Rite Aid indicated it
would reverse its decision if
either the state or Medco
decides to permit state
employees and their families
to obtain their maintenance
medications at any Maine
pharmacy.
Rite Aid paid
Scarborough-based
Hannaford Bros. $30 million
for the Wellby chain in May,
raising concerns about
employee benefits
("Hannaford took care of
itself," 5.14.92).

Maine AIDS cases
keep multiplying
The Maine Bureau of
Health reported eight new
cases of AIDS in May,
bringing the total of Mainers
diagnosed with the deadly
disease to 303 since 1984.
Continued on page 10

mistakes
By AI DUzmon

Safer Sex can be humorous, but AIDS
is no joke", you can get HIV from oral
sex.
Dental dams (latex squares), or a
condom cut open and flattened, or
even plastiC food wrap, will provide a
barrier between the mouth and the
vulva (female sex organ) or anus. Be
sure to use a barrier whenever you go
down on a woman or rim your partner.
You can get information on dental
dams from local AIDS organization.
For more information on dental
dams, call the Maine AIDS Information
Une at 1-800-851-AIDS. It's anonymous
and it's toll-free!

"Dental
Dams?
You must be
kidding!"

Start me up
Tom Andrews needs a tune-up.
First district Congressman Andrews is supposed to be the
state's premier grassroots politician, a high-energy Democrat
with a high-tech machine to back him up. But a few computer
chips must have overloaded at Andrews' June 15 re-election
campaign kickoff in Portland.
Instead of the unbridled enthusiasm Andrews generated two
years ago when he announced his candidacy, there was an
artificial feeling to the applause this time around. Instead of the
efficient organizing that allowed Andrews to swamp better
known and better financed rivals in 1990, there were logistical
screw ups and miscalculations. Instead of "Happy Days Are
Here Again," there was downer-rock by local star Darien
Brahms.
A visitor could have been excused if he'd thought he'd
wandered into a David Emery victory celebration by mistake.
Glitches like waiting half an hour between second district
congressional candidate Pat McCowan's warm-up speech and
Andrews' arrival at the Holiday Inn could happen to anyone.
But they never used to happen to Andrews. Or if they did, his
efficient staff found a way to cover the problem. This time
around staffers seemed as logy and confused as everybody else.
"The campaign is a little unfocused," confessed one insider,
"because until the primary we didn't know who our opponent
would be. Now we don't have time to focus."
The old Tom Andrews never worried much about who he'd
have to run against, concentrating instead on who he could get
to vote for him. The old Andrews never slipped quietly in
through a side door, but instead took a roomful of supporters
by storm. The old Andrews almost never looked or sounded
defensive.
But then, the old Tom Andrews wasn't an incumbent.

(A

PUBUC SERVICE MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MAINE AIDS AllIANCE AND THE AETNA FOUNDATION)

Special Sale
Buy one item,

get the second at

500/0

0

££!

(6econd piece of equal or IU6er value)
- Jelect ~TchandiJe only -

JONES NEWYORK
FACTORY STORES
Mon - Th 10-7, Frl & Sat 10-8, Sun 10-5

31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158

Cash ain't nothln' but trash
In my June 18 column I estimated Linda Bean spent $575,000,
or $26 per vote, to win the Republican congressional primary.
The Bean campaign informs me the correct figures are closer to
$500,000, and a mere $22.75 per vote.
Speculation among political junkies is that Bean will spend
another $800,000 to $1,000,000 in the general election, with
Democrat Tom Andrews close behind. Back in the good old
days (around 1990) that was enough to fund a statewide race
for governor.

Easy ride
Democratic state Representative Herbert Adams of Portland,
who had no opposition in two previous elections, has none
again this time. Adams has lost his opponent, and won another
uncontested term in the legislature.
Republican Laura Ross filed nominating papers in March to
run against Adams, but quietly withdrew shortly before the
June 9 primary. Ross, a law school student, was never very
enthusiastic about her last minute decision to run. So, her last
minute decision to put her non-campaign out of its misery was
hardly a surprise. And given the heavily Democratic nature of
the electorate in Adams' Parkside district, the Ross withdrawal
probably had no appreciable effect on the outcome in November.
Parkside is not the only Portland neighborhood where the
GOP finds itself a little light on electable candidates. Party
insiders concede they only have one realistic shot at winning a
seat in the city and ending a 14-year stretch during which
Portland has sent no Republicans to Augusta.
The single glimmer of hope is in East Deering, where the
GOP's Morton Soule faces Democrat Eliza Townsend, who
clobbered incumbent state Representative Christopher Gurney
in the primary. Soule is a teacher and coach at Deering High.
Republicans have names on the ballot in most other Portland
legislative districts, but few of those names are attached to
candidates who intend to do any real work toward getting
elected. And some of those GOP hopefuls who plan to campaign hard face popular incumbents and voter registrations
heavily weighted in favor of the Democrats.
For the majority of Portland voters there'll be only slightly
more choice for legislators this November than Representativefor-life Adams' constituents will get.
If you see political actiuity in your area, walk calmly - but swiftly away, crawl under your desk, turn away from the window and COVI!T your
head with your arm. When the all-clear sounds, write this column
imrMliatelyat Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME
04101.11 might also help to caI/775-6601.

We'll cut our best price
on fitness
if you will.
r--------------------l

:Three Months. $129:
With Coupon.

I
I

I

:_____ Offer Expire~un:.3~ 1992 _____ :

see the difference great fitness can make.
But first, you have to make the cut.

You'll never know 'til you try!
(207) 772-5444

One City Center • Portland, ME
*New joining members only.
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Lawyers challenge
Maine court fee

• GOURMET COOKING
MADE HEALTHY:
Perfect Pork (1 hr)
• OPEN SPACE:
Following Baxter's
Footsteps (1 h r)
• BACKYARD MAINE:
Planting Trees & Irises
(112 hr)
• USM CLOSEUPS:
Christopher Columbus
(112 hr)
Programs premiere Frl. 7·10pm. and are
repeafBd Sal· Mon.l·4 & 7·10pm and
Tues .• Wed .• & Thurs. 9am·noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So. Port·
land. Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth. & Scar·
bOlOugh. Channel varies In Gorham.

icliaras
NI1II 0fHlI' for IuncIt, 11:30 -2:00
CA. reIa: Oil OW' deck!
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Continued from page 8

Four people also died from
AIDS in May, the report said.
Since 1984, 168 Mainers have
died from the disease.
Five of the eight new cases
are homosexual or bisexual
males who most likely
contracted the disease
through sex, according to the
statistics. The other three,
including a woman, were
drug-users who likely caught
the disease from tainted
needles.
The bureau estimates that
between 1,500 and 2,500
Mainers have human immunodeficiency virus, or HN,
the disease that can lead to
AIDS.
Statistics released earlier
this spring by the bureau
show that Cumberland
County has the highest rate
of AIDS, per capita, in the
state: 48 per 100,000 residents.

008 debates
cruising ordinance
".-.

'\".~1.. ~

busdt 11/30-2, r"". - SlUt
DiNur 5-9, r"". - Sal
DiNur 5-8, SwadG,.
R...",..,io,.. App,..."U.14J4

729-9673
RT 123. NO. HARPSWELL. ME

J azz, Tap,

Adults'"

Chlld",n

Stretch, and
Streetfunk
Classes
beginning July 6

NEW STUDIOS at
151 St. John St.
Portland. MaIne

871-1013

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IBB,I:rn

~~-:o~~
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Merchants in Old Orchard
Beach are lobbying town
officials to ban the timehonored teenage practice of
cruising around downtown
in cars, but others argue that
such a law would be unconstitutional and could hurt
business.
About 100 residents
attended a June 16 public
hearing to.discuss Town
Councilor Dennis Caris'
proposal to ban cruising.
Caris said he offered the
proposal at the request of
dozens of downtown merchants who told him teenage
cruisers were driving away
business.
"For American teenagers,
cruising around town on a
Saturday night is a rite of
passage," Caris said. "But to
the extent we have to close
down public roads, divert
traffic, listen to the gunning
of engines and blaring of
music, and make it difficult
for our businessmen to do
business, a municipality must
react."
The "Unnecessary Repetitive Driving Ordinance"
would prohibit cars from
passing a police checkpoint
more than twice in two hours
between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m.
Violations would carry fines
from $50 to $200.
But some opponents of the
ordinance said it might take
away local business.
"To tell people they can't
drive around three times in
two hours will hurt business
in town," said Solomon
Hakim, a local merchant who
called the proposal '1udicrous/'
The Town Council will
vote on the proposal within
the next few weeks.

Maine's highest court
heard arguments June 17 as
lawyers and civil libertarians
attempted to strike down the
state's new $300 fee for civil
jury trials .
Attorney David Soley of
Portland contended the fee is
essentially a tax because its
proceeds go directly into
Maine's general fund, while
those who pay the money
usually receive no direct
service in return.
That, he said, violates the
separation of powers provision of the Maine Constitution, which directs only the
Legislature to tax.
"What this fee is is a
judicially promulgated tax,
and not a reasonable fee,"
Soley said. "It is an exercise
in taxation."
Soley also said a 63
percent drop in requests for
jury trials follOwing imposition of the new fee proved
the charge violates the
fundamental rights of
plaintiffs.
But Assistant Attorney
General William Stokes said
the fee merely forced litigants
to make a choice.
Stokes defended the
constitutionality of the fee,
asserting that the right to a
jury trial has historically been
subject to reasonable limitations. Stokes noted that
Maine charged $7 for civil
jury trials from 1820 to 1874,
when the fee was abolished.
The $300 charge was
imposed by the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court to
help offset state-mandated
budget cuts and took effect
Feb. 1, 1991. •

Reported by Paul Ka",
Ellen Liburt, Michael Reagan
and The Associated Press

ENJOY
THE
FESTIVAL I

asco Bay!

.. .and visit these businesses
before, during or after .
Portland's Wate7front Festival,
Saturday, June 27, 10 to 8.

Ocean

• SERVING MARINER') SINCE 1854-

before the
Blessing of
the Fleet
at the
Portland
Waterfront
Festival

~-=--o=Jr-=1 J

Tapelhis
to wurlridge

Delicious • Homemade

"'~'lE:XICAN~

10 Dana Street, Portland, Maine 04112

After the Waterfront
Festival, Keep the
Fiesta Alive!

207,772,3751
Fax 207,772,0297 • Telex 950027

AMIGOS

MEXICAN FOOD SINCE 1972

10AM/Portland
1:4S/Bailey J.
Sun. drru Fri.

9 DANA ST.
OLD PORT,
PORnAND
77Z..{)772

Its just a short ferry ride from Portland via casco Bay Unes
Join us after Portland's
II. . ' \v.\ I \\ Waterfront festival June 27.
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For Good Food ..
8t Fun on The .
Deck•••

and plan
your escape.

Every day, Casco Bay Lines can take you to
beautiful island scenery, cool ocean breezes,
sun, and sea-away from all your mainland
cares. Escape to Casco Bay this summer.

Enjoy li've
entertainment
on our patio 8 to 12 pm

Don't Miss The Boat·
A Van Buren woman has
regained the use of her voice
36 years after she lost it.
Mary Ouellette began to
lose her voice the day her
first husband died in 1956,
and over the years the
problem worsened.
But her son, the Rev.
Roland Lajoie of Massachusetts, recentl y met a woman
who sounded a lot like his
mother. The woman tipped
off Lajoie that his mother
might have spasmodic
dysphonia, a disorder in
which muscles in the neck
area contract too tightly. She
also suggested a possible
antidote.
Ouellette travelled to
Boston last November,
received an injection, and
began talking two days later.

WAN*

The Chart Room at
Chase Leavitt & Co.

2111's.

SI2.75

SU.50

lOAM 2PM

S8.75

$7.15

5:30PM

$8.75

4Smins.

WATER "WEAR"

weird news

Racer

•
•
•
•

Swimwear by Jag
Wetsuits 3mm & 6mm
Snorkel Equipment
Reef Sandals

211l1.
301IIins.

• Private Scuba Lessons
• Rent to Buy Program
• Dive Club with
Weekly Activities'

SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY
227 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-4200

1 hr.
llAM.
$7.50
4S mins. 1:15PM. 3:15PM;
Wed.:9AM.
noon, 3PM

S6,so

5750

$6.SO

$10.00

$9.00

I hr.

9:15PM

45mins.
Fri.: 2 hrs.

30mins.

Sun.5PM

All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years old.
Children under 5 ride free.

Serving:

Lunch

Dinner
& Cocktails

~'\\
~ i-Jvi \
'-- t·::JtfJ

lobste~ dambakes,
fresh seafood, frozen drinks,
beers ~ wine
+;J')
Live musk on the deck with );\m
~c:@sunday, June 28 at 2:00
and Saturday, July 4. 1'l0 ,.",et
OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK
PEAKS
ISLAND
166-5542

,

Why Is

Everyone Talking
About Rosie's?

-----~-

3 --

·*** Restaurant(favern Atmosphere
• Homemade FoodS
• Fresh Dough Pizzas
• World Famous caIzones
• 1/2 lb. Burgers
• Game Room for Darts
• Dally Lunch Specials start at $:5.95
• Dally Beer Specials $1.50

Casco Bay Lines
Casco Bay Ferry Tenminal. Commercial & Franklin Strnlts Portland 774·7871
OWMd tutti o~rat.d by the Casco Bay Island TraflSit District
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SLICK ADS, LONG ODDS

GIANT RUIlllAGE SALE:

Continued from front page

Yes indeed,
thenewWMPG

•

Sunlln.r Program
Guide is OUT.
Fundraising donors.
watch your mailbox .
Free copies available at
WMPG studios.
enlightened businesses
and around town. or
cal
780-4943 .

Casco
Bay
Weekly,
see
page 29.

at 484 Congress Street

campaign that mixes working-class heroes - Rich Little
The idea of a lottery that pays out cash prizes goes back to
impressions of Jimmy Stewart - with local color - Portland
16th-century Europe, when the city-state of Florence used the
Police Chief Michael Chitwood expounding on a desire to
method to drum up funds for fortifications and other urban
become
Clint Eastwood and former Portland Mayor Tom Allen
improvements. ahe rivalries between cities in those days made
wishing
he played for the Red Sox.
Red Sox-Yankee feuds seem like nothing). Florence probably
The
ads
are working.
copied the idea from France, where lotteries for land had been
"I think we've done a better job of advertising it," said Soule.
used to fund special cultural projects.
"We were doing $1.20 per capita per week in ticket sales in '86,
Britain copied the idea, too, and as the United States was
and now we're up to $2 per capita per week. Of course, Massahatching in 1776, early leaders flirted briefly with the idea of
chusetts does $6, so there's room for improvement."
funding the Revolutionary War through a national lottery. That
But, these baseball and movie-star' dreams aside, the odds of
didn't happen, but state lotteries - especially Louisiana's,
actually winning money on the lottery are extremely long (see
which stretched nationwide - were all the rage in the 1800s,
"What are the odds?" page 13). And when someone actually
until a grumpy Congress shut down all of them in 1895. There
does
win, the payoff is much smaller than it ought to be.
would not be another state lottery until New Hampshire,
That's because the state needs to
contrary as always, created one
make
a 30 percent profit to justify the
in 1963, thereby reopening a
lottery'S
existence. To do it, game
Pandora's box.
"If you win, you stop.
designers
lower something called
Fast-forward to 1992, when
Never
play
again.
"expected value." Expected value is the
lotteries are still used to drum up
average amount a player can expect to
cash for community improveThat's as good as it gets."
make back for each buck he or she
ments, and on a much larger
plunks down; at the bank it' s $1.05, at
scale. United States government
Eric Olson
the stock market maybe $1 .10 or more if
lotteries are big business: 33
one is lucky. At the blackjack table, it's
. states and the District of Columabout 97 cents - a slight loss.
bia (Texas is shortly to join the
In lotteries like Cash 5, Pick-3 or Megabucks, however, the
parade) sold 20 billion lottery tickets last year, according to The
state of Maine only pays out 50 cents for each d o llar spent - the
New Republic. Once expenses - which included $600 million
worst pay out of any form of gambling, legal or illegal, in the
spent on advertiSing - were subtracted, those states' profit was
United
States. One w ould do be tte r to take his or her business to
around $7 billion.
a cra ps table (almos t even money), slot machines (89 cents paid
Maine plays a hunch
back for each dollar spent) or a local bingo game (75 cents per
dollar).
Even an illegal sports bookie, who' ll payout 95 cents
Though Maine is a relative newcomer to the lottery game,
per wagered buck, gives a much fairer shake than the lottery
the road to profitability has still been a rocky one for the Maine
does.
State Lottery Commission. Created in the early '70s with an eye
The rest of the ticket kitty goes into state coffers - and the
toward pumping up state revenues, the commission endured
coffers of ad firms, ticket printers and television production
years of bitter infighting, public criticism and rumors of scandal
crews - instead of your pocket.
before it turned the comer to respectability.
Meanwhile, the state requires horse tracks to pay back from
The turning point came in the mid-19SOs under the leader74
to 82 percent of its ticket sales to bettors, a standard it doesn't
ship of outgoing lottery director Richard "Spike" Carey, who
hold
itself to.
was instrumental in creating the wildly popular Tri-State
These
artificially low payouts make the outrageously long
Megabucks game. Boosted by the addition of Megabucks and a
odds
even
more discouraging. Check out these long shots:
new Pick-4 daily numbers draw, state ticket sales and revenues
•
The
new
Cash 5 appears, on the surface, to be far superior
soared, quadrupling in a period of just two years.
to
the
old
Lotto
America. The game works by letting you pick
'The advent of Tri-State Megabucks captured people's
five
numbers
from
a possible 35; compared with Tri-State
imagination," commented Wallace G. Soule Jr., the grandfaMegabucks'
astronomical
odds of choosing six correct numbers
therly ex-banker who has directed the state's lotteries since
out
of
40,
your
chances
of
winning
the $50,000 Cash 5 prize are
1987. "It was the first time they had the opportunity to win a
indeed
much
better.
big jackpot in the state of Maine."
In the long run, though, you still lose.
When directors of Tri-State Megabucks abruptly changed the
"In Cash 5, your odds are 10 times better than Lotto America
game in 1988 - by adding just four numbers to the pool, the
- which means they're 10 times better than almost nil," Olson
jackpot suddenly became twice as hard to hit - the state
said. "And for the public as a whole, the amount given back in
weathered a swift and unpleasant storm of public outcry. Some
winnings is exactly the same either away."
people stopped buying game tickets outright. But others, lured
Even if you win Cash 5, you usually have to split the pot. If
by swelling jackpots, eventually joined in, more than making
you
match four of five you might split the pot with 25 or more
up the difference.
other
players. Third prize is a long shot too, worth a mere $5 for
The lottery's successes have been muted by a few defeats.
your
trouble
of braving 75-to-l odds.
Christian Civic League of Maine head Jasper Wyman, a vocal
'That's
really
piss-poor," said Olson. "For all these games,
opponent of the lottery, mounted a successful crusade to tax
the
lower-tier
prizes
have lousy odds."
lottery winnings as income.
• Tri-State Megabucks generally pays off $1 million to $2
More recently, the commission's 1990 decision to add Lotto
million per jackpot, sometimes more. But the odds are about 1America to an already-full lottery card backfired. The II-state
in-4 million of winning, meaning that it isn't worth your while
game offered huge prizes, but astoundingly long odds of 26
to play until the jackpot hits at least $4 million. But1f it's gotten
million-to-l. After the public's initial fascination with the game,
that high, that means at least 8 million tickets have been purthis spin of the wheel was a loser - sapping Megabucks
chased - increasing the chances you'll have to split any pot. So
revenues in the process.
it's
a Catch-22.
"It's just like I predicted two years ago," said Olson. "People
•
Olson also picks on the state's Pick-3 and Pick-4 games.
were bored by losing~"
"If
you play enough, you're sure to end up behind," he
So, last spring, state legislators wheeled away Lotto America
asserted.
'The more you play, the farther you get behind, even
and replaced it with a new Cash 5 game, proclaiming, "you've
though
the
number of winners is a lot higher than in Cash 5."
just gotta win."
That, he explained, is because of the Law of Large Numbers.
In spite of those setbacks, the lottery gamble has succeeded
"It tells us that the more you play, the closer you get to the
spectacularly well for Maine. The state sells $100 million worth
theoretical," he said. The problem is that, in the lottery game,
of tickets each year, pocketing about a third of the proceeds,
"the theoretical" amounts to losing your shirt. So, in the short
which in tum make up about 2 percent of the state's $15 billion
run, you might get lucky and come out ahead in Pick-4. After
general fund.
spending $500 on tickets, you've got a l-in-l0 chance of doing
That may not seem like much, but the money is apparently
so.
recesSion-proof. While total ticket sales for the new Cash 5
Play 10,000 times, though, and there's almost no chance
game haven't sharply increased since the switch from Lotto
you'll
be in the black.
America, they've held steady in a crushing recession.
'1f
you're
playing one of these games, and you win, you
'The assumption has been that it is somewhat recessionstop,"
advised
Olson. "Never play again. That's as good as it
proof," said former state economist Charles Colgan. "It's
gets
right
there."
relatively stable (funding), especially compared to the fact that
• Instant Win games are another lottery seriously stacked
Oottery sales) have gone way down in a number of other
against players. The object of this game is to scratch three
states."
numbers and match them to a pre-picked set. Since there are 10
As a result, for the year ending this June 30 the Legislature
possible digits in each box, your chances of matching each box
could budget a $31 million profit from the state's lottery games.
are
I-in-l0; your chances of matching all three are just l-inEven with the economy continuing to slump, lottery ticket sales
1,000.
- and profits - are running slightly ahead of that projection.

Two bucks from everyone '
Recent promotion efforts have used a high-profile ad
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Come visit us at our new
location at 500 Congress St.

ct\ftTfRlftl O~JfCTS
500 Congress Street Portland, Maine 04101 774·1241
Monday-Saturday 10:30·6:00pm 0 Sunday 12-4:3Opm
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UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

louis and Betty Conley of portland, pictured with photos of their
CBW{Tonee Harbert
children and grandchildren, won a 1991 Megabucks Jackpot worth $980,000. They
picked their winning numben by using the ages of their six children - and they
gave their kids the money, too.
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What are the odds?
~

Tri-State Megabucks The odds of
hitting the big jackpot are about 4 million-to1. Put another way, you're five-and-a-half
times more likely to get struck by lightning
this year, eight times more likely to freeze to
death and 200 times more likely to drown.
Your chances of matching five of six
numbers, a $1,000 prize, are about 1-in19,000. You're more likely to change your
name and move to another state under the
Federal Witness Protection Program.
The odds of hitting four out of five
numbers, worth a $40 prize, are better: about
one in 457 players does so. The good news:
You're a bit more likely to win that 40 bucks
than to get cosmetic surgery this year. The
bad: You're nine times more likely to take a
drug test.
Your chances of winning nothing? About
97 percent.
Cash 5 Your chances of hitting a jackpot
worth up to $50,000 are about l-in-325,OOO.
You're much more likely (SO times) to work a
temporary job.
Moving down the food chain, you've got a
l-in-2,164 chance at hitting four of five
numbers, worth anywhere from $250 to
several thousand bucks. You're about as
likely to get fired this week.
You've got a l-in-75 shot at matching three
numbers, which is worth a measly five bucks.
Don't hold your breath; you're almost three
times more likely to get lung cancer as to win

m

the five-spot.
There's an 86 percent chance you won't win
anything at all.
Plck-4 Your odds of hitting the daily Pick-4
and winning $5,000 are slim, about 10,OOO-to-l
against it. You're four times more likely to
emigrate to another country. You're twice as
likely to die in a car crash.
But cheer up. Your odds of coming up
utterly empty are excellent - better than 99 3/
4 percent.
Pkk-J The chances you'll match the threedigit daily number are only l-in-l,OOO. You're
15 times more likely to get your tax return
audited than you are to win the $500. You're
twice as likely to become a doctor.
Your odds of winning nothing are between
99 and 100 percent - pretty damne<l good.
Instant Scratch Lottery officials are fond
of saying you've got about a l-in-4 chance of
winning something in this game - but the
something is usually just another free ticket.
You're about as likely to appear on television sometime during your lifetime as you are
to win a prize, usually a free ticket, in the
Instant Scratch Game. You're twice as likely to
have nuclear weapons deployed somewhere in
your home state. (Yes, Maine does.)
The odds against winning something on a
second free ticket are 16-to-1. You're more
likely to eat at McDonald's today.
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Don't forget to shop ..i l lV4oFF
ALL ITEMS
our "Bargain Attic"
{\ OPEN DAILY
56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369
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~ Service
Great
Italian and
Food

Atmosphere

Food

LOBSTERS

~~~FOR$1199
THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining

Sources: Odds taken or CIl/cu/ated frllm The HRrper's
lruhx Book, the U.S. Sll{dy Council, the Maine StRte
Lottery Cllmmission Rnd Eric Olson.
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769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansionl

M-F 11 :30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5·9:30 pm
Now Open Sunday 5 - 8pm

14 UlscO Bay Wukly

fund5 , 1992

The NEW Cla~jc PaJeistanl Restaurant

KABOB'NCURRY
"We jnvite to toste alittle of our culture.·

SLICK ADS, LONG ODDS

SEAKAYA

Continued from page 12
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Ilam-10:30 pm, Take·Out Welrome

&21 Congress St., Ptld' 874-2260

Traditional Pakistani Dinners
featuring
Authentic Tandoori Chicken nkkas

BACK BAY TOWER
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special
outdoor activities ... it's all right up the street or just
around the corner from Back Bay Tower. Or if you
prefer the comforts of home, here are more reasons
for living at Portland's finest intown address:
• Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains
• Indoor pool, saunas and exercise room
• Secure parking garage
• State-of-the-Art security
• Secluded rooftop terrace garden
• Elegant lobby with concierge
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with plenty of closets
• Private balconies and terraces
• On-site management and maintenance
• 25 different floor plans

or call for
an appointment

772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

COOKIN

KATAHDIN
Now that really good asparagus is available, we have been
making .an asparagus, mushoom and cheddar cheese
lasagna. It has been very popular and lots 0/ people have
asked/or the recipe. It's quite simple to make, so we
thought we'd share it.
Asparagus and Mushroom Lasagna
with Sweet Pepper Sauce
I pound lasagna - boiled in lots of salted water, drained and
rinsed
2 leeks - trimmed. diced and soaked in cold water
20 ounces of Portabello or other fancy mushrooms - sliced
2 bunches asparagus - sliced thinly, tender part only
1/2 bunch Italian parsley - minced
I Tbl. freshly gound black pepper
32 ounces Ricotta cheese
1/2 pound very sharp cheddar cheese - grated
1/2 stick unsalted butler

Melt the butter in a large pan over medium heat. Add leeks and
stir occasionally until tender. Add mushrooms. Cook 3-4
minutes, then add asparagus. When asparagus is almost tender,
remove from heat and add parsley, pepper and Ricotta. Layer
pasta, vegetables and cheddar cheese in a 9x13 pan. Bake at 350
degrees for 25 minutes. Serve with sweet pepper sauce.
Sweet Pepper Sauce
I cup heavy cream
2 cups diced onion
5 large sweet red peppers - diced
1/2 stick unsalted butter

Cook peppers and onions in butter over low heat, covered until
very tender. Puree in a blender or food processor. Add heavy
cream and heat until warm.
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SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - I I PM
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Now pay attention: The payoff for this unlikely event is a
mere 500 bucks. In the long run, even if you bought 1,000
tickets, the odds are you'd win only one time - for a net loss of
$500.

Reading the flne print
Despite his knowledge of the poor odds of winning lotteries,
Olson doesn't want to outlaw the lottery. In fact, he sometimes
buys a ticket himself.
''The game itself is fair; it doesn't screw you," he said. "It's
very professionally run, in an above-board manner.
''The real failure is in the media campaign, the way they
present it."
Olson can't hold back his disdain for radio ads exhorting
players they can "make money
the old-fashioned way - you
win it," or ads starring local
police chiefs and ~ayors. ''That
stuff is below the dignity of
public officials, to be engaging
in (false) advertiSing," he said.
''The fine print on the tickets
tells you the chances of winning, but there's no discussion
of odds in the TV and radio
ads."
Not everyone agrees this is
harmful, however.
"People can always call the
Lottery Commission to find out
the odds," asserted economist
Tony Dlscatlo rings up a bet at Joe's Smoke Shop on
Colgan. "I think there's a
Congress Street.
tendency to underestimate people's abilities, to just say they're
duped into buying tickets. That underestimates the intelligence
of people, who know full well what the odds are . .. I really don't
$1 million
feel people are entirely irrational about it, or that they're so
headaches
ignorant that they can't spend that ~ollar wisely."
''The odds are on all the terminals and the backs of betting
Even if you do beat the
slips," added Soule. "fhe information's out there."
odds and win a million
Nevertheless, most lottery studies conducted in this country
bucks, lottery payouts might
have
concluded that nobody realizes how terrible the odds are
not measure up to your
for
winning
a prize with a single ticket. In Delaware, for
expectations.
example,
the
state's Gambling Commission found that 83 to 99
The hypothetical $1
percent
of
lottery
players did not know the odds of the game.
million winner doesn't get a
Some
states
have
moved to remedy this problem. Wisconsin,
freshly minted check for the
for
instance,
requires
that lottery ads be strictly informational;
million when he or she cashes
the
ads
may
only
provide
information like estimated jackpot
in the ticket; instead, the state
size,
outlet
locations
and
winning
numbers. And they must
automatically skims off
present the true odds of wining individual prizes.
commissions for stores that
"Your odds of winning are on the back of the tickets,"
sold winning tickets and pays
complained
Olson, "but they ought to print the odds of losing.
off all the smaller prizes. This
They
make
a
big deal out of the fact that one in eight players
might trim the grand·prize
wins
a
prize
but, almost all the time, that prize is a free ticket.
winner's payoff by 15
That
reduces
the
cost of a ticket, but it doesn't give you any
percent.
better chance of winning anything."
Then the state cuts
winners a check for about 5
Cheap fun or regr~esslve taxation?
percent of the total remaining
"A tax on morons" is what former Saturday Review editor
jackpot. The rest is used to
Norman Cousins called lotteries. He wasn't alone. A frequent
purchase an annUity that
criticism
of lotteries as revenue sources is that they raise money
earns interest in the winner's
in a very regressive fashion.
•
name. Each year for the next
The argument goes that poorer folks, desperate for cash and
19 years, the winner gets a
freedom,
spend a higher percentage of their meager paychecks
check.
on
tickets
than they should - to the detriment of food, clothing
Criticisms of this payout
or other essentials.
system have included the
Several studies have borne this out In California, the poor
following:
spend 15 times more of their income, as a percentage, on lottery
• Federal and state taxes,
tickets than the rich do. A Detroit study showed that, in tough
some of which are automati.
times, middle- and upper-class folk stopped playing the lottery
cally subtracted before the
but poor urban dwellers kept right on playing.
check is even cut, immedi''There's a small, regular group of lottery pIa yers," said
ately eat anywhere from a
former state economist Colgan. "After the initial flurry, it's
quarter to a half of the total.
played by a small percentage of people in lower middle-class to
• Winners have no say in
poor areas."
the number of years over
Local lottery officials are fond of pointing to a 1987 survey
which their payout is spread.
that seemingly refutes this argument. The survey, conducted by
• Because of this complia New Jersey market research firm, found that 62 percent of
cated payout system, the
people in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont who played
winnings you actually pocket
Tri-State Megabucks earned at least $20,000 a year. It also found
are sharply reduced. Accordthat 87 percent of players were either employed or retired; the
ing to one calculation cited in
remaining 13 percent of those surveyed described themselves as
Consumers' Research Mllgllzine,
"students."
a million-dollar winner
According to this survey, the unemployed didn't buy a
winds up collecting about
single lottery ticket.
$560,000 over the 2O-year
"It's voluntary. If you don't want to play, you don't play,"
period. More Significantly,
insisted lottery director Soule. "Nobody's saying they've gotta
the state pays out only about
play. Anyway, our research indicates that poorer people don't
$470,000.
playas much as the others."
But Joe Discatio Jr., proprietor of Joe's Smoke Shop on

Congress Street in Portland - once the state's top ticket outlet,
before computerized sales terminals began appearing everywhere - disagrees with Soule. Even in this time of recession, he
said, sales at his store - mostly to lower middle-class folkkeep booming.
"(The rich) couldn't care less about it," he said. "But working
people are always gonna find money to drink, smoke and play
the lottery. That's all we've got in life. That other guy can cruise
around the bay in his yacht. We can't."
And although allowing food stamps to be used for lottery
ticket purchases is illegal, "I'm not gonna say some other store
owners don't do that," he added.
''There's always an argument that it's a regresSive tax,"
Colgan conceded. "But I don't think it's a tax. Not everything
the government collects -like user fees - is a tax. It's a kind of
voluntary contribution."

Subtracting local school funds
It's not only the city's poor who get stuck by the lottery;
so might Portland's schools.
It works like this. The state carves its $HlO state million
lottery pie into three big pieces. Half of the ticket take usually about $50 million - is paid out in prizes.
Next comes overhead. Roughly $10 million a year goes to
employee salaries, office space and other miscellaneous expenses. About $6 million a year goes for commissions to stores
like Joe's Smoke Shop. The lottery commission's ad budget was
about $2 million last year: It spent roughly $1.4 million promoting Tri-State Megabucks and $710,000 to promote all the state's
other games (although "that's been cut substantially for next
year," said Soule) .
Finally, the state's vendor, GTech Corporation in Providence,
RI. - which designs and prints tickets and handles computer
details - pockets a percentage of on-line computer sales. Last
year, that cut added up to about $1.9 million.
The rest?
"It all goes into the general fund," said Soule. That meant $30
million for the state's $1.5 billion funding pie last year.
But only about a third of that larger pie is spent on education. And school aid isn' t evenly distributed back to certain
urban areas like Portland because of the state's screwy education funding formula.
During the past year, Soule guessed that Portland ticket
buyers bought about one-tenth of the state's tickets. That would
have meant a $930,000 city contribution to the state's local
education assistance pooL (That number is figured by calculat·
ing the general fund's profits from Portland ticket purch.asescall it $3 million - then applying roughly 31 percent of It to
local education aid, just as the state eventually does.)
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Saco River Outfitters will host an
Sea Kayaking Instructional Seminar
for beginning and intennediate paddlers on Satu.rday, Jun~ 27.
You will learn the basics of safety, self-rescue, effiCient paddlmg, and
equipment selection. "Hands On" rescue practice.
$6S.00 per person, including the use of a kayak.
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Service
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25 years
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$30/hour
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ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

"It's a revenue raiser for the state
of Maine.
It funds a lot of programs."
Wallace G. Soule Jr., Maine lottery director

Yet the city's school system only received about $80,000
worth of education assistance back from the state's lottery kitty.
(Estimated at 0.9 percent of the $9 million in ticket sales that
went back to local schools.)
The difference - an estimated $850,000 -likely went to
other school districts in the state, some of them richer than
Portland.
"It's a revenue raiser for the state of Maine; it funds a lot of
programs," said Soule.
.
.
"(The lottery) prevents either future tax mcreases or serVice
cuts," added Colgan. "Besides, by the time the appropriations
committee sees lottery revenue, it looks like a dollar just like
anything else."
The crunch occurs because, unlike some other states that run
lotteries, Maine doesn't earmark any portion of its lottery
proceeds for specific departments (like education).or programs
(like welfare aid). It all goes into the general fund m one lump
sum, where legislators do what they will with it.
In that way, say some, lotteries perpetuate a citizenry that is
unable to figure out what a losing bet its games are.
"Schools are woefully inadequate in the way they educate
people about probability and statiS~CS," said Olson, who'~ on a
crusade for better math education. Almost nobod y walking
around can interpret odds, graphs, data. Schools are terrible in
this respect. We don't understand basic numbers." •

Ecology House is commited to being a positive factor .
for increasing environmental aware?ess, act~on, and public
involvement. Most of our gift selectIons are In the Image of
wildlife or symbolic of humankind and the environment.
• Products Supporting AnlmaIlssues
• Educational Games • Recycled Paper Products
• Ecological Items
A portion of your purchase is donated to envirorunental causes.

775-4871

775-7441

49 Exchange St. Old Port· Maine Mall, S. Portland

SPIRIT SHELLS
PAINTINGS
PRINTS
POTTERY
QUILTS
HAND PAINTED TEES
PHOTOGRAPHY
BOOKS & CARDS
WEAVING
The Creators Guild is a consignment
WREATHS
gallery. Participation is open to all
NEEDLEWORK
individuals who have suffered from
GIFTS
mental or emotional illness. We provide
KNITTING
members a means of displaying and
JEWELRY
marketing items they have created.

CREATORS GUILD
Art & Craft Gallery
81 Ocean St., S. Portland, 799-8575, call for Gallery hours.

PIlU/ KRrr'5 favorite gamble is plilying roulette
with Portltmd's elite parking enforcement crew.
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Lottery promotion should be reformed
Maine's lotteries have become big business. On an average week, there
are twice as many tickets sold as there are living Maine residents.
But do the Maine citizens who pump $100 million a year into the lottery
really understand the odds? Or, as statistics whiz Eric Olson claims, are
they getting duped?
Before you answer, take this quiz. True or false:
1. My odds of winning cash in the new Cash 5 game are 1-in-S.
2. The more regularly I play Megabucks, the better I'll do.
). My odds of hitting the jackpot depend partly on how many people
play.
4. If I win a million-dollar prize, I'll get a million dollars.

5. If I win a million-dollar prize, I'll get a million dollars minus taxes.
6. I'll win more money playing Pick-3 or Pick-4 regularly than I will
playing Megabucks regularly.
7. I'll win more money playing Cash 5 every week than I ever could by
playing Lotto America.
8. The payouts in the lottery are better than those at the horse track in
Scarborough.
9. The payouts are better than those in Atlantic City.
10. They're better than-those in illegal urban "numbers" games.
Every one of these myths is false.
How did you do?

CBW doesn't have the same quibble that the Christian Civic League of
Maine does with the lottery; we don't stand on any high moral ground. If
people want to gamble, they should be allowed to do so.
Yet something clearly needs to be done about the way American lotteries are run. People, especially poor people, simply aren't getting the
message that the lottery is a great bet for losing a lot of money. One Duke

University study found that only 12 percent of all lottery ads on radio or
television airwaves actually disclosed the true odds of winning cash prizes.
Maine's lottery advertising doesn't always make those odds clear, either.
That's our beef with the lottery. The state has an obligation to give people
accurate information before they spend their money.
CBW proposes the following steps:
• Pass a law requiring Maine's lottery ads to prominently disclose the
full and true odds of winning some cash
(usually 10 percent or less), and of winning
the jackpot prize (usually several million-tot). Lottery ads should also be restricted to informational content.
• Require that lottery ads describe the true present value of a prize.
Receiving a $50,000 check every year for 20 years doesn't mean you've won
a million bucks, because $50,000 won't buy nearly as much in 2012 as it will
now.
• Just as important, we'd earmark lottery revenues for specific pro- •
grams, not just the general fund. For starters, let's require Maine to dedicate
a chunk of the $30 million revenues directly to local education assistance
and another chunk directly to poverty programs.
We should also require that those communities that purchased the most
tickets receive their fair proportion of lottery revenues back from the state;
in Portland's case, if we bought a tenth of the state's tickets this year, we are
due roughly $3 million back.
• There's another issue here, too: Should the state fund itself with the
revenues from addictive behaviors? One lottery study suggests that 10
percent of this country's lottery players buy half the tickets.
We're not against the lottery. We even play it ourselves, sometimes.
But it's time we gave everyone a fair shake.
(PK)

Jeremy Wintersteen of the Maine Island Trail Association bundles
up during a wet boat ride home from Jewel/Island, June 14.

Congressional reform in six easy steps
• By John Arthur Wilson

In their bids to represent Maine's first congressional district, both GOP hopeful Linda Bean and
incumbent Democrat Tom Andrews have staked out
positions as agents of change. So this seems like a
good time to suggest a few real changes - changes
that would have more impact than an artificial term
limit - in the hope that one candidate or the other
might consider adding these reforms to their
platforms_
Limit time on Capitol Hili An "inside the
Beltway mentality" pervades the unreal world of
Washington, DC - a city where local government is
dysfunctional and neighborhoods are drug war
zones. The Hill, by comparison, is a privileged
cocoon, free of mayhem and exhibiting a welldefined class system. The result is a life insulated
from the everyday problems of mainstream Americans - such as holding a job, paying the bills and
finding a good school for the kids.
Lawmakers talk about "coming home to the
state," but in reality most are federal tourists. Even
on extended reoesses, their schedules are so jammed
with "canned" events that they rarely get a feel for
the people they represent. There's no time for
bumping into a friend at the grocery store and
talking about problems at the local school. Their
"reality" has become the Hill.
It doesn't have to be this way. Thanks to computers, faxes and modems, members of Congress no
longer need to spend most of the year in DC. After
all, the bulk of legislative action that requires the
attention of the full Senate and House happens in
the last 60 to 90 days of a session. So why not spend
three months in DC to get legislation going, then six
months at home or in field hearings around the
country, and then the final three months back on the
Hill, finishing committee work and moving legislation to the floor?

I

Limit campaign spending and sources There
has to be a mandatory spending lid to stop the
ridiculously expensive multi-million dollar races
like the Andrews/Bean contest is destined to
become.
Limit the total amount of PAC money a candidate
can receive and restrict donations to groups from
the candidate's home state. This would undermine
the PAC mentality of national special-interest
groups, which increasingly use legislation as simply
another fund-raiSing device to scare their checkwriting members out in the hinterlands. (We saw
this during consideration of the Brad y Bill, which
proposed waiting periods on handgun sales. Both
pro- and anti-gun lobbying groups used the bill to
whip up their fund raising.)
Extend House terms to four years In the
House, you never stop running, meaning you are
forever indebted for your political survival. You run
one campaign, retire that debt and immediately start
on the next campaign. Extending terms to four years
would cure some of
this and put
representatives in
synch with the
preSident, perhaps even rescuing us from a permanently divided government.
Restrict attack ads Constitutionally, you can't
ban attack ads, but you could use the Federal
Communications Act of 1934 to restrict them. For
candidates to reoeive the lowest-available rate for
radio and TV spots, require the candidate to make the
pitch instead of some announcer from Los Angeles
or New York. You can bet that if George Bush had
been forced to make the Willie Horton pitch himself,
it would never have been made.
Limit the terms of committee chairs
Seniority-driven chairs are one reason that Congress
is stuck in a rut. Mississippi's Jamie Whitten, first
elected to Congress in 1941, will by 1993 have held

citizen

the chair of the all-powerful Appropriations Committee longer than anyone in history. Michigan's
John Dingell, elected in 1955 to a seat held by his
father, rules the Committee on Commerce and
Energy, often referred to as the Committee on
Everything.
Limit committee chairs to eight years, or even
four, and you'd start to see things finally moving on
Capitol Hill. This is a term-limits measure that
means something.
Limit tenures of lobbyists and congressional staff members Lawmakers come and go;
it's the lobbyiSts and the congreSSional staffers who
never change.
Lobbyists peddle their access and institutional
memory. Whether representing Big Business, Big
Labor or other vested interests, these lobbyists are
creatures of the Beltway. Restrict how long they can
lobby Congress (they already have to register) and
how much they can spend on entertainment ($25 for
example, which would cover lunch at a good DC
restaurant).
Limit House staffers to five years, Senate staffers
to seven years; that would take them through one
election cycle and encourage lawmakers to recycle
their staffs. Throw in a reSidency requirement that
staffers must come from the state their bosses
represent.
In "The United States of Ambition," author Alan
Erhlenhalt argues that we're producing a generation
of career staffers and politicians who dominate
government but have no loyalty except to their own
careers. Some have taken the book as a call for term
limits. Erhlenhalt says it isn't; rather, he says the
problem is that Congress is too responsive to
competing vested interests.
The challenge is to make Congress more responsive to the national interest. The best way to do that
is to knock down some of the barriers between
members of Congress and the people they represent.

A club of her own
Andre Lacasse's response
to winning "Le Club Calumet" suit (5.28.92) is all but
saying that women cannot
help to foster Franco-American culture because they are
women and therefore they
don't deserve the privil~e of
belonging and contributing to
his club.
What Mr. Lacasse doesn't
seem to realize is that
precisely because women are
women and FranCO-American
they have a unique perspective on the culture that the
men don't because they are
men. By not allowing women
into his club, the club is
missing out on learning about
a good portion of the same
culture they want to celebrate
so much. Therefore I am very
surprised to read that they
aren't doing what they
should be doing, encouraging
women to join their club.
Men and women will
always be different in many
numerous and wonderful
ways that are celebrated
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differently by every culture
on this planet.
Finally, since Ms. Ellis
shows such a strong desire to
celebrate her cultural heritage, I would encourage her
to start a club of her own.
Also, I wouldn't be a bit
surprised if some of the
membership of "Le Club
Calumet" ends up joining her
club instead. By the way I am
3/4 Franco-American myself,
and very proud of my
heritage.

~ l}..~t2
Wendi Nault
Cumberland

Race and
personality
Without question personality traits have a strong
genetic component. This is
not a matter of debate among
scientists. For a hundred
years studies, especially those
of identical twins reared
apart, have nailed this down.
For example, the personality trait of intelligence is 50 to
70% inherited. Also not
debated is that from the
ancestral hominid line
Negroids emerged first,
Caucasoids next, and MongolOids last. Now, we have
many subgroups and variation within. For intraracial
variation among American
blacks look at the difference
between Colin Powell and
Willie Horton, as different in
personality as Watusis and
Pygmies are different in
height.
.
Defining race is further

compounded by mixing,
especially in America. Yet,
we can define race by
molecular biology (including
DNA sequencing), fossil
records, and linguistics
mapped on genetic trees.
Races have not evolved with
equi valent aptitudes and
trait!? Truth is not necessarily
what you might fervently
want it to be.
In America, college
educated blacks have fewer
children than college educated whites. However,
blacks in general double the
white population increase (13
compared to 6%). Considering such statistics as 80% of
black children being born in
inner cities are to unwed
mothers, and that 42% of
young black males in Washington, D.C., are at some
point in the criminal justice
system, you don't have to be
a mathematician to see
what's coming.
I've heard at least seven
explanations for the Los
Angeles riot, each probably
partlyjustified,butnotone
mention of race and crime as
a factor. Rape, assault, AIDS,
and social disorder are more
common for blacks around
the world, including in the
Caribbean and black Africa,
where whites to "victimize"
them are few and far between. (Rushton, J.P. 1990.
"Race and Crime" Gmadum
Jourrnll of Criminology, 32. 315-

334!~ ! ~fo ;/10/
John E. Harrigan, Ed.D.
Portland'

seen

Bean gets frank
Al Diamon's column
(6.11.92) contains several
inaccuracies.
He alleges I have refused
to submit to detailed questioning about my deficit
reduction plan. Nothing
could be further from the
truth. On May 21, I held a
press conference on this
subject, inviting any press
person to ask questions. He
didn't show up. I delivered a
menu of spending cuts "to
start the process of eliminating massive waste in federal
government ... to rid ourselves
of a budget deficit that has
become outrageous." The
menu contains a "start" $150 billion in cuts over 5
years. Diamon referred to it
as a "plan" for just $35 billion
over 5 years. His figure was
understated by $115 thousand million dollars.
As a comment, let me say I
am willing to do far more
cutting. I would like to know,
in contrast, what Tom
Andrews has offered. All he
can seem to do is tax, spend
and pontificate about doing a
"courageous" job. He now
takes the popular approach of
attacking Congress for its
profligacy, but let's face facts
- he is from the party in

• By Tonee Harbert

control there and he has
backed the liberal line 100%.
There is no "courage" in that.
His "new leadership" is the
same tired old Ted Kennedy
politics that voters want to
reject. On issues that House
and Senate voted together,
Andrews and Kennedy are
birds of a feather and have
voted alike 97% of the time for bigger centralgovernm~nt
and less power to people
back home.
Diamon also alleged that
my TV and radio attack on
Tony Payne's proposal to cut
entitlements contained
"miracle of careful editing"
footage of Payne's remarks. I
invite anyone who would like
to see the proof of Payne's
remarks to come to my office
at 609 Forest Avenue in
Portland. We have four
unedited videotapes from
TV, radio and in candidate
forum and debate. A press
release was sent to Mr.
Diamon and others inviting
them to review these while
my ads were airing. He
knows I have told the truth
- he just refuses to acknowledge it.
I don't expect liberals to
agree with my views on
public policy, but I expect the
press to present them
accurately. As for Diamon's
gratuitous name-calling and
unmitigated months-long
hate campaign against me, I'll
only comment thilt he strikes
me as an extremely troubled
person in child mode.

~.4.)~
Linda Bean
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• C'est Ie temps. It is time.
That's what some folks decided
10 years ago when they
organized the first La
Kermesse Franco-American
Festival in Biddeford. "La
Kermesse" means "village fair"
and that's where they do
Franco-American cultureright in Biddeford. From french
fries with gravy to rousing
renditions of "La Marseillaise,"
there're far too many features
to mention. But here's a taste of
the festival, which runs
through Sunday: Entertainment includes a midway, main
tent, a second tent, a teen tent,
a "sugar shack" and a children's tent. Performers range
from tl\le Basin Brothers Cajun
band to stilt dancers from
Mimizan, France. There's also
country, big band, Dixieland
and jazz music, plus a fiddle
jam. Tonight, the festival takes
the form of a block party at
City Square and includes
fireworks. Friday through
Sunday the festival moves to
St. Louis Field. 'For admission
you need a festival button,
which costs $6 at the gate and
gets you in all weekend. For
more festive facts call the La
Kermesse hot line at 283-2826.

• Godot is alive and well, and
so is Jacques BreI: All the

world's a stage tonight. You
can see Samuel Beckett's
existential treat ''Waiting for
Godot" or opt for the more
musical "Jacques Brei is alive &.
well &. living in Paris."
"Codot" plays at The Theater
at Monmouth tonight and
tomorrow at 8. Tickets are $16
for adults, $14 for senior
citizens and $10 for students.
For reservations call 933-9999.
The Vintage Repertory
Company's production of
"BreI" plays at Jordan Hall on
Temple Avenue in Old
Orchard Beach every Friday
night at 8 through Sept. 4; and
on Wednesday nights July 15,
29 and August 12. It's also at
cafe no, 20 Danforth St. in
Portland on Wednesday nights
July 8 and 22, August 5 and 19.
Admission is $7 and $10. For
reservations at OOB call 8284654; for cafe no call 772-8114.

• If you're not at the waterfront (see "Cheap Thrill") or La
Kermesse, you ought to stroll
over to the 22nd annual Saco
Sidewalk Arts Festival. All
kinds of art will be displayed
on Main Street between Water
Street and Cutt's Avenue, and
in Pepperell Square as well.
Events kick off at 7 a.m. with a
pancake breakfast at Most
Holy Trinity Church. The
festival runs till 4 p.m. Entertainment includes cloggers,
jugglers and music. For more
details call 282-6169.
• I just want to bang on the
drum all day: The five-piece
Kingston Bay Steel Band plays

calypso and mambo, samba
and merengue at Abraham's
House of Coffee, S48 Congress
St., Portland from 8 to 11 p.m.
Free admission. Call 879-2237,
the limbo-line at Abe's, for
more details.

• Getting to know you: Today
is your last chance to see "35
Up," Michael Apted's fourth
update since his original
documentary '7 Up." The films
follow the same group of
Britons and the seven-year-<>lds
of 1964 have taken different
paths in the class system.
Footage from the previous
films is edited into the new
material so you don't have to
have seen the earlier pictures.
Shows at 1 and 7 p.m . at The
Movies, 10 Exchange St.,
Portland. Can 772-9600 to catch
up on details.

• "There's a debate in the rock
press about whether they're
funny or not," says The New
Yorker. The Dead Milkmen are
four Philadelphia smart guys
who amuse themselves at the
expense of sensitive young
white people who dress in
black. They've brought us
"Bitchin' Camaro," "Shaft in
Greenland" and a bunch of
other deliberately dumb songs.
They also handcuffed them-

selves to Downtown Julie
Brown after a mocking
performance on "Club MTV."
You be the judge tonight in an
all-ages show with
Blenderhead at Zootz, 3.1
.Forest Ave. Admission is $7.
Call 773-8187 for more about
the Milkmen's delivery.

This man
got a
standing
ovation
from the
• The plie's thE: thing: The
Maine State Banet begins it
summer residency at the
University of New England in
Biddeford by giving informal
lecture performances every
Wednesday night through
Aug. 12. The shows start at 7.
Admission is free. For more
dancing details call the Ballet at
878-3032 or the university at

• Art-o-rama: Kenward
Elmslie is one of the few
"artists worthy of being called
'performance poets,'" says
Portland's own favorite poet
Steve Luttrell. In his 3O-year
career: Elmslie has published a
half-dozen books of poetry, a
novel, several plays and six
opera librettos. All reveal
Elmslie's flair for spectacle and
antic detail. He performs
excerpts from his theatrical
revue "Palais Bimbo" - and
more - at cafe no tOnight and
tomorrow at 8. The show starts
at 8. Admission is $5. Call 7728114 for poetic particulars.
• If memory is genetic, she had
elephants for ancestors: Dozier
Bell curates a new exhibit,
"Gender and Identity" at the
Portland School of Art. The
show runs through August 14.
The gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 9 to 4.
There's a panel discussion
tomorrow at 5 and a reception
at 6:30. Call 775-5152 for details.

2~171,ext.234.

• Art-o-ramall: "Bodies
Reflecting." That's the new
show by New York photographer Julia Wittich opening at
the Trove Gallery. Primarily
through nudes, Wittich
explores issues relating to
women and their bodies. The
ganery (formerly 3 Views) is at
112 High St., Portland. The
show runs through July 20.
Call 772-1961 for more revealing details.
• Three-for-<>ne. You'll get at
least that with new exhibits at
the Portland Museum of Art.
Photographer Lynn Butler
focuses on areas threatened by
encroaching development in
"Endangered Landscapes:
Coney Island and Other Bright
Legends." Photographer Judy
Ellis Glickman documents

Limbo-mania strikes
Portland on June 27.

Polish ghettos and death
camps in her show "Silent
Witness." And then there's
"Artists You Love," which
features works by Monet,
Renoir and other European
masters from the Joan Whitney
Payson Collection and other
private lenders. Call 773-2787
for more information .

• Pop goes the symphony: The
Portland Symphony Orchestra
opens the 1992-93 season with
its traditional "Independence
Pops" concert. The PSO's nod
to the nation's birthday
' includes works by Cohan,
Sousa, Bernstein and Copland,
plus "Music of the Civil War"
and more patriotic hits.
Conducted by P50 Music
Director Toshiyuki Shimada,
the "Picnics &. Pops" concert
begins at 7:30 at Fort Williams
Park in Cape Elizabeth. Gates
open at 5:30. Advance tickets
are $12 for adults, $10 for
children and senior citizens,
and $36 for a family of four
which includes at least one
adult and one child; tickets are
$2 to $4 more at the gate.
Fireworks included. Call 7736128 for the pyrotechnic
details.

• Ktahkomig: No, it's not a
massive typo. "Ktahkomig" is

1

chea thrill

Bless the fleet

;

Bless the fleet. You'll be doing that twice at the Portland Waterfront Festival on Saturday, June 27.
The first blessing is the ritual one at 10 a.m . that kicks off the
festival at the Portland Fish Pier on Commercial Street. In its 15th
year, the blesSing is organized by the Fisherman's Wives Association and commemorates fishermen who died at sea.
The second blessing is the informal one you'll make after
sampling some of the fabulous native seafood available throughout
the day.
The festival is designed to be a hands-on learning event where
local residents and visitors meet the people who make up
Portland's working waterfront .
Throughout the day the festival also features clowns, jugglers
and exhibits by the Coast Guard, the National Weather Service and
a bunch of museums displaying maritime art and artifacts.
The schedule of festival entertainment includes: "Sink or Swim
CelebritySurvivalSuit Race" at 10:45 a.m.; folk music by Castlebay
at 11; R&.B by Port City Anstars at noon;
the Jose Beno Caribbean
Band at 1 and Castlebay again at 2 p .m.
Admission is free. ,
Call773-1613
for more of
this fish
story.

,
the Wabanaki word for "the
land." And the Children's
Museum of Maine's new
exhibit, "Ktahkomig, Maine
1492" gives kids a feel for what
Native American life was like
in this area 500 years ago. The
outdoor exhibit is ensconced at
Smiling Hill Farm, 781 County
Road, Westbrook. It's open

today and every day through
Labor Day from 10-5. Admission is $2 ($1.75 for members
and groups). Call 797-5483 for
more details. Warning: The
exhibit closes if the farm closes
because of rain . So call the
farm at 775-4818 if the weather
is questionable.

These people
are on their
toes for you and they'll
explain why
on July 1.

The CilISCO Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior to
publication. Send your Calendar and Listings
Information to Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
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sweet it is ...
to kick back on our
garden patio, enjoy the
summer weather, and
savor a fine meal.
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UNIQUE THINGS FOR YOU AND YOU~ HOME
• gifts -home decorating - clothmg -accessones - mIniatures83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 - Mon-Sat 11-5

Lobsters, Burgers, Seafood, Salads,
Ice Cream, Beer & Wine
Serving Breakfast Weekends 7:30 - 11

Jeff2.

LAKESIDE

Cool food on a. cool deck
with an Wlsurpassed view of Seba.go Lake

Pleasant 25 min. drive from Portland
Rt. 114 on Sebago Lake, 787-3009
*We use ch

canoia oil

Cordimlal from 1O-day CALENDAR

SILVER
SCREEN

Jones.

THREE DOLlAR DEWEY'S
OlD PORT . PORT1A."'D. MA.! NE
772-3310 PORTLAND'S ORIGINAL ALEHOUSE
KITCHEN OPEN SUN-WED 11AM-8PM. THURS-SAT 11AM-9PM

Hope to see You!
Allison
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Maine Malt

.

Maine Mall Road, S. Portland

774-1022
Hau...mer
Goldie ~wn plays a con artist who has a
one-nlght stand with an architect, then
"borrows" the man's home and pretends
to be his wile. Also stanlng Stew Martin
and Dana Delany.

Dates effective Junt!l 26-July 2
Fern Gully & The Playboys

through Junt!l 30

Boomerang begins July 1
Lethlll W. .pon 3 (A)
1:40.4:15.7,9:35
Far and AWfl'/ (PO)
12:45,3:50,6:50,9:40
Allen 3 (R)
1:50.4:25. 6:50,9:40
Encino Man (PO-13)
1. 3:05, 5:10, 7:20, 9:25

IAtheI W•• pon 3

Yet another encore lor the hardcore.
A Leque of Their OWn
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can't
In 1943, the men wera at war overseas
heip being sucked in10 one last lree-Iorand woman got their chance to play ball.
all case - this time Involving stolen firePenny Manlhall directsthlscomedyabout
arms from the police department - with
the AU-American Girts ProlessionalBas&partner Riggs. Stars Danny Glover and
ball league. Starting Madonna, G$8na
Mel Gibson.
Davis and Tom Hanks.
M.mbo King.
Allen 3
Almand Assan1e and Antonio Banderas
Ripley awakes after Crash-landing on a
play two Cuban musiciana who come to
desolate WOt1d where she Is the only
New York In the 19508 seeking success
lemale on the al~male prison planet and lame. Based on the Pulitzer PriZE>well, almost the only lemale. The stowwinning novel by Oscar Hijuelos.
away slurps through most 01 the cast en My Cousin Vlnn,
route to a showdown with Sigoumey
Ralph Macchio and Mitchell Whitfield play
Weeverthat wiM make "Alien 4" very difficollage students wrongly accused 01
cult to write.
murderin a rural Alabama town. Joe Pesci
Apoc8Iypse Now
star as the inept Brooklyn lawyer who
Francis Ford Coppola reveals the madcomes 10 their rescue.
ness 01 the Vietnam War, and the mad- Plnocchlo
ness 01 men, in his adaptation 01 Joseph
Disney'sanimatedclasslcaboutawooclen
Conrad's "Heert 01 Darkness." The cenpuppet carved by a ionely old man who
tral character, Lieutenant Willard (Martin
must prove himsell worthy 01 being a real
Sheen), narra1es the story 01 his search
boy.
lor a rren named Kurtz (Marlon Brando),
a highly decorated war hero who is leading a renegade miitary outpost. Also starring Robert Duvall.
a..lclnatlnct
Michael Douglas retums to the "Streets 01
San Francisco" as a detectiveinthis erotic
murderthrilerdlrected by Paul Verhoeven
("Total Recall"). Slick, entertaining,
homophobic.
Blltman "-tum.
The dark knight (Michael Keeton) retums
to bettie the combined forces 01 the Penguin (Danny DaVIto), an evil industrieist
(Christopher Waken) and the Catwoman
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Directed by Tim Burton.
""""",.ng
Eddie Murphy stars as a womanizer who
Drew Barrymore plays a seductive and
changes his ways when he fals In iove.
dangerous t$808ger who Infiltrates a
However, the woman 01 his dreams refriendless schoolgirl's dysfunctional, but
1uses10commit, _
after she bears his
rich, lamily. Sara Gilbert also stars.
child. AhIo stars Robin Givens and Grace
Encino Man
Two unpopular teenaged boys uneerth
andthewa frozen Neanderthal man. They
enrol him in school asa Iofeign exchange
student, thereby gaining unexpected
popularity.

Michael,
Couldn't wait any longer! Left for Dewey's.
It's on tM corner of Fore and Union
Streets in tM Old Port. I'U be
sitting in tM back trying to
decide which one of tM
60+ beers I'U have and
WMther or not to have
a bowl of tMir famous
3·Alann Chili, or
something from their
great new menu. Meet
me there and I1l buy
you a pint.

General Cinemas

The~

A young woman lYing in a small town In
lraland In 1957 elicits local disapproval
when she has an llegitimate child and
refuses 10 name the lather. She then
further ollends local sensibilities when
she lah in low w~h a member 01 a
trawlng actors' troupa. Starring Albert
Finney and Aldan Quinn.
The....,.r
Insider Hollywood satire about a movie
exec suspected 01 having murdered a
screenwriter. (Doesn't happen often
enough.) StanIng TIm Robbins & Whoop!
Goldberg, with cameos by half the big
names in Tilseltown.

....... Act
Atrashy lounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg)
goes into hiding in a convent after witnessing a crime. Shetakes over1he choir
and transrnutee them 1010 suparb jazz
singers, thereby attracting the attention
01 the thugs involved in the murder.
_ _ _ Ik...

Hou_m... (PO)

12:30. 2:50, 5:20. 7:30, 10
The Playboy. (PO-13)
4:20.6:50.9:15
Fern QulJy (Q)

12:45.2:35
Polson Ivy (R)
1:10,3:20,5:30,7:40,10
Boomerang (R)
1:30,4:05, 7:10,9:50

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Oark's Rd., S . Portland
879-1511
Dates effective June 26-July 2
12:30 am showing of Batman
Refllrns Fri-Sat only

No showing of The Player
June 27 at 6:55
A League of Their OWn
plays Junt!l27 only
Be. In8tlnct (A)
9:35
Batman Return. (PO-13)
12:30,1,3:30,4,6:45,7:15,
9:45, 10:15, 12:30
Howanl. End (PO)
12:50, 3:40, 6:35, 9:25
Slat... Act (PO)
1 :40, 4:20, 7:45, 10:05
The Play... (R)
1 :10,3:50, 6:55
Unlawful Entry (R)
1:30, 4:10, 7:35, 10.20
Plnocchlo (Q)
12:40,2:50,5. 7:Q5, 9:10
A League of Their OWn (PO)
7

The Movies
10 Exchange St_, Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sst & SUn
35 Up
June 24-28
Wad-Fri 7,9:15; Sat 1,7,9:15;
Sun

1, r

This Is .plnlll Tap (R)
June 27-30
Mon-Tues 7-9; Sat 3:45;
Sun 3:45, 9:15
Apoca/ypH Now (R)
July 1-4
Wad-Fri 7; Sat 1. 7

STAGE
ComeciI"". nm .........I,Joenn.CheaaIe

& K.vlnSh_
esk the age-old question: Do you lear
mimes, sad clowns and puppetry? Yes?
Then you'llovethe improvisational comedy 01 tlis demented trio , who take audience idees and translorm them in10 two
hours 01 comic mayhem. Admission is $3.
Llka fingetprints and snowflakes, no two
shows are alike. Every Thursday at 8 pm
at the Cave, 29 Forest Ave. Call 87!HlO70
for more inlo.
"An Enemy of the .....ple·
The Schoolhouse Arts Center opens its
season with Ibsen's play. Through June
28 - Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun,S pm. TIx: $8,
$5 seniors and students with 10. For directions call 642-3743.
Fred
""tic Arts Worlcehop .
Celebration Bam Theatre presents 1he
best student parformances from the Antic Workshop, June 26, 8 pm at Celebration Bam Theatre, Stocklarm Road , just
011 01 Route 117 North, South Paris. Tix:
$6, $3.50 children 12 and under. For
reservation caM 743-8452.
F... forAiI
Variety show/concert leaturlng Louis
Phiippa, Barney Martin, Stew Gerlach,
Elen Faukner, The Perfect Cure, Tim
Westwig, Kristin Taylor and DelmarSmall,
The Widow's Web and Dr. Gonzo. June
25- Thursat7:3O-at 159 State Street,
Portland. Free. 874-9002.
"Funn, alrl·
The Ogunquit Playhouse opens ~ season
June 29 with this hit musical about Fanny
Brica. Through July 11 - Mon-Tues, FriSat, 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs, 2:30 pm and
8:30 pm - at State Road, Ogunqu~ . TIx:
$19. 646-2402.
"J.cqu_ Brei Is All....nd Uvlng In
P.rts·
VlIltage Repertory Company presents a
musical review 01 the works 01 Jacques
Brei from June 26-Sapt 4 - FrI, 8 pm July 15 &29, Aug 12 -Wed, 8 pm-at
Jordan Hall, Temple Avenue, Ocean Park,
Old Orchard Beach. Tix: $7, $9. Performances also July 8 & 22, ....... g 5 & 19 at 8
pm at cafe no , 20 Danlorth St, Portland.
Tlx: $10. For more inlo caH 828-4654.
M.ln. atat. hllet
wi! conduct Inlormal lectureperform,"ces
each Weds eve at 71rom July 1-Aug 12 at
In the University 01 New England's campus center, Biddelord. Included in the 1hour performances will be excerpts Irom
"Afice in Wonderland" and "Stars and
Stolpas Fore_." Free. For more inlo call
876-3032 or 283-0171.
"Melocly Hour M urd.,.·
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre,
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
St, Portland . Shows ewry Saturday at 8.
Forinlo and reservations call 693-3063 or
1-800-834-3063.
"South P.clflc·
Maine state Theater stages the Rodgers
& Hanvnerstein's classic June 23-July 5
- Tues-Sat, 8 pm; Wed, Fri & Sat (first
week 01 each new program), 2 pm; Tues,
Thurs, Sat (second week), 2 pm - at
Pickard Theatre, Memorial Hal, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Tix: $12-$24. For
reservations cal 725-8769.
"Waiting for Qodot·
Tile Theater at Monmouth presents
Samuel Beckett's play June 25-27 Thurs-Sat, 8 pm - at Maine Street,
Monmouth. Tix: $16, $14 senior citizens,
$10 students. For reservations call 933-

a.rbo'.

9999.

Extraterrestrial vampires terrorize a smal

fI.r
Away
Atum-ol-the-century Irish laborerendures

Downeest town, always maintaining their
respectability with their assumed human
forms.

hardship in Eire, then in an un"kely tum 01
events, IIees Ireland with the well-to-do .Up
daughter 01 the rich landlord who 0pMichael Apted's original documentary "7
pressed his larrily and falls In love with
Up"loIlowed the ivas oIa socially diverse
her in America. SIanIng Tom Cruise and
group 01 British 7-year-olds. In "35 Up,"
Nicole Kidman.
we get to observe 1his same group 01
Fern aully
Britons as they approach middle age.
A IaJryfromthe Fern Gully ralnlorestmeats This I. IIpInal T.p
a human and togelher1hey try to stop the
A mock rockumentary about the U .S. tour
ecological destruction that threatens the
of the wortd's loudest most banal heevy
fairy's home.
metal band.
Fried
T-'_
Unlawful Entry
An owrweight and neglected housewife
A young couple's home gets robbed, but
befriends a lonely older woman living In a
their lves really become tense when the
rest home. They develop a close friendpoIica officer assigned to their case beship as the older woman spins a tale
gins 10 1enorize them. Kurt Russell and
about two intimate female friends in the
Madeline Stowe play the couple. Ray
'30s. Her story helps restore the
Liotta ("GoodFellasjdoesa nasty tum as
housewile's joIe de vivra. Wrth Jessica
the cop.
Tandy, Kathy Bates, Mary Stuart W.,..... Wortd
Masterwon and Mary Louise Parker.
Metal Heads Wayne and Garth (01 "SaturMawani. End
day Night Llvej make pronouncements
In this adaptation 01 E.M. Forster's novel,
on teen Ule and sharelantasies about the
the clash bet-. dillerenl aspects 01
lovely babea from Babylonia. Moronic.
eer1y 20th-century British society is re- White Men CIon't Jump
IIectad by the alliances and conftlcls beAcomedy-drama in which Wesley Snipes
~ the bohemian Schlegelalst_ and
Jungle Feve(') and Woody ~rreIson
the conwntional Wilcox family. Starting
(TV's "C'-'sj teem up to make money
V~ Redgrave, Anthony Hopkins,
ecamming other besketball players on
Emrra Thofl1l8Ol1 and Helena Bonham
LA's playgrounds. G_t dialogue. G_t
Carter.
be8ketbel.

a,...,

r

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,

Portland

772-9751
Dates effective Junt!l 26-July 2
.I_pw..k .... (AI
1 :20,4:20.7:20.9:15

Whit. Men Can't Jump (R)
12:50,3:50.6:50.9:30
Mambo King. (R)
12:40,3:40,6:40,9:40
Fried Qreen TolMto. .
(PO-13)

12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20
My Coualn Vinny (R)
1,4,7,9:25
Wayne'. World (PO-13)

1:10,4:10,7:10,9:45

Pride'. Comer Drive-In
651

Bridgton Road, Weatbrook

797-3154
DaMs effective Junt!l 26-July 7
WhIte Men Can't Jump (R)

8:35
My CouaIn Vlnnr (R)
10:35

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.25
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Open Mlc with Scott Conn.'Iy (b.y.o.
acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Blliarlls, 39. Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

FRIDAY 8.28
J ....... (R&B) Active Wave, 58 Ocean Park
Rd, Saco. 282-7670.
Frank Santorelli .nd Boeton ComecIy
Compan, (comedy) AquaLounge, 17
Ocean Ave, York Beach. 363-a308.
Tom Kennecly (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Th..... Street Qu.rt.t (jazz) cale no, 20
Danlorth St, Portland. 772-8114.
SId'. Kid • • nd Buffalo Lodg. (original
rock)Geno's, 13Browost, Portland. 7727691 .
Last Trlb. (progressive rock) Granny
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market
Street, Portland. 761-2787.
Blcycl. Thieves (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
"_rthel_ (rock) Old Port Tavam,11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Chrtstlne lavin .nd KrIstina Olsen (Iolk)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Aw, Portland. 773-6886.
Th. UpHttena (R&B)Spring Point Cafe,17S
Pickett st, S. Portland. 767-4627.
The LDok (classic rock) T -8irds,126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Bill C.meron (easy Wstening) Tipperary
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
775-6161.
The Night (rock) The Wrong Bro1hers' Pub
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

Straight
outta
Brooklyn
Bassist Ben Street, who .
now resides in Brooklyn,
returns home to Portland for
a weekend gig at cafe no, 20
Danforth St., on June 26
and 27.
Accompanying Street are
guitarist Kurt Rosenwinkle,
tenor saxophonist Chris
Speed and percussionist Jeff
Ballard. For more details
about the return of gentle
Ben call 772-8114.

SATURDAY 8.27
J.mpa (R&B) Active Wave, 58 Ocean Park
Rd, Saco. 282-7670.

Tom Kennecly (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
Th. Msrk PoIlah_k Trto Oazz) cale no,
769 Congress St. 773-9873.
20 Danlorth St, Portland. 772- 8114.
Th. hn Street Qu.rtet (jazz) cale no, 20
Dre....... of Oblivion and Eas, Action
Danlorth St, Portland. 772-8114 .
(theatricsl rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St, St.... Gert.ch (acoustic) The Cave. 31
Portland. 772-7891.
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187 .
SwIftIc.Cubes(progressiverock)Granny W.xworks end theMslden. (original rock)
Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market
Geno's,13BrownSt, Portland. 772-7891.
st, PorUand. 76t -2787.
Thumper .nd Actl... Culture (funk/ska)
Bicycle TlII_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Granny Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse,
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Markel Street, Portland. 761-2728.
" _ h . l _ (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Blcycl. Thl._ (rock) Moose Alley .. 46
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Markel St, Portland. 774-5246.
Christine Lavln.nd Kristin. OIaen(loIk) N_rth.l_ (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Mouhon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Swinging at_1ca, CIottte C.II .nd SI.ld
The W.,,-..k... (R&B) Spring Point
CI••_ (rock) Raoul's Roadside AttracCale, 175 PIckett St, S. Portland. 767tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
4627.
The Upaette.. (R&B) Spring Point Cale,
DeeJ-yareg Pow_ (karaoke) TIpperary
175 PIckett st, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
775-6161.

Continued on p<lge 22

TO RECIEVE YOUR FREE PASSES FOR TWO, STOP II TO VIDEOPORT

STARTING TODAY!

151111J1If ST. OlD PORT. n8-1898

WE MAKE NEWS MAtTER

OPENS FRIDAY, JUNE 28

ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM -EVERY DAY
LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE • FIRST COME FIRST SERVE
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Portland Waterfront0' Festival CLUBS

The Annual Dlesslnu
the Fleet
Delicious Native Seafood will be featured
Educational Booths, tne sounds of the Port Gty All Stars,
meringue by jose Bello and hls Carribbean Band, Gown
Glenn Dwyer, Juggler Troy Johnson and the Shoestring
Theater will also be on hand

The Look (classic rock) T·Birds. 126 N.
Boyd St. Portland. 77a.8040.
..... gon (easy 6stening) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 77f>.
6161.
Th. Night (rock) The Wrong BrottMn' Pub
at Port Biniards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland.
775-1944.

FRE.I ADMISSION
Portland's 3rd annual Waterfront Festival will be
held Saturday, June 27th from 10a.m. -3 p.m. at
the Portland Fish PIer on Commerdal Street.

SUNDAY 8.28

Join US at Abraham's
SATURDAY. JUNE 27. 8-11 pm for
Music of the Islands by

Pet. Flnkl. (acoustic) Active Wave, 58
Ocean Pari< Rd. Saco. 282·7670.
Ruatlc OVerton. . (rock) Old Port Tavem.
11 Mou~on St. Portland. 774-0444.
Wayne Toupe .nd Zyd-.lun (cajun)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 66S Forest
Ave. Portland. 77a.6886.
F..nk . .ntorelll(comedy)T-Birds.126N.
Boyd St. Portland. 77a.8040.
TBA Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland.
77a.0093.
Wldowa Web (rock) The Wrong Brothers'
Pub at Port Biliards. 39 FomstAve. Portland. 775-1944.

dancing to
Calypso,

Mambo,
Samba,
Merinpe.
and a Umbo
Contut!

MONDAY 8.29
lalandalde(reggae)ActiveWave.58Ocean
Pari< Rd. Saco. 282·7670.
Ru8t1c Overt_ (rock) Old Port Tavem.
11 Mounon St. Portland. 774-044;4.
Open Mlc wtth R.ndy Morabito (b.y.o.)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 66S Forest
Ave. Portland . 77a.6886.
TBA Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St, Portland.
773-0093.
Th.DwcI Mil........ (anemativerock)Zootz.
31 Forest Ave. 773·8187 .

TUESDAY 8.30

Come in anytime and join our Coffee Club
30 % off each pound or more.

Deabend... (acoustic) Active Wave. 58
Ocean Pari< Rd. Saco. 282-7670.
Ken_rd Elmall. (poetry/perfonnance)
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 7728114.
Blcycl. ThI.vea(rock)OId Port Tavern. 11
Mounon S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mic Night with Peter Ol...on
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett
St, S. Portland. 767·4627.
TBA Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland.
773-0093.

Get your card now. Membership only $~ a year.
548 Congress SL
Portland' (207) TRY-ABES
begiMing June 28:

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Michael Danahy p.rfonns monthly at Th.
the .. next on July 11,

CON
CERTS

eav•.

H.'s

Takln' It from the streets
Danahy's music personifies the passion of city life
Michael Danahy is Sitting in Abraham's, sipping on a huge cup of
decaf. '1 really don't drink coffee, except to be sociable," he says.
But isn't this the guy known for his "Songs of Coffee, Love and
Anger"?
"I tried 'songs of decaf, love and laughter: but it just doesn't have
the same visceral appeal," he smiles. " I guess Lou Reed can sing
about heroin although he doesn't do it."
They might be decaffeinated, but that doesn't mean Danahy's
songs aren't energized with passion. He's Portland's most earnest
folkie, the town's most spirited troubadour, the longhaired sensitive
poet pouring out blood, sweat and tears in every phrase and strum.
Take "May Day (QED}," a new song that contrasts the rioting in
Los Angeles with face-painted children frolicking around a maypole
in Monument Square. The song is striking not just for its topicality,
but for Danahy's anguish over a
"world in flames," expressed in a
raw Michael Stipe-ish vocal.
"The melody is like a siren,"
he agrees. "It was a way for me to
put together a lot of things that were going on in the life of this
country and in my own life right now. It's all about powerlessness."
Danahy was a victim of random violence in the Old Port last
winter an experience he still hasn't overcome. "While I'm recovering
from the assault I've felt very powerless because here I am, I've been
put into my own little world, while the bigger world is going by."
Still, he's managed to effectively get that feeling into song and onto

music

ta~~ the three years Danahy has been writing and singing music
(he's had previous incarnations as a journalist and a poet), he's been
recording and distributing his work on tape. The first release,
"SUPERMAN, a one-man beatbox soapbox opera," is an eclectic
assortment of hard rock ("Ultra-Right to Life"), '40's-style folk ("1
Don't Want Your Millions, Mister"), white rap ("SUPERMAN") and
other experimental forays.
He's also put out "Nothing Makes Something Old Sooner Than
Calling It New," a cassette album of "new folk and other contradictions," and "Don't Quit Your Day Job," a collection of live recordings
Funky Bluest... (acoustic) Active Wave.
58 Ocean Park Rd. Saco. 282-7670.
and local radio appearances.
Open Mlc Night with Jilek K . .n.n
AU his recordings are accomplished at home, with a 4-track deck,
(karaoke) AquaLounge, 17 Ocean Ave,
computer sequencer, MIDI drums and keyboards. Not exactly the
York Beach. 363-8306.
image of the stripped-down street folksinger warbling about "Dan,
Kenw.rd Elmall. (poetry/performance)
Dan The Courier Man," is it?
cafe no. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 7728114.
'1 don't consider myself a street musician anymore," he explains.
Brown Street Folk Factory wtth Tom
"For one thing, it hurts my voice so much I simply can't do it. So
Dean .nd Tom Plrozzoll (folk) Geno's,
now my way of communicating is perfonning in front of a bunch of
13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891 .
people and recording."
Jimmy" the Soul cata (blues) Granny
As for live performances, you can often catch Danahy opening for
Killam's Indusbial Drinkhouse, Market
Street. Portland. 761-2728.
major acts in town (most recently for Jonathan Richman at Raoul's),
BeBop Jazz E n _ I . (jazz) The Port·
and monthly at The Cave on a rotating Saturday night schedule with
hole, 20 Custom House Wharf, Portland.
Gerlach, D.J. Landry and Darien Brahms.
865-6202.
Last Saturday, Danahy captivated the audience with songs
Bach.lora· Night (topless) Moose AJey.
46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
bursting with his twin trademarks of love and anger. He displayed a
Bicycle Thl._(rock)Old Port Tavern. 11
confident proficiency on acousti.c guitar, but wisely f~sed most ?f
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
his - and our - attention on hIS words, and the passIOn they spnng
TBA Spring Point Cafe, 175 PIckett St. S .
from.
Portland. 767-4627.
You can also hear Danahy (~d maybe get more cI.ues to his taste
TBA Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 51, Portland.
773-0093.
in folk music) on WMPG, where he has a show on Fndays at 11:30
Open Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whlpe
a.m . That's where he met Lorenzo Raffa, one of Danahy's biggest
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
supporters. Raffa produced and directed "So~gs of Coffee, ~ve and
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland.
Anger," a half-hour video documentary (avallable free at VI~eoport
77f>.1944.
and occasionally seen on public access cable) that offers a laId-back
look at Danahy in performance, in his home studio, and in interview
clips.
Danahy's next step may be putting together a band. "That's
00thI Dance, Inc.. Thompson's Point.
definitely the direction I'm going in," he says.
Second Floor Bldg lAo Portland. SmokeBut not yet. "Rehearsing is a lot of work, and then you keep on
and chom-fnledanceswith swing. Latin &
having
members come and members go. Because no one's as
ballroom rrusic Fridays from ~ 12 pm &
committed to your music as you are."
Sundays from a.6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
M.ln. Ballroom, 614 Congress St. Port·
And I don't think I've ever met anyone quite as committed to his
land. Every Sat ~midnight. Cost: $5. No
music as Michael Danahy .

WEDNESDAY 7.1
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For your children's outgrown
quality clothing, toys, books
and equipment
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GENTLY WORN ITEMS FOR CHILDREN.
PJ..WAYS BUYING, All. SEASONS, INFANT • SIZE 10
DROP OFF OR CAll. FOR AN APPOINTMENT
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Mall Plaza. S. Portland (by Ames and Bookland)
Mon.·Sat. 9:30 a.m. ' 8:30 p.m. ' 772·7333 or 1·800-56.(·7333
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DANCING

reseMltions required. 773-0002.

The M-.. 425 Fore st, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Naked ThilStdays, no
co_. drinks $1.25 & drafts 25¢; Fri-Sat
until 3 am. Cover: $3. 772·1983.
. .Iut... 20 Milkst, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No 00_.774·4200.
T-Blrd'.. 126 N. Boyd st. Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
Fri & Sat: rock & roll. dance. 77a.8040.
Wh........... D.nc.Club.29ForBStAve.
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, chemf......
all ages w~h deejay; Sat, women's night Ttl. Baxter.Oall.ry
from 9·1 w~h deejay Deb. 874·9770.
619 Congress St. Portland. Opening reZootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: cham·
ception July I from 6:30-8 for "Integrafrae; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live na·
tion: Gender and Identity," an exhiMion
tlonal acts; Sat deejay till 2:30 am. live at
curated by Dozier Bel. Panel discussion
The Cave; Sun: request night. 773-8187.
July 1 at 5. On view June 29 through
August 14. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri ~4.
77f>.5152.
Portl.nd MUHum of Art
7 Congress St, Portland. Opening reception June25 at 7 lor "Silent Witness." Judy
Ellis Glickman's photographs of Polish
ghettos and death carT1lS of Treblinka.
Auschwitz and Birkenau taken over the
past four years. The artist discusses her
work at 7 and a reception follows. On view
through Oct 18. Hours: Tues. Wed. Fri &
Sat 1()'S. Th"'" 1()'9. 5 ... 12-5. Admission: adults $3.50. senior citizens and
students with ID $2.50. children under 18
$1. group rate $3. Museum admission is
free l().noon Sat. 77a.2787.
Th. Trov. Gall.ry
112 High St. Portland. Opening reception
June30 from 6-9 for "Bodies Reflecting,"
a show by New York photographer Julia
Aeolian Chamber Play.... David JoIl.y.
Wittich. On view through July 20.
L_laKaplan
(ciassicaQ8pm, FirstParishChurch, Maine
Street. Brunswick. Schumann's Adagio
and Allegro; Bach's Chaconne. Brahms's
Quintet for Piano and Sbings. opus 34. in
F minor.Tix: $12. 72f>.3895.
African Impol1a and N_ England Arta
1 Union St. Portland. Original artwork &
Karen Pierce .nd Mark H_.rd
advice to collectors. Hours: 1()'9 Mon·
(short songs by Amt Worth) 8 pm. Olin
Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. Free. 786-6330.
Alberta'a
21 Pleasant 51. Porfland. "Of the Earth."
paintings. collages and photographs of
Portland artist Laurel MacDuffie. On view
through July 17. Hours: Mon·Fri 6 arn- I 0
pm. Sat-Sun 7 arn-l0 pm. 774.Q016.
Cettl. call " The Swinging at •• ka
Art Gallery et the Phoenix
(rock) 9 pm. Celebrate the release of $laid
630 Forest Ave. Portland. An exhibit of
Cleaves' tape and CD at Raoul's Roadauthentic batik paintings from Java,
side Attraction, 66S Forest Ave , Portland.
Indonesia. acquired by Lois Aaherty.
77f>.2494.
Showing through June27. GaMeryhours:
Ted M.nd ......nd hla Of'ChMt ..
Thurs·Sat 10·5. Tues-Wed by appoint·
ment. 774-4154.
(big band) 8 pm. The Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St. Bath. Tix: $10. $8 for Ch .... berofCOmmerceofth.a.._r
seniors & students. 442-8455.
Portland Region
145 Middle St, Portland. Paintings.
sculptureand photos by Elaine Tselikis.
Sarah Cowperthwaite. Kirsten Leyli
Johnson. Clifford Ullman and Jane
Wray. On view through June. Hours:
MualcF. .t Student Conc.rt
Mon·Fri 8·5. 772-2811.
(classical) 7:30 pm, Kresge Auditorium. Congresa Squ... Gallery
VISUal Arts Center. Bowdoin College.
42 Exchange St. Portland. Past.m by Henry
Brunswick. Tix: $2 donation. 72f>.3895.
Isaacs. showing through July 6. Gallery hours:
Moo·Sat 10:30-5. 774·3369.
Th. Danforth aallery
34 Danforth St. Portland. ·Portland
Through the Lens: Urban Ecology from
People to Porches," a group exhibiPa"" Lovea Mambo
tion of photographs by s1udents at the
(island music) noon· 1 :15. Monument
USM Department of CorTYT1Unity ProSquare. Portland. Free. 772-6628.
grams. Showing through July 17. Gallery hours: Tues-Thurs 11-3. Fri 4-8,
Sat 11-3. 775-6245. .
Dean Velentg. . Oall.ry
60 Hampshire St. Portland. Paintings by
Greg Parker, showing through July 5.
Gallery hours: Thurs 12·6. Fri & Sat 12-5.
Sun 12·4 or by appointment. 772-2042.
Froat Oully Oallery
411 Congress st, Portland. Work of gal·
Iery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6.
or by appointment. 773·2555.
J.well Oallery
345 Fore st, Portland. Impressionist and
realist oils and watercolors by B~I Jewell,
Phil Verril Fualon Band
Paul Black and other local artists. Stained
(jazz fusion) 7:30 pm. Deering Oaks. Port·
and painted glass by Bill Jewell and Burt
land. Free. 874·8793.
Weiss . On view through July 1. Gallery
DAB,
hours: Mon-Sat 1()'5, or by appointment.
(folk blues) noon-l:15. Maine Savings
77a.3334.
Plaza, Portland. Free. 772·6828.
Katahdin A. .teu ..nt
Corner of High and Spring St. "An Exhibi·
tion of Student Photography," a show by
continuing studies students at Porfland
School of Art. Showing through June 30.
77f>.3052.
AaoII.n Chamber Playe..
(c1assicaQ 6 pm. Mounon Union Lounge. L_laOaliery
Portland Public Library. 5 Monument
BowdoinCoIlege. Brunswick. Tix: $5. 72f>.
Square. Portland. "A Sense of Place." a
3895.
multimedia show by Maine Women in the
LezyM_
Arts. showing through June 29. Gallery
(folk) 0000-1:15, Tommy's Park. Port·
hours: 9-6 Mon. Wed, Fri; 12-9 Tues.
land. Free. 722·6828.
Thurs; ~5 Sat. 871-1758.
Doug L_la .nd Deb . .wyer
(acoustic fok) 8 pm. Westem Prom. Port· Meeting Hili Farm
Route 88. Yarmouth. SCulpt ....es by vari·
land. Free. 874-8793.
ous artists, showing through June. Gal·
lery hours: T ues-Sun 10-6 or by appoint·
ment. 688-4468.
Nancy Margolla Gall.r;
387 Fore st. Portland. Ceramcs, jewelry.
glass. wood and metal work by 52 area
Portland Symphony Orcheet..
artists. Throughthesummer. Hours: Mon·
713192 Ondependenc:e pops)7:30pm. Fort
Sat 1()'6. Sun 11 :30-4. 77f>.3822.
Wiliams Palk. Cape Elizabeth. Advance
Tix: $36 for famly 01 four. $12. $10 lor Photog..phy Co-Op
547ACongressst,l33. Portland. "People
children. senior citizens and groups of 10
and Places." an exhibit of photos by Curtis
or mot'9; at gate: $40. $15. $12. 77a.
L. Harvey. On view through July 16. Gal8191 .
lery houlS: Tues 1()'8. or by appointment.
Benita V.....t. end Fest....IOrcheat..
77f>.1741 .
713192 (classical) 8 pm, First Parish
Church, Maine street. Brunswick. Bach's
"Wedding" Cantata and Mozart's Arias.
Tix $12. 725-8769.

Michael Townsend

FRIDAY 8.28

AROUND TOWN

SATURDAY 8.27

SUNDAY 8.28

MONDAY 8.29

TUESDAY 8.30

WEDNESDAY 7.1

,

Pine Tree Shop" Bayvl_ 0.11ery
75 Market 51. Portland. "Different
Strokes," an exhibit 01 abstract wort<s by
Mary Brosnan. ChristineCyr. Lee Gabriel,
Cathy Kaelin. Sean Morrissey and Nina
Sylvia. Showing through June. GaUery
hours: Mon· Sat 1()'6. 77a.3007.
Portland MUHum of Art
Seven CongressSquare. Portland. Ho"",:
Tues. Wed. Fri & Sat 1()'5. Thurs 1()'9.
Sun 12·5. Admission: adults $3.50. senior citizens and students w~h ID $2.50.
children under 18 $1. group rate $3. Museum admission is fnIe 1().noon Satur·
day. 77a.2787.
'EndangeredLendlieapea
Lynn Butler photographs places threat·
ened by development. from New York'.
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through November 1.
'Th. Holocauat
Contemporary American sculptor George
Segal has distiled the meaning of this
atrocity in a life-size composition of haunt·
ing white plaster figures. Through Oct 18.
'By Land and . . .: Th. Qu_ of Jam. .
Fltzge.. ld
Working In Monhegan Island and in Ca~
fornia. this 2Oth·century painter evoked a
sense 01 hannony between man and nat ....e. Exhibit consists primarily of landscapes in watercolors and oils. On view
through July 19.
'Th. May family Collection
Twenty·two works from the 19th & 20th
centuries that unite the cuHural diversity
of America from East to West. Showing
through Sept 6.
'ArtIIlts You Love: Mon.t, R.nolr and
Other Maat...
Works by European masters of the pasl
two centuries from the Joan Whitney
Payson Cotlection and other private lenders. Beginning July 1.
"amen'aClub
1 Exchange St. Portland. "Beauty: A Tribute
to Mothe~s Day," an exhibition featuring
Mair Honan, Evelyn Winter. Peter Hertey.
Nancy Brown. Diane Dahlke, Char1ene Lee.
Lesia Sochor, Mamie Souza and many oth<n. Through June. 775.Q712.
Th. Spirited Gourmet
142 st. John St. Portland. "By the Name
ofReed.· wood sculpture, paintings. drawing and braided wool works by lourmembani of the Reed family. Through July 1.
77a.2919.
Th. St.ln Gall.ry
20 Milk st. Portland. An exhibit of Robert
Wilson's glass sculpture. Showing through
July 31 . Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6.
Sun 11-4. 772-9072.
Tho., M . . .r Cablnetmak...
415 Cumbertand Ave. Portland. An ex·
hibit of Brita Holmquist's recent paint.
ings. showing through July 9. Hours: MonSat ~5. 729-5181.
W.atbrook Cotleg. Gall.ry
716 Steven, Ave, Portland. A retrospective
exhibtt of the paintings and prints of John
Muench. showing through July 5. Hours:
Tues·Sat 10·5, Sun 12·5. 797·7261.
Weatald. Resteurant
58 Pine St, Portland. Abstract paintings
of Paul Hollingsworth. showing through
July 19. Hours: 8 arn-9 pm. 77a.8223.

OUT OF TOWN
Bam Gall.ry
Shore Road & Bourne's Lane. Ogunquit.
Gallery Hours: Mon·Sat 10-5, SU1 2-5.
646-5370.
·Bread. Buttar and Fin. Art
A group inv~ational with works by Lany
Hayden. Dahlov lpear. Jeff Kellar. Paul
Maddrell. Alan Magee. Marjorie Moore,
Jock Reynolds. Abby Shahn. Richard
Wilson and Toni Wolf. through June 30.
·Men. Women and Children
The figurative bronzes of Sumner
Winebaum through Sept 27.
Bowdoin College Muaeum of Art
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public free of charge. Hours: Tues·Sat
I ()'5. Sun 2-5. 72f>.3275.
'Bulldlng Lendacapea
The paintings of Mary Alice Treworgy.
Through June in Maunon Union. Lancaster
Lounge. Hours: 8:30-10.
'VI.ws of Bridg. .
Selected works on paperfromthe perma.
nent collection. Through July 19.
·Rec.nt Acqulaltlona I
Selections of recent additions to the per.
manent collection at the Twentieth Century Gallery - paintings. photographs,
works on paper and SCUlpture. Through
July 26.

BEHIND THE
HILL / THOMAS HEARINGS
Nina Totenberg Speaks Out
NPR Legal Affairs
Correspondent
Nina Totenberg speaks
about her controversial
association with the
confirmation hearings of
Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas.

Saturday. June 27th· 9:00 pm
MPBN - Channel 26 & Cable Channel 11 - Portland
Sunday, June 28th - 12:30 pm
WCBB - Channel 10
MAINE

PUBLIC

BROADCASTING

Monumental
Deli 8c Pizza

formerly J'rigate Pizza

GREATER PORTLAND
PIZZA DELIVERY SPECIAL

Buy First Pizza at Regular Price,
Get 2nd Pizza 1/2 Price
FAST, FRIENDLY DELIVERY
TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE

lOam til 9: 30pm Mon-Sat

18 Monument Square
Pizza Hotline: 874-0000

HMA
PASTA

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

HAPPY SUMMER'

-,.....

~'"

We are now open later
and on Sundays
Come by for a variety of cold pasta
salads to eat here or on your picnic.
Fresh breads and desserts.
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open every day al11, Man-Tues 1i16:3D, Wed-Fri Iii 8. Sun 12-5

UPCOMING

COIrtlMPOM/{;t, C.H~4C.}CHlC., LA~'£.r

TUE

PAIITE?> LAb Y
..Ittol£.L1(

Continutd 071 p<lgt 24
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&y Wukly
·American M. .t.r
The paintings 01 Walt Kuhn. From July 1-

Entertainment

ART

Sept 15.

• ...lntlnll8 .nd DrawIng.
The work 01 Brett Bigbee. From July 1Aug 12.

"'mag. . .nd Word.
Abstrac1 expressionist paintings and
drawings. From July 1-Sept 15.

SCENE
from
PAINTINGS

ART

Please join us far a rare showing of authentic Batik paintings
of Lois Flaherty.

June 4 through June 7:7
'rhurs - Sat lOam to 5pm . Tues - Wed by appointment

1HE PINE TREE SHOP
&
BAYVIEW GALLERY
Fino Art· Framing· Postcr~·l'rillts
May 29 - June 27 "Different Strokes"
June 29 - July 31 "Marine Show"
August 1 - August 29 "Three Painters or Maine"
August 31 - October 2 "Intimate Landscapes"
October 3 - October 31 "Portland Show"

75 Market St .. Portland. Me. 0-1101
Tel. 207 773 3007

Hours: Monday - Saturday 9:30 a.m.

to

5:30 PM

Clearance
Sale
Several framed
pieces of art
discounted

20% OFF material for custom framing
and Installation of artwork bought at
the Saco Sidewalk Art Festival.
Art Festival: Sal., June 27, 10-4
Open Dally Excepl Sunday.

Coming Soon to Saco
YEAR - ROUND ARTIST CO-OPERATIVE GALLERY
STAY TUNED • SACO FRAME CENTER

282-0318·

Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston.
"Ph~ip Barter Retrospective," an exhibition of Maine landscape paintings. prints
and sculpture. Showing through August
7 . Gallety hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. Sun 1-5.
786-6158.

The Portland School of Art oilers a variety
01 one-<Iay wori<shops. including : Thomas Moser: Producing Crafts lor the
Marl<elplace, June 27; Write Now, June
27; The Hand-Colored Photo, July 11 ;
Taoism and Zen at Tidebrook. July 18.
Call 775-3052 lor space availability.

Cry of th. Loon Art Oa ••ery
Route302, S. Casco. ·Crittenl,· an exhibition 01 Maine's pets, wildlile and fann
animaisasdepicted by 45 artists. On view
through July 12. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun
9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
EI"",...t. Gallery
19 Mason St. Brunswick. Annette
Keamey's mixed media sculpture and
wall pieces. Showing through July 25.
Gallery hours: Tues-Thurs 10-4, Fri-Sat
10-5.72&-1108.

eov. Studios

Route 123. Harpswell. Georgeann &
Condon Kuhl's new paintings. sculpture
and jewelry. Gallety hours: Fri & Sat 11-5,
Sun 1-4. 833-6081.

Leam to manage multiple priorities In
today's wor1<place atthis Dun & Bradstreet
Seminar. scheduled lor July 7 at the
Sheraton Tara Hotel. 363MaineMaIiRoad,
S. Portland. Cost: 51SS. Can 212-3126880 to register.

6 Scott Dyer Rd. Cape Elizabeth. "Burls in
NatLJ'lli Edge: anexhibrtion afwoodlurnings
by Richard Mcfaul. Through August 1. Gallery hours: Mon.Wed, Fri 9-5; Tues-Thurs99. 799-1720.

on Loss,· a series 01 prints, paintings and
wood constructions by Rich Entel.
Through June 27. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri
&-4, Sat 12-4. 442-8627.

The 0.11..,. .t Wldgaon

C....... Developmant Semln.r

Thoma. Memori.' Library

The ChocoI... Church a.1I.ry
804 Washington st. Bath. "Meditations

O'farrell O.lIery

Jeff K.llar's .nlgmatlc Kulptures blur th. distinction between art
and craft.

Take this job and show it
The Barn Gallery shows what some artists do to
pay their bills
"Well:' I thought to myself, Mhow many artists do you know who
don'j have to make their livings by some means other than their art?"

I counted on my fingers the Maine artists who could afford to go
from the breakfast table to the studio: Neil Welliver, Robert Indiana,
Richard Estes, Alex Katz, the Wyeths. Certainly there are others, but
GMaona.lI.ry
most of the artists I know have to work to keep the wolf from the
15 Oak St, Boothbay. ·Postcards from
door. One poor devil I know goes out on a shrimp boat when he
the Marsh," Phyllis WoIl Wilkin's postcard-sized pastels 01 Maine's wetlands in
hasn't sold a painting a while. HI
fall. On view through July 12. Gallery
wouldn't mind," he told me,
hours: Tues-Sat, 10-5, or by appointNexcept I throw up all the time."
ment. 633-6849.
The "Bread, Butter and Fine
Ooldl1lmlth Gall..,.
7 McKown St. Boothbay Harbor. "Nudes
See "BreIKl, Butter.ncI
Art" exhibit at the Barn Gallery
in Water," the pholography of Karin
Rn. Art" through June 30
in Ogunquit shows what 10
Rosenthal. On view through July 29. Gal.t
the
Bun
CIIllery,
Shore
prominent
Maine artists do to
lay houra: dally 10-5. 633-6252.
RoH • Bourne's une,
make a living and attempts to
aorv- Grant Hotel
Route 1, Ogunquit. "Food Show,· an exOgunquit. 646-5378.
show how their jobs connect to
hibition 01 the works of 10 artist depicting
their art. It's not a very original
i '
food and the Issues that sulTOUnd it.
theme_ Nevertheless, displayed on the gallery walls are samples of
Through July 12. Gallery hot.n: 7-11.
the artists' art and examples of what they do pay the bills.
64&-7003.
Painter larry Hayden makes his living installing exhibitions,
Hardwllre Cat• • Ga.1ery
115 Island Ave, P""ks Island. PrInts by
including the John Muench show at Westbrook College and this one.
Marie Gaiand-Dodin and ceranics by
Painter Marjorie Moore designs offbeat furniture. Abby Shahn is a
Conny Hatch, """wing through July 1.
disk jockey when she's not making huge, color-explosive paintings.
Gallery hours: Thurs-Sun 1-7.76&-5631.
Richard Wilson, who is also a painter, works as a a book illustrator
Icon Cont_ry Art
19 Mason St, BIulswick. Tom Chapin's
and screen printer.
SCulptures and John Gallagher's paintBut with a few exceptions the exhibit doesn't offer much insight
Ings & drawings. Showing through July
into
the connections between the artists' income-producing work
25. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 1-5.725-8157.
and their art.
Ubrary Hllil
80 Winship St, Bath. New work by area
Jeff Kellar's cabinetwork and his enigmatic sculptures are the
artist. Pamela l. Moore, Middy Thomas.
most intriguing work in the show. His MOccasional Table" and
Ruth Ferrara, Ellen Brown and Mari<
MSideboard" blur the distinction between art and craftsmanship.
Gessner through June. Gallefy hours:
Kellar's craftsmanship is superb and his concepts are elegant.
Wed-Sun 11-5. 443-3785.
Maine C~ ArtIsW
These two tables are studies in serene symmetry, and like ballet
Russell Avenue. Rockport. Gallefy hours:
dancers they balance delicately on pointe. Kellar's braised and
daily 10-5. 23&-2875.
ground-down wood and copper sculptures are also studies in
, "Ttl. Juried Show: By 'nvltatlon
mystery. They have small windows and doors to peep through,
An exhibition 01 worl<s by 21 artists S&revealing intricate and inexplicable inner worlds. These stark
leeted from juried shows since 1987.
Through June 28.
monolithic creations seem to resonate with secrets of ancient
OUght Ve.r
cultures.
The work of Nancy Glassman. Through
Alan Magee and Dahlov Ipcar both were book illustrators. And
June 28.
it's interesting to see the paths they've taken .
• &rty ArII.t., Through th. V. . ra
Recognition 01 17 artists active in the
Ipcar continues to paint magical and fanciful beasts, which are not
gallery's lormativeyears. From July 1-26.
unlike her book illustrations.
"MCA M_. MCA: are.klng Tradition.
But it's evident that Magee took a radical left tum when he began
The gallety's first exhibition 01 contempodoing super-real paintings of beach stones - paintings which I
rary furniture, ceramics and fiber arts by
Maine CraltsAssoc membats. From July
always thought were his trademarks. Wrong. Prior to painting those
1-26.
majestic rocks, Magee was doing some pretty sUlTeal drawings for
"Yam - ""ntlnga of two world.
books
by Graham Greene, Bernard Malamud and Henry Miller. And
A memorial exhibition honoring Valli V.
now, with his recent work - puppets that are used in animated
Dreyfus Firth.
films - he's back in the surreal realm. Small constructions made of
Ma'n. Maritima MUMum
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washington
wood, nail, bits of window screen, cloth, electrical fuses and wheels,
St, Bath. Gallefy hot.n: daily 9:30-5.443these little puppets are fantastic products of a strange imagination.
1316.
It's also interesting to see sculptor Paul Maddrell's fondness for
*The Maritima Folk Art of A. De Clerck
triptychs played out in his display of L.L. Bean clothing and sports
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessels that enequipment (designing merchandise displays for Bean's is Maddrell's
tenld the ports 01 Antwerp and Liverpool
bread-and-butter work). There it all is, L.L. Bean's persona - khaki
in the last days of sal. On view through
pants, snowshoes and plaid shirts -lined up in a display triptych
the year.
with full sculptural density. I'll be looking at merchandise displays
"Haw WortcI8: North Atlantic .....ring
now with a new critical eye.
In the en. of Dlacovery
Rare WOI1d maps and nautical cherts,
Last but not least is Toni Wolf, who has only one painting in this
earty navigation instruments. ilustrations
exhibit
because her living space and most of her paintings were
01 line art and archaeological matarial
recently
destroyed by fire. Wolf, whose bread-and-butter job has
bringtogelhertheOidend the NewWortds
In the Age 01 Discovety and beyond. On
been painting some fabulous outdoor murals in Portland (the
view through the year.
trompe l'oeil architectural drawings on the side of a building on Free
*When a.th Won the America'. Cup
Street and the fake balconies facing Tommy's Park), has moved to
This exhibit describes the construction
the west coast. Both Wolfs paintings and murals will be missed.
and racing history of the famous J-boat
It's too bad the same can't be said about the "Bread, Butter and
Ranger built by Bath Iron Worl<s for a
successfuidalenseofthel937Cupraces.
Fine Art" exhibit when it closes on June 30. At best it serves as a
Half-hul models of the Ranger and its
vehicle for retrospective glimpses of the work of these 10 artists. It
competitor, Endeavour, historical photos
seems the exhibit wants to show how artists struggle to make art. It
and other artifacts tell the story. Through
July 29.
might have been more interesting to show bread-and-butter work of
Museum of Art of Ogunquit
artists that wasn't so closely tied to their art - although the board of
183 Shore Rd, Ogunquit. Hours: MorHlat
health probably wouldn't allow shrimp to be hung on the gallery
10:30-5, Sun 1:30-5. 64&-4909.
walls.

Margot Brown McWilliams

JorN t'I( IN SfAC[!
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Art Workshop.

MUHum of Art8
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~....:or? selectedfar eXhibitfrom the collection
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Main. HI.torlcal Society

58 Main St. Brunswick. ·Contemporary
Abstraction," leaturing paintings and
sculpture of-{>Ienn Gralelman. Connie
Rush. Claire Seidl. Sarah Hitchcock. Richard Remson and Tom Paiment. On
view through JuIy2S. Galletyhours: TuesSat 10-5. 729-8228.

P8 a.lleri. .
Route 1. 112 mile south 01 Ogunquit Playhouse, Cape Neddick. Worl<s by Dianne
BowieZaitiin. GeorgeBur1<. DeWitt Hardy.
Pat Hardy. Ted Jaslow. Janet Conlon
Manyan and Sally Drake Streetman. On
view through July 10. Gallery hours: daily
10-5.646-3404.

8eb.acodegen Artlat. Gallery

presents "The Declaration 01 Independence: VISion lor a Democratic Society ,.
featuring the Declaration 01 Independence
and materials lrom the Maine Historical
Society'sexlensivecollection. Exhibitruns
from June &-26. Tues-Sat, 10-4, at the
Maine Historical Society. 485 Congress
SI. Portland. Formore info. cal 774-1822.
Main. Writera and Publishe.. Allianc.
oilers "Sudden Fic1ion." a worl<shop in
short-short story. June27from 11-4 at 12
Pleasant St. Brunswick. Cost: $30 (members). $35 (non-membats). Preregistration required . Send payment to MWPA,
12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. ME 04011 . To
reserve a space call 729-6333.

Route 24. Great Island. Works by Maine artiSis. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 1()'5. 633-5717

Helen Nearing
Author 01 "Loving and living the Good
Lile" will give a reading' June 25 at 7:30
pm in the Unitarian Universalist Church.
15 Pleasant St. Brunswick. A reception
will follow. Donations are appreciated.
For further inlo call MWPA, 729-6333.

Poatry R""dlng
by Ruth Belchetz. June 30 at 7 pm in
Spindleworks. 76 Maine St, Brunswick.

Sta, at Homa .nd St.r
A seminar with B~I Steele on succeeding

OTHER
Artl.t T_at M.rth.

in your regional acting and modeling career June 27 from &-noon al McAuley
Perfonning Arts Center. 631 StevensAve,
Portland. For more inlo call 77!Kl414.

Writing Short 8tori_

"""ren.

Danforth Gallety sponsors a toast lor the
outgoing curatorofthe Portland Museum
01 Art June 30. 6 pm. at Danforth Gallery,
34 Danlorth st. Porllend. Bring along
snacks and baverages to help ease gallety expenses. For inlo caN 775-6245.

Maine Writing Fellow Denis Ledoux
teaches a series 01 workshops every other
Tuesday from 7-9 pm, from June 9 to
August 18, at SoIeil Press. Lisbon FaUs.
Call 353-5454 for specific directions .

CraftaF.,rbylocletyof .....th.... M.lne
Craft.man
Fair held in conjunction with the Antique
Auto Showto benefit ThomtonAcademy.
June 28 from &-4 at Thomton Academy.
Cumbel1and Center. Free parl<ing and
free admission. For inlo caN 829-3073.

Fin. Art. Featlve'
The Old Orchard Beach Art Assoc sponsors
its arts lestival July 25. from 9-4. on tha Iront
lawn of Old Orchard Beach Jr. High School
at the comer of Saco Avenue and Turn
Road. Thelestival isoper! toall artists. Send
in applications no laterthanJuly1 O. For info.
wnte to Old Orchard Beach Art /'ossOC. PO
Boot 393. Old Orchard Basch, ME 04064 or
call Sylvia at 934-7712 (days)orPaul at 2834192 (nights).
Juried 8mB1I Worb Exh.blt
The Gallery 01 the Chocolate Church encourages artists to think small and participate in this juried exhibit 01 works no
greater than 8· x 10" framed. The show is
open to all two dimensional media with
the exception 01 photography. All worl<
must ba lramed and ready to hang. Artists
should deliver work June30 to theChocolate Church. 804 Washington SI, Bath.
Fees: lor non-members. 510 lor three
pieces. $8 lor two , and $5 lor one. For
'urther inlo cal 442-8627 .

Main. Art: On_rda .nd Upward.

HELP
ACOA Open Meetlnga
Sundays 1rom6:30-8 pm at Jackson Brook
Institute. 175 Running H~I Rd, S. Portland. For more inlo call 663-5006.

Danforth Gallety announces a panel dis- Th. AIDS Projact {TAPI
sponsors a support group lor HIV-negacussion featuring Martha Severens, Kathy
tivepartne<s of HI V-positive persons. The
Ann Jones. Ken Greenleal, Peter Her1ey,
group is lacil~ated by TAP case managRoland Salazar Rose and moderator
ers with the purpose of making a space
StuartNudeimanonJune25at6:30inthe
lor seronegative part""", to share their
Danforth Gallery. 34 Danlorth St. Portfeeings and concerns in a confidential
land. For inlo cal 775-6245.
setting. The group rM8ts regularty on
"M.ln. Con"rnporIII'y DrawIng Exh.blt"
Mon nights from 1).7:30 at 22 Monument
Danlorth Gallery is accepting submisSquare on the filth lIoor. For inlo call John
sions for its drawing exhibit. judged by
Bean orChns Monahan at 774-6877.
Sigmund Abeles 01 UNH. For more inlo
send'l 0 SASE to : "Maine Contemporary
Drawing Exhibit." Danlorth Gallety. 34
Danlorth St, Porllend. ME 04101.

Arthrltla Found.tlon

is holding training sessions lor support
group leaders June 27-28. Forfurther inlo
cal 773-0595.

"Migrant Within - Franco-American
A.R. T." Anonymoua
Artl ... of New Engl.nd"
A 12-step support group lor creative
Juried exhibition renacting aspects 01
Franco-American heritage, which will
travel throughout New England and Quebec. AI media accepted. Submit slides
by August 20. For more inlo. contact The
Danforth Gallety, 34 Danforth Street. Portland. ME 04101. or cal 775-6245.

people in recovery meets Mondays at 7
pm at St Luke's Cathedral. Use Pari<
Street entrance.

Can..... Support Oroup
starting July 1 wiIIrneetlirstthreeWednesdaysofthe month from 2 -3:30 at W4NstonWest Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland.
For details cal 773-0652 or 79&-3179.

35th Annua' Summer exhibition
The Maine Art Gallery invites Maine artists to soorm paintings. drawings, hand- The Cant... for Ort..nng Children
is a non-profit organization to help chilpressed prints, photographs and scull>dren grieving the loss of a parent. sibling
tlr8 for rts juried show. For inlo call 862or other loved one. Support groups rM8t
7511 or write to Maine Art Gallery, P.O.
Box 315. WISCasset. ME 04578.

V.nk. . ArIIMn. CI'IIft FIIlr
Over 50 Maine artisans exhibit wori< July
4 from &-5 at Bath City Pari<, Bath. No
admission. For more inlo can 725-4464.

Wed & Thultl nights and are divided by
ages. Free services to children & IamiNes.
For more inlo, caM 874-2878.

Continued on p<lge 26
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Workers Compensation

·Personal Injury

CIVIL LITIGATION

Entertainment

'Free Initial Consultallon In Injury cases and Fees paid only upon reoovery.
Evening and weekend appolnhnents available.

JOHN J. SEARS
- - Attorney At law - 774-7500 ' 1-800-780-4555
97A Exchange St.. Portland. Me.
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with the Big Deal

One Hour
Service
Available
30 City c.mor. Portllnd 772-7298
71 U.S. Rout. I, Sclrbo,ough 183-7363
Mondoy - Fridoy 7:30 - . :00
Sltu,dlY 8:00 - 1:00

DI.bet. Support Group
is a monthly education group lor diabetics and int_ted persons, sponsored by
VlSning Nurse Services. The sessions are
coordinated by a registered nurse, leatureguest speakersand areollered gratis.
For additional info, cal 284-4566.
DI. .blllty Support for Inlu..... Work....
is a non-prolit organization dedicated to
helping theelderty andthedisabled. Share
yourexperiences on such issues as wor1<"",' compevery Mon, from 9 am-noon. at
the Hollis Community Bldg, Hollis. For
more inlo cal 793-4440.
Divorce P_pectlws
Support group lor those people lacing
problems in the divorce process; newcomers' group each week. Meets yearround Weds at 7:30 pm at Woodlord's
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford
st, Portland. Upcoming moolings: July 1.
Natural Emotions; July 8, Small Group
Discussions; July 15, Arllntroduction to
the Myers Briggs Personality Type Indicator. Donation 01 $1 .50 requested .
DMD Portl.nd
Depressed- Manic Depressed confidential support group moots Monday nights
In room f2 at the Dana Heahh Center,
Maine Medical Center, Portland. For more
inlo call 774-4357.

Elder Abu. .

"'xualVal....The Community Counseling Center hosts
ollenl ongo~ .,pport and Inlo on HlV
this leaming circle dealing with sex eduand AIDS. It currently tIpOllSOnI an HIV+
cation, AIDS, homosexuality, pomograaupport group rMellng the IinIt & third
phy and sexual assau • . Come prepared
Wed olev"IYmonth,from 7-8:30 pm; a.
to listen and to respect opposing views,
well as a family/lriends support group
Tuesdays, June 9-30, from 6:30-8 pm at
which rr.ets the first & third Mon of every
343 Forest Ave, Portland. Fea: $10. For
month. from 7-8:30 pm. For more info call
more Inlo cal 774-0074.
72!>-4955.

808
Need to T.lk?
Memative nomlligious recovery support
Dial Kids Hotline is for teans who haw a
group lor alcohoics ~s Sundays at 7
problem or need to talk. The hotline Is
pm in Westbrook Universalist Church,
open from 2:30-5 pm Moo-Fri. Teans
719 Main St. Westbrook. For more Info
caling in talk to other teens who are
cal 77s-4850.
trained to Nsten and help. Calis are kept
confidential, except when the caller Is in 80_ MaIne Are. Agency on Aging
oilers a trained advocate in Portland, at
danger. Topics discussed on the hotline
237 Oxford St every Friday from 10 am-I
range from family and school to sexuality
pm, to assist older residents and their
and relationships, peer relations, birth
concemed family members and friends
control, Joneiness, substance abuse &
with questions about Medicare. Medicsuicide. II you need to talk, cal 4-TAlK.
aid, insurance, housing, social services,
Outrlllht
consumerissuesand others. To schedule
The Portland Alliance olGay and Lesbian,
an appointment, call the agency at 77!>Bisexual and Questioning Youth, oilers
6503 or 800-427-7411 .
support and infDrmltionforyoung people
age 22 and under, in a safe environment, SpecI.1 Inte....t AA M_tlng for Peop"
Uving WIth 10108
every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at the
moots weekly on Tues at 8 pm at the PNA
Preble Street Chapel, comer 01 Preble
Coa6tion, 377 Cumber!andAw, Portland.
and Cumberiand avenues. For informaMeeting is designed to provide a safe
tion, write or call: Outright, PO Box 5028.
space in which to discuss HIV issues,
station A, Portland 041 01, tel. 77 4-HELP.
while living positively sober. This rMeling
Parents Support Qroup
Is open onlylo those who haw tested HIV
sponsored by PamntsAnonymous meets
posniw or have been diagnosed with
l ues eves at 6 in the Un~ed Methodist
AlDS. FormoreinformationcaIl871 -9211 .
Church. Brunswick; Tues eves at6:15 in
Support Group Being Formed
SI. EizabethCenter, 87 High St. Portland;
Fri moms atl0 in Farrily Resource Cenlorlamily members and significant others
ter. Presumpscot St, Portland. Volunteers
01 incarcerated people. For more inforare needed to help stall a Parent Helpline
mation. caN 871 -0709.
now in use. For further inlo call871-7445. TRUTH
Parenls Without Partn ...
Support group now lorming lor families
holds its support group mooting the secand friends with loved ones incarcerated
ond, third and fourth Mon 01 Ihe month,
in Maine's prison systems. Lets get togetherto support one another and change
from 7-9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek
Orthodox Church Parish House. 133
condnionsin the prison systems. For more
Pleasant st, Portland. For more inlo call
info send your name, address and SASE
774-4357 .
to TRUTH, PO Box 2046, Windham. ME
04062.
p _ Support Meeting
lor individuals with disabilities and othe, Unemployed Vlrle ..na Support Qroup
Interested parties. Two mon!hly mootIs now forming. For more inlo cal 77!>Ings: third Thurs of tNery month, 1-3 pm
2934.
at 1700 Broadway West, S. Portland ; third VIrI....
8upport . ." " Tues 01 every month,!>-7 pm at 100 Stale
provide vets with the opportunity to s05t, Portland. For additional details call
cialize & gather in relaxed selling. Dinner
767-2189.
served Thurs nights. open to the public.
People WIth AIDS Coalition of Mal ...
Located at 15 t Newbury st, Portland. For
oilers a special rMeling lor those recovmore info cal 871 -0911 .
ering M 's Living with HIV or AIDS, Tues- Wharf Rats
days at8 pm. at The Living Room North,
A Iellowship of Dead Heads in recovery
377 Cumberland Aw, Portland. For demoots Thurs tNes at 5:30 pm on the
lails cal 871-9211 .
Westem Prom, rain 0' shine. For more
information. call 773-3865.

n

A group 01 individuals. concerned about
issues allecting the eIderty, haw started
a group In Portland. For further inlo cal
77'J.r1202.
Empo_rnMIf'It Q.-p for Women
is now lorming. Aimed at helping women
lace and owrcome anxiety symptoms,
low sell-esteem, deprlllsion, etc. via
asaMi_straining. roI&-playing, spirituality_nd jouma~ng . Fordetails call 87 40158
Family Membere wttII Mentalllln_?
A support group - The Alliance for the
'Menlaly III - moots the second & fourth
Wed of evety month. from 7-8:30 pm at
12 CedarSI, Portland. Call 772-5057, for
additional Info.
F_1I1I1II All.,.
New social group lonning lor those age
35+, separated, divorced or widowed,
who would like to rMeI new people. Cal
284-1922 for furthe, details.
Qay Support Qroup
for gay men concerned with sale relationships, dating. coming out, etc. Is now
lorming . Call 799-7278 lor further inlo.
Qood Day8 Tool
is an organization providing t herapy, advocacy education lor surllivors 01 sexual
assautt,lIiclimsol incest and more. Sexual
abusegrouptherapyrMelingsewryTues
in Topsham. For info call 729-5754.
Q ..ndparents Support Qroup
Meets June 29 from 7-9 at Keeley's BanquetCenter. Guest speakerwiN be Michael
Chitwood, Chief of Police, Portland. Join P.O,8.8.I.B.L.E.
us lor our regular rMelings the last MonPartners 01 SurvivorsStop Incest byLeaming and Educaling offers phone support.
day of each month to leam more about
visnation rights. raising grandchidmn and
workshops and self- help support groups.
providing emotional support. Call 797Portland group moots bimonthly. For more
9227 lor more inlo.
inlo call 1-547-3532.
Hemel_ne. .
The R.... Crisl. Cent...
To help, contact the shetter closest to
announcesa lree. laciilaled support/discussion group for women survivors 01
you. Or ~ you need assistance In finding a
home. ca l Hospnality House Inc at 453sexual assau~ or child sexual abuse. This
2986. orwrite PO Box Hinckley. Me04944.
conlidential group meets Weds from
12:30-2 pm. The center off"'" crisis interHOPE 8upport Qroup
vention. advocacy and support groups
supports heaHh through mutual sharing
for survivors of sexual assau~ and abuse.
and interaction in fac~ilaled groups. HOPE
including larrily and lriends 01 !he 1Iicgroups are a sale, nonjudging and hee~
tims. All services are free and confidening environment lor those experiencing
tial. Comprehensiw training is given to
stress, personal traumas. addiction, grief
vokmteers, who are welcomed. If you
loss, inner- child recovery, spiritual explohaw been sexually assauHed, call the 24ration and physical wellness issues. All
hour hotline at 774-3613. For more Inlo
are welcome. For more info caR 767- 4369
on volunteering, call 879- 1821.
or 743-9373.
Recovery N.twortc 8upport
Inll..h.m VoIunt_..
Group lor people racoll9ring from addicHelp available by phone 24 hours a day.
tions, abuse or codependenCy who wish
Call 774-HELP.
to explore their spirituality in a safe, nurLAabl.n DI..,uulonlSupport Qroup
twing environment. Experienced facilitaOut lor Good moots each Thurs from 7-9
tors present medilation , Iollowed by
pm In Saco. Topics relevant to lesbians
speaker/discussion time patterned alter
are di9CUSSed weekly. Meetings are non12-step groups. Sponsored by the Portsmoldng . They 're free, but a $1 donation
land Sufi Order. every Wednesday from
Is requested. For directions. caM 2477-8: 15 pm on the third floor 01 Wood/ords
3461 or write to PO Box 153E. Watetboro
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford
04030.
st, Portland. FormoreinfocaliJanat 878TIle M.I... State Houalng Authortty
2263 or Eli .t 774-1203.
glY9s assistance 10 low-income people in
_rch 01 affordable housing and rightful R-'ve Support Qroup
is geared to those who are no longer
subsidies. The loll-free hotline is 1.000pursuing infertiity treatment or those lor
452-4688 (If deal, calf 1 -800-452-4003~
whom treatment is not an option. All are
M ... 8urvtvora of
1 Abu. .
welcome, whether considering adoption
Group starting soon w~h facllnator Tom
or lving childfree. Meatings are held the
Marino, Ed .D, licensed psychologist.
third Tues 01 every month, from 6:45-8:45
Three openings available. Previous
pm in the cafeteria at Parkview Memorial
therapy/.reco~ wor1< essential. Cost:
Hospltal, 329 Maine St, Brunswick. For
$45I_sion. Formore info call 773-0849.
more info cal 707-4104 .
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n.·

WlNQS
A non-prolitorganization that serves single
parents·. New support groups lor 1991- 92
will rMeI every Thul'S from 7-9 pm. For
more inlo caN 767-2010.
YMCA Young F.th...• Program
Advocacy and support lor lathers ages
14-24 with individual case management,
colXlseling and an ongoing supportgroup
Mon from 6:30-8 p", at the Portland
YMCA, 70 Forest Aw. For more info cal
Steve Ives at 874- 1111.

WELL

NESS

Adult acreenlng ClinIc
on Ihe last Wed 01 every month. for blood
pressure and testing lor sugar, anemia
and cholesterol , from 11:30 am-I pm at
the Peoples Un~ed Methodist Church.
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Cal 7673326 for appointment and further info.
AikIdo
is a martial art used to increase flexibility .
stamina and a sense 01 well-being. AduH
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and
6:30-7:30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat .
2 :30-3 :30 pm and 3 :45-4 :45 pm .
Child,en's classes: Sat, 1:1!>-2:15 pm.
Classes held al Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Aw, Pprtland. For further info cal
772- 1524.
BegInner Yoga Cla_
Kripaluyogaclassesoffergentfestretches,
relaxation and an introduction to postures. Aseven-week session starts July 6
al 35 Minott St, S. Portland. Call 7993056 lor further information.
Buddhl.t-Ortented Medltstlon
Group moots every Sun from 10-11 amat
1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small donation. For more inlormation call 839-4897 .
Childbirth CI.....
Discovery Education oilers six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy & physiology of labor, relaxation
& breathing tachniq.-, pain manage.
ment options during labor, role of coach
or support person. physical & emotional
chenges alter birth, and much more.
Classes are held Mon or lues 8V\I8 from
7-9 lor six weeks. Cost: $60. including
handbook, gift pecks and articles. To
register call 797-4096.
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The Samuel Willa ... Home.t.ad (circa 1872) wa. In Willa'" Beach, one of
South Portland'. neighborhood. that 'UrvlvH the shovel of prog,.....

There goes the neighborhood
"O ur Side of Town" captures the survival and disappearance of local neighborhoods
Tucked in a squat but attractive little building behind the
Some, like South Portland's old Cushing's Point, have disapbattlements of Fort Preble in South Portland is a small gem, a
peared under the shovel of progress. But others remain intact,
5lice of local history worth the side trip,
and the original exhibit will highlight three: Knightville, Ferry
The Spring Point Museum, which recently opened for its
Village and Willard Beach.
fifth summer on the grounds of Southern Maine Technical
Better still, the museum is inviting people to participate by
College (SMTC), was christened when three local historical
loaning their own photographs, stories, newspaper clippings
groups banded together to form it. The museum ha5 tradiand other artifacts to the museum, This is the purest form of
tionally focused on marine history and archaeology, but this
community scholarship: by accumulating and presenting the
summer it features an exhibit that traces the development of
layers of a place, one begins to understand how we are
local neighborhoods.
shaped by what is - or, often, the trace of what was - here.
"We're sort of getting back to our original mission stateViewed over time, settlement patterns shrink and stretch out;
ment:' explains Bill Bayreuther, the museum's director, "We
ethnic neighborhoods coalesce and disintegrate; shopping
started with a general idea of history, collecting and preserv~
centers and malls replace tiny shops; inhabited parts of a city
ing objects in Portland, South Portland and Cape Elizabeth.
become wild again.
As we develop other larger, longer term exhibits, they will
"It's not a static exhibit," Bayreuther says. "We're going to
rival the Snow Squall,"
evolve. We're trying to give individuals the opportunity to
The Snow Squall (or what's left of it) is the world'5la5t
share their personal and family histories with the public."
surviving American clipper ship, Built from hewn oak and
The museum also has plans to complete, within the next
pine in a Cape Elizabeth cove in 1851, the ship was later
two weeks, a computer catalogue of every single artifact
abandoned in the Falkland Islands. It sat rotting in a harbor
recovered from the Snow Squall - some 1,300 piecesfor more than a century before the Spring Point group
listing each object's size, composition, storage location and
brought it back in 1987. Now a 35-foot long by 3D-foot wide
conservation history,
section of its bow, plus assorted implements and documents,
And Bayreuther says the museum will continue its series of
form the centerpiece of the museum.
slide shows on local and regional archaeology, history and
But this summer the Snow Squall shares center stage with
conservation techniques,
"Our Side of Town," a summer-long exhibit tracing local
With all this work to do, the museum's three part-time
neighborhoods from their earliest days. South Portland and
staffers occasionally need a helping hand. More than 100
Cape Elizabeth often get passed up in the stampede to
volunteers descend on the place once a month for cleanup,
Portland; yet the Purpooduck section of South Portland was
painting, archive work and so on. The latest workday was
actually settled and
June 20, but there will
explored before
be others July 18,
Portland was. A
August 15 and Septemfounders' cemetery
ber 19, "The public is
located on the
very welcome to join
grounds of SMTC
in:' says Bayreuther.
dates back to the 17th
Sail on over.
century.
\
Paul Karr
Through the exhibit
you'll also discover
how Cape Elizabeth
The Spring Point
once included all of
Museum is located at
South Portland; how
Southern Maine Technical
rural Spurwink
College on Fort Road in
Villagers threatened to
South Portland. It's open
split from the town's
each Wednesday through
urban core along the
Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m.
Fore River during the
until October 31. Adult
1800's; and how, in
admission is $2.00;
1895, they did.
children
under 12 and
-The museum staff
museum members (cost:
has
'fied two to
thr'e'e do
distinct
$20 annually) get in free.
neighborh~ in the House. _nd ...., .. In South PortIud's Cushing Point neighborhood were moved
Call 799-6337 for more
to other ,.rts of the city when con.tnlction of World War II shl,,_ .... cI.lmed
tWO CQmmuniti~.
information.
,
the ir original dte ••

Independence Pops
Friday, July 3
7:30 pm
Fort

Willia m s Pa rk

Cape Eli Z<1beth
R"in si te: Po r tl,md City,Hall
A uditoriu m

Music by Be rlin. Copland,
Foster, Bernstein . Cohan,
and more, plus firewo rks.

Tickets: Advance: S12 At gate: SI5

773-8191 1-800-639-2309
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

PlCNIC~PS
TOSHI'I'LKI
SHIMADA
MLSIC DIRECTOR &. CO 'DU(TOI(

Maine's ~~\.

Authenti~

Oyster Bar

Mixing Good
People, Good
Food and Good

Drinks for 13
Years.
Our Full Menu
served from
Ham to Midnight.
Best Steamers
in Town

Enjoy a view of
the Marina from
the relaxing
atmosphere
___
o_f~_".s_
5 Portland Pier

_...._-,,-""'--,,-772-4828

fundS, 1992
Paddl. with. P u _
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Entertainment

Pedl.trIc Clinic
for _I child and sick child care June 29
from 1· 5at 161-167 Main St. Sanford. To
make an appointment, call 490-2336.

PI.nned Parenthood

Conli1rwd from 1'l'8" 26

of Northem New. England helps teenagersat itsWalk-lnClinlc Fri. 1-4:30 pm and
Sat. 9 am-noon. at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. Confidential services include birth
control, pregnancy tests. pap smea~ .
SID screening and treatment. Fees based
on ability to pay. For info call 674- 1095.

Women'. Meditation Workahop
Leam to listen to your inner voice. For
more information cal 761 -0944.

WI.hcraftlTeamwol1l..
SUpport team 01 motivated people who
want to maka thing. happen. Through
giving support, ideas, accurate steps and
the faith in one another's ability to succeed. we won'lle1 you quit. For more info
cal Brian at 773-6226.

Pop Ego'. "'1I00n

WELL
NESS
DIInclng from the In.ld. Out
A fun exploration of the body's wisdom.
creativity and freedom. For schedule and
location. call 772-7549.

·Dh• ..- Study Group

t~ge

is something
that doesn't matter
unless you are a
cheese. "

Erjoy your true seH with Sahaja yoga
meditation Wednesdays. from 7-6:15 pm.
in the Faculty Lounge. Student Center.
USMIPortIand. Call 767-4619 for Info.

Pulmon.ry Reh.bliitatloll
USM offe~ a program for people with
various lung diseases Tues & Thu~ from
1I : 1~noonatthePortlandCampusGym.
Falfmuth St. Portland. For more info call
780-4170.
.

R.tlred .... Ior Volunteer Program of
Southam Main. (RSVP)
needs a gardener. organizer. art gallery
assistant and cook. For further info call
77~6503.

. .nlorFIt .....
USM offers a program for aduks 55 yea~
and over Mondays . Wednesdays and Fridays from 10:30-1 I :15amat the Portland
Campus Gym. Falmouth SI. Portland. For
more info cal 760-4649.

launches ns weekly nondenominational
n\editation practice June 23 from 7:30-9
pm at 98 Maile St, Brunswick. Sittings
wi" continue every Tues night through
Sept 4. Althoughthegroup Is aligned with SIlicon. Implant. Clearing Hou ••
If you are in need of inlo on implants and
Tibetan Buddhism. general Buddhist
potential hazards. call (606) 33 1-0058.
meditation instruction is available on reSpecial Yoga Worlcahop
quest. For more info call 666-3396.
George Purvi.. nationally respected
"Exploring R•• lm of the Mlraculou."
Iyengar Yoga teacher. teaches classes
Di$Coverthe essential human needs that
August 15 from 9-11 :30 & 4-6:30 and
lie beyond our cIMural order. June 28 at
August 16 from 9-11 :30 & 3-5:30. Class
10 am In the Proprioceptive Writing Censize is limited. Cal 797 -5684 or 799-4449
ter, 39 Deering St, Portland. Fee: $50
for more info.

-Billie Burke,

American Actress
(/886-1970)

session.

Friend. ofth. W. .tem Buddhlat Order 8p\rIt Warrlora Awakening C.mp

EAT GOOD FOOD
AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS.
Uffi'S SIMPLE THINGS.
484 STEVENS AVE.

772-3961
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Located on Caneo Road,
off Wcuhington AII.,....e, Portland
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.

774-8664

or
BACK COVE ESTATES

OUT
SIDE
...ck Country Blk. Excuralon.
These mini· weekends which run June 13
through Oct I-wit takeyou through the
foothills of the White Mountains. They
start at noon on Sat and end about 2 pm
on Sun. Each weekend includes overnight tent acconvnodation, one pancake
breakfast, one sweat sauna and more.
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enroU or
for more info. call 62~6169 .

Blcycl. C.re and Malntenanc.
Mt. Desert Island bike weekend June 2626 costs $165. To register call 780-4170.

Blcycl. Club of Casco Bay
Join the club for a one- to two-hour ride
wery Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
ma~hes 01 Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth. Pizza and socializing afterwards,
swimming optional on warm evenings.
Meet at Pat·s Pizza, Route I , near Oak
Hi • • Scarborough . Cyclers of all abil~ies
welcome. For further info, can 799-1065.

Explore the shaman's joumey to knowtinvite all interested parties to a period of
edge and power, tap your own inner wismeditation and chenting each Man from
dornand practlceheaing techniques June
7 : 1~9: 15pm, at 222 Saint John St, Port26-28. Register earty. For more info call Casco "'y Rowing Cant.r
land. For details cal 642-2128.
767-2349.
seeks to provide the place, equipment
Gym ActIYltI. .
and people nea.ssary for a safe and enUSM Lifeline is offering Gym Activities 8p\rftual ........ Group
Meet to discuss theological and spiritual
joyable rowing experience. Sel'licas 01Program (GAP) memberships to the genIssues in relation to everyday lile. to share
fered include storage, a sheltered tidal
eral public. GAP offers a weight training
questions and experiences and to supriver, a gathering space and more. Oa9989
faciity; squash, racquetbal and basketport one another a. _ journey along our
and clinics. tuitable for all levels, are
ball courts, sauna and locker room in the
own paths. Alternate Mans orWeds at the
ongoing. For more info call 846-5139.
USM Portland gym. 96 Falmouth St. For
Swedenborgian Churdl. 302 StevensAw, Get Your Peddl. W.t
more info cal 780-4170.
Portland . For more info, call 772 -6277.
Bring your kayak, paddle and crazinessto
,"-ling Support Group
Portland's East End beach every ThursA saf. environment for those experienc- ....... Man.gement
Free wor\(shop co~ stress tests, copday at 6 pm for soma water fun. For more
ing pe~nal traumas, addiction, grief,
ing and relaxation skills, stress manageinfo call 772-5357.
loss of good health, and who seek supment and decision-making tips. Meetings LeemtoSaIl
port within a context of mutual sharing.
Weds at 7 pm at Call A Better Way
Hands-on instruction all surrmer long in·
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Brighton
Chiropractic. 2063 Congress St. Portcludes everything from tying knots 10
Medical Center, Surgical Conference
land. Call 879-5433 to RSVP.
rigging sails to navigation. Enrolment limRoom, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Call
Stretching the 8plrlt
ited to six peopIelcou~. Cost $275120767-4369 for further details.
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
hour class. To register call 767-9528.
Health ServIc. . of South Portl.nd
strvlching ending in deep relaxation. All Maine Audubon Society
holds an edIM screening clinic-services
are welcome 10 this creative approech to
seeks volunteer guides for the
include blood pressure, sugar and chobody, rrindand spiritual well-being. Bring
Scartlorough Ma~h NatureCenter. Trair.lesterol scrMning - on the last Wed of
a mat Weds from 5 :30-6:30 pm, Sats
Ing sessions at the Nature Center July
every month. from 11 :30 am-l pm at the
from 9- lOam at the Sweden borg ian
from 9 :30-noon and 6:30-8:30 pm. For
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310
Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Portland. D0more info cal 781·2330.
Broadway. S. Portiand. Call 767-3326 for
nation: $3. For more info cal 772-6277. Main. Maritime Mu •• um
further details.
offers upcoming cruises: June 30 from 9Heartlln. C.rdlac R.h.bllltatlon
3 "Colonial Empire," a narrated cruise in
USM Ufeline offers an ex_ise program
Pemaquid Harbor, including a visit to Fort
for people who have had a heart attack,
William Henry. Cost: $30 non-members.
angina, by-pass surgery orangioplasty or
$28 members. July 4 from 9-2 a cruise to
are at risk for heart disease. CIa9989 are
watch Bath's Fourth of July firewor1<s .
ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and FriCost: $12 non- membe~. 51 I members.
days at 7:30 am and 6 pm at Portland
Call 443-1316 for more info.
Campus Gym. Falmouth St, Portiand. For
M.ln. Outdoor Adventure Club
more info cal 780-4649.
brings together people who enjoy the
Herbal Medldn. Workahopa
outdoo~ . MOAC off9fS trips and events
Herb grower Lill<ia Kir\( wil teach lhe
to people of all .kil levels, beginner to
basics of harvesting medicinal plants and
expert. Ongoing: rock climbing at the
making medicinal preparations from fresh
quarry every Tues evening at 5 pm;
herbs July 1I and July 18 from 6:30 amMackworth Island walk. Thu~at6 :3O pm.
noon at Moonstone Herbs, 10 Hardy Rd ,
Upcoming : June 27, East Royce day hike
Falmouth. Cost: $45. For more info call
for kids ( 772· 2311); June 27, Camden
797-3320.
Hils day hika (773-3273). For updated
Herbal Worbhop.
t~ info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774Crystal Springs Farm & Center 98!Ves as a
1116. For club & merrbership info caH
leaming center and proIIides a variety of Sufi Meditation
Carey at 772-9831 .
herbal and educational wor1<shops: June 28
Join the Portiand Sufi Order for mednafrom 2-5 pm, "Herbs for Men and Sexualtion 989Si0ns based on the wor\(s of Hazrat Main. Group of the SI.". Club
Off9fS a slide presentation/discussion
ity," $35; July 5 from 2-4, "The Path of
lnayat Khan and Pi' Vllayat lnayat Khan.
'Ca~lomia Desert: An Ecosxstemin Peril,"
Hert>s- $20. Held at 70 Hollis and Buda
Experienced teachers will offer sessions
June 30 at 7 pm in the Casco Bay Ferry
Road, Dayton. To register can 499-7040.
working with creative visualization, breath.
Terminal Conlerence Room, Portland .
Ingraham Volunteers
sound, light and divine quaities. MednaGrassroots activism is needed to preoffers a hotIine for teans where they can call
tion sessions and healing classas ongoserve this special place. For further info
to talk about birth control. _ual abuse,
ing and open to al; no experiance necescal 761-5616.
loneliness. 'drugs, depression and other
sary. Bring a medftatlon pillow or bench if
concems. For more info can 874·1055.
desired. No fee, but donations are grate- SERVElMeine Volunteer Directory
lists volunteer opportuntties throughout
!)'anger Yoga Cia..
fully accepted. Sessions held at 232 St
Maine with state and federal natural rePortland Yoga Studio offers a free class
John St (Union Station). Room 132. For
source agencies. Opportuntties include
June 29lrom 6 :1~ 7:45 pm. Six separate
more info. call Heyat Rickl Schechter at
"adopting" hiking trails and streams. WOf1<summer sessions of Iyengar yoga begin
657-2605 or Rosanne at 646-6039. For
ing on water quality issues, coordinating
June3O. July I , July2 and Juty6. Cost for
newsletter with activities lisl, call EM at
natural resource voIunt~. conducting
9 -'<s is $85.50. Classes are held at
774-1203.
environmental compliance surveys and
616 Congress St. Portland. Call 797 -5684 Tal ChI Chuan
working as conservation educators.
lor more Inlo.
Is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
PIOjects require voIunt~ with skils and
Krtpalu Yoga CIa_
mental and physical balance. It's good for
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and InTer.-week surrmer session begins June
spiritual growth, physical heakh and for
terest in nafure to highly trained profes23. For more information, cal 874-2341.
reducing the effact 01 stress and tension.
sionals. For more informallon. ortoobtain
Beginners through advanced classes
Maine Coast Solar ......
a copy of the directory, calor write to
ongoing. For more Info call 772-9039.
is a family-oriented, clothing-optional
Libbey Selgars, SERVElMaine, Maine
social group. They meet regularty in cen- T.rat Worbhop
Dep't of Conservation, Station 122, Autral Maine for swims, saunas and pot luck
An waning of reedings June 26 from &gusta, ME 04333. For info. call 287 -4945.
picnics. For further info, serKI your name.
8:30 pm at Thompson' s Point. Portiand.
address and telephone number. in confiCoet: 510 for l~minute reading . Sign up Outdoor Trip Une
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
dence. to Maine Coast Solar Ba .... P.O.
at door.
outside activities info, sponsored bv
Box 718. Norway, ME 04266.
The TeenlYoung Adult Clinic
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and MaiPfC'Is a place to go If you have a health
Outdoor Yoga CIe_
l ,~'in
Earty morning cla9989 in Cape Ellzabelh,
concern or medical problem, need a doors AdventlKll Club,
~
Heed
Tra~.tition
and aerosports/schoOl physical done, or have birth
Falmouth Foreside and Gorham. Classas
vites you toA"nilfltrsat 10al1l, two miles
control ilaues to deal with. Open to anyone
include strvlchlng postures, meditation,
batlcshoWJLJy3tRout873~
F
Info
breathW9r\(, vlsualizalion and self- heal13-21 , wary Monday from 4-6 pm, at Maine
from Rockland
Ing tecliniques. Cal Noonday Sun Center
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland.
cal 594-44,d.
Walk·ina SMIl Wthey arrive by 7 pm.
at ~lIFE for more Info.
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Located off Ocean Avenue
ooerlooking Baxter Bouletl<lrd, Pordand ,
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774·8842
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• Elegant single-level Capes and Gardens
• Beautiful two-story Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 baths
• Outside Storage
• Private Entrances and Patios
• Fully applianced kitchens
• Washer/Dryer Hook-ups
• 24-hr Maintenance
• Assigned Parking spaces!
• Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts, Clubhouse
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matches your Interests. Host families are
Whitewaterrafting tr1pdowntheKennebec
awarded up to $800 in scholarship funds
June 28 to benelit the American Cancer
for farrily membe~ to use on AlFS study
Society. T~ inciudesexperienced guides,
abroad. If you would like to become a
beautiful scenery and a cookout. Formore
host !arrily, call 871-0682.
info call 474-8539.
"Ktahkomlg, M.ln. 14112"
lehooner DIIy.
This Children's Museum of Maine exhibit
Rockland hosts the 16th Annual Schoolocuses on kids and their interaction with
ner Race July 3. Twenty-seven 19th centhe environment and explores how chitury-style tall ships will participate.
dren lived 500 years ago In an exhibit that
Throughoutthedayvisitorswilbetreated
runs from June 2a-Oct 12. from 10 am-5
to entertainment. art and crafts exhibits .
pm at the Smiling H~I Farm, 781 County
cruises and food booths. For more Info
Rd, Westbrook. For info cal 797-5483.
cal 596-0376.
Kumon M.th Center
....11 th. Roaea
provides an after-school math program
June 22-July 5 at Old Sheep Meadows
for children and high-schoolers. Free d~
Nu~ry, homa olthe largest colection of
agnostic test edrrinistered, with advanceantique and winter-hardy roses In the
ment up to ability and interest. For further
state, 171 Federal St. Alfred. For more
info call 879-0162.
info caN 324-5211.
Mak. Your Move•••
Teat Paddling Seuion.
isa creative movement group for children
Test Saco RiverOutfitt9fS' touring kayaks
7-12 years old. Classes feature song.
at East End Beach every Wed at 5:30'.
dance. drawing and writing. Six-week
summer session on Tuesdayslrom la-I I
Wolf.'. Neck Nature "riea
am and 11 :30-noon. at Wi liston-West
These natureprograms take placethrough
Church, 32 Thomas St, POf1!and. Formore
June on Sundays. rooeting at 2 pm by the
info, can 77~2625.
benchesinthesecond parking lot. They're
free and reservations aren'l necessary. Mu.lcal Theatre
Upcoming : "Nature's Medicine Chest."
The Young People's Center for the Per·
June 28. For more info call 289-3621 .
forming Arts is offering a .ummer program in dance, song, costume and set
Woman.hlp Clinic
design from July 14-29 at McAuley High
Portland Yacht Club Invites white-knUCkPeI10rming Arts Center, 631 Stevens Ave,
led fernales to leam boat handling and
Portland. Registration is now. For further
emergency procedures. Sessions June
info call 766-2657.
25 &26, 27 & 28. and 29 & 30. For more
Outdoor Adventure Program
info call (800) 342- 9295.
S. Portland Par\(s & Recreation offers six
excursions for children grades 6-10: July
7. kayak at Orr's Island; July 14, hike
Speckled Mountain; July 21 , canoe Saco
River; July 28, sail to Richmond Island;
August 4, bicycle to Ferry Beach; August
11- I 2 canoe trip and hike on Saco River.
Participants and parents are invited to an
orientation for these trips June 29, 7 pm,
21 Nelson Rd. S. Portland. For more info
can 787-7650.

FOR

KIDS

Acting Workahop
for kids ages 9-13 beginning the week of
June29. Students will meet Weds from 9noon at the Center lor PeI10nnlng Arts,
25A Forest Ave, Portland. For more info
cal 774-2776.

Art CIaaaea

Portland Public Ubrary

Riverton Ubrary

STAR lelence C.nter

Proud Recipients of the
Gourmet Diner's Club of
America's Silver Spoon
Award two years running
Dinner seroed

ACT UP/Maln.IAID8 Coalition To Un·
leaah Power!

M·Sat, 5 - lOpm
Located 1 mile north of Route :'102 on Rt 85 in Raymond.
Reservatio ns Accepted 655-7841 ' Visa & Me Accepted

Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
Our goals include the establishment of a
Maine AIDS Resource Center and the
seW-empowerment of People Uving with
AIDS Community. Meeting. open to the
public and held every Mon from 7·9 pm at
72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square
Buiding). Newmemberswelcome. Wheelchai' accessible. Fqrmore info write ACT
UPlMaine. P.O. Box 5267, Portland
04101 , tel. 774-5062 or 871-0959.

ACT UP/Portland
Ale you angry that people are dying because individuals in the federal and local
govemment are ignoring the lact that we
are in a heanh crisis - and that because
of their ignorance, prejudice and fearnothing seems to be getting done? Join us.
We are a grassrools organization of volunt~ dedicated through non-violent
direct action to ending the AIDS crisis by
dispelling ignorance through education.
Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at
the YWCA. 87 Spring Street. Portland.
Wheelchairaccessible. For more info call
828-0566.
Actl!'9 C I . _
The Center for PeI10rmance Studies begins its summer session of classes the
week of June 29 at the Center for Performing Arts. 25A Forest Ave . Portland.
For more info call 774-2776.

ave

","neaty Int..... atlonal
holds ns monthly letter writing group June
25. S~e TBA For more info call77~9~ 17.

Antlqu. O.al... Show
June 27 from la-5and June 26 from la4 at the Portland Exposition Buiding. 239
Par\( Ave. Portland .

at 5 Mon"""",t Square, Portland. invites
children to enjoy its upcoming programs: Aute Auction
Preschool story tima, June 29 at 10:30;
The Owls Head Transportation Museum
Finger fun forbabies, July 1 at 9:3O;Tales
is now accepting consignments for their
fortwos .July 3 at 10:30. For more info cal
annual auction of antique. classic and
671-1700.
special Interest automobiles. motOlCycles.
Portland YMCA Toddler .nd Preachool
trucks and related vehicles. For more info
Programs
caR 594-4416.
haY8openings. Formore info call Maryjane ... k. Sal•• nd Fund R.I.er
Johnson at 874· 1 I I 1.
Cookies, pies. fudge. candy and cake for

S. Portland Recreation offers classes in
offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year oIds.
clay sculpture, jungle murals. mask makincluding games, stories and songs, Wed
ing. found object instruments and waterat 9 :30 and 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
colon! June 3O-August 20 at the rae cenPreschool Story hour forages 3 to 5, Fri at
ter, 21 Nelson Rd. S. Portland. Cost: $20
10:30 am. The ibrary's located at 1600
children 6- 12. S15children 4·5 with adun.
Forest Ave. Portiand. For more info cal
For more info call 767-7650.
797-2915.
....k.tb.1I Camp
Silly Saturday.
for boys entering grades 3-9 at Deering
The Portland YMCA presents a series of
High School, 370 Deering Ave. Three.essummer workshops lor preschool-aged
sions : June 29-July 3 for grades 3-5, July
kids on Saturday. from 9-12 at 70 Forest
&- I Oforgrades~7 , July 13-17 for grades
Ave, Portiand. Cost: 515. For more info
7-9. Tuition: $8OIwk. For more info call
caM874-1111.
774-1315.

Be.uty and the .....t

ETC

2.

saleJune27from9am-l pm in the South
Portland Nu~ing Home, 42 Anthoine St,
S. Portland. For more info cal 799-8561 .

BowdoIn College Museum of Art
seeks volunteer tour guides for the new
acedemic year. Training begins Sept 3.
CaH 72~3064 by July 15.

n.

c._ ...yG....

are holding a yard sale June 27 at 73
Emery St but no surrmer rooetings. Normal schedule begins after Sept 27. For
more info cal 799-2 I 35.

C.sco Bay Movera
start summer session of jazz, street funk
and tap cla.ses JLJy 6 at 151 St. John St,
Portland . For further info call 811-1013.

has openings July 20-24, July 27-31 and
A summer theater class for children ages
August 3-7 for children ages 7 - I 2 inter- Casco Bay Tran.1t Dlatrict
~ I 4 beginning June 29. Students rooet
ested in animals, Native Americans and
holds its regular monthly meeting July 19
Mons & Weds from 4 :30-5:30 at Edie's
inventing machines foran ovemight campat 6 am in the Conference Room of the
Studio Theater. 100 Front St, Bath. For
Ing trip. For info cal 1-800-67~7363.
Casco Bay Ferry Terminal. The public is
more info cal 443-9603.
Summer Reading at PPL
invited to attend .
Butterfly Plctu...
Summer reading sign-up runs June 1~
Compost Demon.tratlon
June 25 from 10:30-11 :15 and I-I :45 at
July 3 for earty- K and older al Portland
June 27 from 9-1 I on the front lawn of
The Children'S Resource Center,
Public library. 5 Monument Square. For
Town Hall. Main Street, Yarmouth. Bring
Thompson's Point, BUilding lA, Portland.
more info cal 871-1700.
yourfriends and neighbors. Formore info
Cost: 5t/child. AeseNations required . For
Theater
Project
cal 646-0566.
more info cal 773-3045.
Classes through the summer. Upcoming: Equal ProtectlonlPortland
C.mp Op~unlty
"LWewith Leo, " forgrades I -3. and "Magic
Volunteer to preserve Portland's Human
is a one-week residential ca"" designed
Beans,"for grades 4-6. June 29-July 10
Rights Ordinance. Helpguaranteeall Port·
for children, ages 6-14, who suffer from
from 9 :30·noon at 14 School St ,
land residenls, WOr\(9fS and visfto~ equal
moderate to severe asthma. Two oneBrunswick. Cost: 5125. For more info call
protection from d iscrimination in employweek sessions offered in July. Register
729-6584.
ment, housing. credn and public accomearty as each session is limited. ForaddiYouth
Indoor
Soccer
Program
modations regardless of sexual orienta·
tional info. call1-8O().499-LUNG.
at the Portland YMCA for children 6- I I
tion. For more info call 879-5360 or write
Foreign stud.nts
years of age. Registration is ongoing. For
Equal PIOtec1iontPortland. P.O. Box I 894,
from Europe. Asia and Latin America need
more info cal 874-1 I I 1.
Portland, ME 04104.
host families for '92·'93 schoOl year. Host
Femlnlat. Agaln.t Rape (FAR)
families receive a travel scholarship worth
rooets Tues at 7 pm for discussion and
up to $800. For more info call the American
planning . If you are a feminist determined
InstitutaforFOI8ignStudy Scholarship Foun·
to help make Portland a city free of sexual
dation, 671 -0682 or (8IlOt 322·4678.
violence. call 772-0953 or 772-5941 for
French Sum .... Camp
location.
Help to create in your child a positive
Flee Market
attitude toward. a foreign language and
June 27 from &-2 at Central Square Bapcunure via the use of games meant to
tist Church, comer of Stevens Avenue
promote self-growth, creativity and joy.
and Brentwood Street. Portland. To reOffered through the South Portland Recserve a table cal 879-1424.
reation Canter. camp starts in June; days
F.... 8tyf. Dancing Group
and times to be announced. Cost: $4
class. Call 761·8330, for further info.
Join us every Wed at 7 pm In the Elm
Street Untted Methodist Church. Elm
Th. F...h Air Fund
Street off Broadway, S. Portland. For furis an nor.-profit organization that sends
lher info cal 799-1902.
thousands of undetprivileged children on
free summer vacations tl) suburban and
Freedom & Energy In Movement
country host families . 11 is now seeking
A non-profit dance group rooets Mon
eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street United
host families for kids 6- I 2 yea~ of age. A
Methodist Church. 166 Elm St. S. Portvariety of programs and possibil~ies exist . For more info write to The Fresh AN
land. Children are welcome. Donations.
Fund. 1040 Avenue of the America', New
For further info call 799- I 902 .
York, NY 10018. Or call (212) 22Hl900.
F....~lnBloom
F...hPalnt
Freeport Historical Society holds its ar.Brunswick art studio offers classes for Aquatic Fit......nd Aqu.·Aeroblcs
nual garden tour June 27 from 1a-4 , startUSM starts its la-week sessions July 6 .
kids ages 2-12 in painting . WOf1<ing with
ing at 45 Main St, Freeport. A complimenClasses are geared to all fitness levels.
clay and art appreciation at 1 Blue Heron
tary tea at Tldebrook Conservation Trust
Aquatic Fitness Includes lap swimming
follows. Cost: $10 members. 512 nonDrive. Brunswick. For info cal 72~4983.
Mondays. Wednesdays & Fridays at6am
membe~ . For more inlo call 865-3170.
HostIng T_n. from Abroad
at Riverton Pool and SPortiand Municipal
~n Instttute for Foreign Study
Pool. Aqua· Aerobics Include stratchlng
Scholarship Foundation is a non-profit
and aerobics to music 6:45 am Mondays,
organization which arranges la-month
Wednesdays and Fridaysal Riverton Pool.
high schoollhome experiences for teens
Registration deedlile June 26. Call 780from E..-ope, Asia and Latin America . You
4649 for more Info.
select the person thet most closely
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1/2 DAY CHARTERS (re, $30)
SUNSET CRUISES (rae $20)
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20% savings on individual
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FREE SAIL INSPECTION
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with coupon
one saill't!r customer
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Portlan.d Sail
I
and RIGGING CO_
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58 Fore Street, Portland
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I
828-0003
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WEEKS JUST $30 w/ coupon
II
I
offer good through June 30lh
I
Call 799-0607 for delails
I
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KNITIING - SPINNING - WEAVING - SUPPLIES -INSTRUCTION
- CALL FOR CLASS DATES -

15%OFF e<0?~'
' t

Lano _Wash
&Lano - Rinse

.A.~

Be nice to your sweatersl This

care pair is beyond belief
removing stains and
conditioning your wools
couponJ0od
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HAIRCUT
Tan for:

Trim Bangs
or nape SS

$4/each visit.
$25/ ten visits.
$60/thlrty visits.
$40/one month unlimited
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30 Casco Bay Wuldy

Entertainment

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

JUNE 24-28

WEf).S.o;r 7, 9:15

PORTLAND
PREMIER

SAT-SUN MATt

SUN 7

"****1fll

EXTRAORDINARY·
-Jack Matthews, NEWSDAY

I}us~) @)

w

~

-35UP

D1rectad by Michael Apted, '"2

Musical Brunch

JUNE 27-30 SAT-SUN MAT3:45
SUN 9:15

every Sunday morning 9-1 1am

"PERFECT. EVERY DETAIL
ISAZINGER."

. Those interested in performing, call or stop in .

Sheila Benson
-Los Angeles Times

MON-TIJES 7, 9

15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

·WICKEDLY FUNNY."
David Denby
. -New York Magazine

D1_tad by Rob Relner,1884

nT1;y'1-4

J~-

~

WED-SAT 7
SAT MAT 1

APOCALYPSE

NOW
10 Ex"'-te 5<-, Portland 77 2-9600
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on over 70
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Casco Bay
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New
Sidewa K
Cafe
~
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Ser"Ping
Breakfast, Lunch
& Dinner Daily

Monument Square • Portland

772-7299 / FAX 772-9662

It's

turn

and it's
hang on
hungry &'",,,,,,,,,,ntd

Contbiued from p"ge 29
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R.U..... Senior YoIunt_ Program
is looking fora teacher's aide to help with
speech-impainldchildren, water~
and lab workers to help test GraaterPortland araa rivers and Portland Obsefvatory
guides. Training provided. For more info,
cal 775-6503.
8ecrecl Clrcl. DIonelng
meets Juna 27 from 7:30-9:30 pm at the
Swedenl>orgian Coorch, 302 stevens Ave,
Portland. No partners needed. Dances
taught each evening. For more info cal
773-5637.
SCh..... Around U. Craft Fair
Enjoy a festive day July 4 from 9-5 at the
Captain Lonl Mansion in Kennabunkport.
Great food for braakfast and lunch and 80
craft booths. Formoreinfocall967-2747 .
. . . .hore TroI..y MUHUm

Mr. McFaeiey, the Mailman from Mr.
Rogers' Neighbortlood appears June 27,
with shows at 10:30, 12:30, 2:30 & 4:30.
The museum displays trolleys from al
over the workI and offers rideson au1hentically restonld electric trolley cars. Open
daily from 10-5, at Log Cabin Road ,
Kennebunkport. Cost: $6 adults, $5 senior cRizens, $4 children 6-16. For further
Info, cal 967-2800.
SInging and Acting Cla_
bagin June 29 from 7-9 pm at Edie's
Studio, 100 Front St, Bath. For more info
cal 443-9603.
lit.. John Street Camlval
to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Assoc
bagins June 27 at lOam on 184 st. John
st. Enjoy delicious food , play games, win
prizes, paint your face, tour a f..e engine.
Come rain or shine. For more info cal
876-3749.
at. Maximilian F.lr
starts with breakfastJune28from8-10al
150 Black Point Road. Aller breakfast
enjoy crafts, games, food , plants, auction
and raffta. For more info call 883-3700.
Star Spangled Lob.tar/Clam Bak.
July 3, 5:30 pm. at Fort Williams Park,
Cape Elizabeth. The evening continues al
7:30 with a Portland Pops Concert. Tix:
$35. Proceeds benefit Westbrook Marching Band's trip to the Pasadena Tournament of Roses. For info call 854-5928.
Strawberry FMtlvel
strawberry shortcakes and sundaes, craft
booths, momento tables and entartainment July 2 from 8-8 pm at Old High
School, Route 231, New Gloucester. For
more info cal 926-3198.
"mrnw DIone.
with the Waiters and raffle June 26 from 8
PIT\' 1 amat the Mariners Church Banquet
Center, 368 Fore st, Portland. Proceeds
benefit the Children's Dream Factory of
Maine, a non-profit group that works to
fulfill the dreams of seriously ill Maine
MaIne......
clVldren. Cost: $1 O.Sendcheck with SASE
needs volunteers to represent the group
to Children's Dream Factory of Maine,
in the workplace. MaineShare member
2273 Congress St, Portland. ME 041 02 or
groups address AIDS, the environment,
cal 774-1330.
health care, violence against women and
Tat.ttou..
more. For more into call 822'()150.
horne of Captain George Tate, built in
My Cholc. pregn.ncy R...... rce ctr
1755, opens for visitors July 1. staff pr0offers counseling, referrals and housing
vide tea and garden tours each Wed affor women and teens expertenclng an
ternoon and architecfuraltours Sat alteruntimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses
noons. Tate House, located at 1270
on theoptions of parenting oradoption. A
Westbrook St, Portland, is open through
birth mother support group is offenld to
LaborDay. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-4, Sun 1any woman who surrendered a child for
4. Closed July 4 and Labor Day. Cost: $3,
adoption or is considering doing so. For
$1 children undar 12. For more info cal
more info cal 772-7555.
774-9781 .
Na_ PnljectlAiDS M.morIel QuIH
Qu.11ty M.nagement
Total
holds a panel-making workshop lhe first
is the topic for the June 29, 8:30 am- 2
and third Sun of each month. For more
pm, luncheon meeting of the Healthcare
info call 774-2198.
Financial Management Assoc at the
P.permaldng with N.Uva PI.nta
Harraseeket Inn,Freeport.Cost $1 00 oor>Widgeon Cove Studios offers a workshop
members, $75 members. For more info
June27 &28atFlt. 123, Harpswell, where
945-7714.
students create unusual papers from native plants. Class space is itMed. For YoIun_ C.nt..
needs mothers and their children for
further info cal 833-8081 .
playgroups, residential counselorsto war!<
Peopl. Agalnat CrIme
with adu~s with mental retardation, and
provides classesinpersonaldelensestratmeals on wheels drivers. Call 874-1000
ogies at 565 Congress st, Suite 207,
for further inlo.
Portland . Cost: $10 or $15 for private
instruction. For further info call 799-0607 . Wat.rfront Feallval
A hands-on leaming event to ~ lhe
PorUand Folk Club Mu.1c Swap.
people who work on Portland's watercontinue on the first & third Tues of every
front June 27 from 10-3 at Portland Fish
month, at 7:30 pm, in an informal setting
Pier, Commercial S_, Portland. Eduwhere a song, tuneorstory may beshared.
cational booths, boats, music, ctowns,
Swedenborgian Coorch,302 Stevens Ave,
jugglers' and food. Free admission. For
Portland. For moredalails call 773-9549.
more Into cal 773-1813.
Portland O.y Men'. Cho....
baing formed. in September undar the W.leomeW....
The Dunnybrook Historical Foundation inmusical direction of Bruce Fithian. The
vites you to explore the grounds of Hasty
chorus will meat weekly to prepare for
Homestead, horne 01 author Gladys Hasty
concerts thaI highlight standard reperCarroll, July 18-24 from 11-4 in South
toire as well as music lhat supports gay
Berwick. Local artists wii demonstrate and
rights. The organization intends to foster
sell theirwori<. Recipes, antiques and books
a positive image and source of pride for
by Carroll and her son win also be lor sale.
the gay community. For more info cal
For location call 384-1940.
839-4508.
y.rd ....
au..rNatlon
June 27 from 9-2 althe TrinRy Episcopal
is a mililant group dedicated to the subChurch, Forest Avenue and Coyle S_,
version ofhelerosexism through non-vioPortland. Bargains for everyone. Everylent actions that celebrate and IIaunt
thing under the sun. For more info cal
sexual diversity. Meetings are held the
799-7873. •
first and last Wed of every month at 7 pm

FrtencI. otth. W_m Buddhlat Ord..
invite all interested individuals to a period d
meditation and study 01 Buddhist concepts
and practice. Meetings ara on Moo evenings. Forinfo abouIlocation call 842-2128.
Friday Night Flah Fry
Ajumpin' &groovin' jitterbug dance party
on the second Fri of every monlh, with
dance instruction from 8-9 pm at The
Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio, 151 st.
John St, Portland. Admission: $4. For
more info cal 774-2718.
0 . . . . . Por1land Landm.rka
is looking tor voloot_ guides for the
Portland ObseMI1ory. Training provided.
Aexible hours. For info, can 714-5561.
Hoet F.mllies Needed
for foreign students from July 29-August
19. For further info call 772-5051.
Kid. FIrat: h.-tlng Through Divorce
Educational program for parents July II
from 8:30-12:30 focuses on the needs of
children during and after divorce. For
location cal 713-2296.
Lion. on the Prowl
Scarborough Lions are looking forbooks,
furniture, appliances, sports equipment,
tools and household items to be donafed
for their August IS auctionlftea markeL
AI proceeds go to needy individuals and
organizations in the Scarborough area.
For more info call 883-2068.
Maine Ballroom DIonce
offers loxtrots, waltzes, jitterbugs, rumbas and cha-cha classes. All run In six-'< sessions. The studio also offers Sat
night dance parties, which are open to the
public. Fees: $5 parties, $30 classes. Call
773-0002 for more inlo.
M.lne RoM Society
presents its 30th Annlal Rose Show June
28 from 1:30-4 at Cheverus High School,
267 Ocean Ave, Portland. For more info
caM 772-8788.

at 72 Pine St' Portland. For more info cal
828-4024.
Rape erw. Cell ...
Off8fS • self-defense workshop June 28
from 9-1 at the Portland Police Station
Aud~ori.om, 109 Middle St' Portland. Instructor will teach sexual assault awareness, personal safety and risk nlduction.
Cost: preregistration $25, $35 at door.
SchoIarahips are available. For more info
cal 879-1821 .

CALL 775·6601 TO PLACE A

body &soul
ADULT ACTING AND SINGING CLASS!!
'Singing is only dignified screaming'
and "through acting and playing we
participate more fully in life and the
momant at hand: Fun-filled class begins Mon. Juna 29 from 7-9 p.m. for 5
weeks. Instructor Edrth Doughty will
help participants balance indiVidual expression with ensemble awareness.
Artistic risks will be encouraged! limited enrollment Call Edie 443-9603 to
register.

TRANSCENDENTAl MEDITATION-TM,
the most scientifically researched, effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold fUll potential. Classes can be
ollered In your home. Call Don at 8653467 for more information.
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP- Weds.
10011:30am. All issues welcomed. Call
Carrie Peterson at 773-9625.

SHIATSU (@
ACUPRESSURE
"-,,-- ,-'

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, LM.T., Licansed Massage Therapist. AlleJiate chronic backaches, heillaches, neck and shoulder stillness. sciatica, stress, improve flaxibility, muscle
tone, ciltulation,athletic performance. Bv
appointmant 865-00n.
FOOT MASSAGE & REFLEXOLOGYReflexology is an ancient healing treatmant which irT'4lfOves circulation and
releases stress. Call Elke Rosenberg,
M.Ed., 774-8889.
MALE SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE
group starting soon. Three openings
available. Previous psychotherapy/recovery work essenti al. $45 per session.
Insurance reimbursable. Tom Marino
Ed.O., Licensed psychologist.77:Hl649.
ON-GOING LESBIAN THERAPY
GROUPS now accepting new members.
Groups meet Mondays, 7-9pmorTuesdays, 5:3(H:3Opm. $7!Vmo. Confidentiality respected. Call 775-7927.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20''(' oil
regular lee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland license.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement Excellentforspiritual growth,
radiant physical health and unequal8/1 in
reducing the ellects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

Gm,le, relaxing, hutling.
An t xperitna of tiup bRIRnct
~

AC UP UNCTURE
WITHO UT NEEDLES

Ann Foster T.bbutt, AOaTA

799-9258

FOOD ADDICTION
CONSULTANTS
• Individual & Group
Counseling
DruMyers,
LSA G, NCAClI, N CADC

• Shiatsu Body Work
Louise Sims
AOBTA

774-4564 775-2701

III~:II

1'''''~
,~=~~ ct'~

An outrageously simple
process that can dramatically
chang. your life"
At

NEW INTRD ClASS "arls
Thursday, July 2. 710-845 pm
10 Exchange ST/Suile 202/Pordand
98S-6621.lor Landau

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODYWORK: Revitalize and strengthen your
body, mind, and spirit Celebrate the
new saason ! Sliding feescafe. Andrea E.
Price, l.M.T., 871-012t .
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DAVID
R. WOODBURY,
-'-,C.P.F.T.
c._
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._-,,,,,.,,.207 772-6001
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roommates
BEAUTIRJL COUNTRY HOME- Females
only, 2 BR available for $2OOImo., I!NfIrything included. Jacuzzi, sundeck & much
more. ComehaveaBBO& checkrtout No
lease, short or long term. 655-5246.
BEAUTIFUL HOME, PORTlAND- Prefer
professional female, NIS, WD, to share.
Lovely neighborhood, S310/mo. includes
6\lerything. 7n-2427 or 871-900S.
CAPE ELiZABETH- Sunny, large house
for lemale, NIS, to share. Large bedroom, great location, large yard with
garden. $3OO/mo. Available now. 7673589 after 7pm.
DEERING OAKS- Very sunny, $2501mo.
+112 electric, MfF, must like cats. Heat,
HtW, oll-streat parking inciuded. Avail.
7/1, must see! 772-5536 after 5:30pm.
Beautiful place.

RESPONSiBlE, MATURE, NIS FEMAlE
roomrmte wanted to share cozy house
in Dearing area, Portland. Quiet, safe
neighborhood. Large privats yard and
parking. Mustvaluaprivacy and becommitted to kaaping house clean + comfortable. Spacious, sunny living room
with fireplace, brightworking kill: hen wi
dishwasher. Avail. July 1st. $3OOImo. +
utils. Call 775-0205, I_e message.
Security deposit 2nd refs.

BEAUTlRJLLYFURNISHED,Iargesunny
Eastern Prom apt. available 7112-&130,
needs responsible NIS who will carelor
ITTf plants. S400 for 7 wks. +utils. 871-

SEEKING MIF mate to share rooms on
Stevens Me. $lS51mo. +1/3 utils. Must
appreciate cats and noise. Students
welcome. 772-2972.

EAST END LANDMARK BUILDING. Sunny

SPACIOUS WEST END Old Port apt
wrth porch and W".:Sher. NeedsMfF roommats, NlSpreferred.$175/mo. +112 utilities (inexpensive gas heat). Call Matt at
774-5255.
USM AREA- MfFto share house, yard,
parking , garage, WID. $27S1mo. +1/3
uti l s. 87~9.

WEST END- NfS, chem-free, clean &
responsible male roommate needed to
sharesunny, spacious 2 BR, 2 bath apt
w/GM &onecleancat. $250/mo. including. Available July 1st 879-1347.

WEST END- Woman artist seeks roommatefor7l1 . Unconventional, spacious,
with studio space, garden and sunny
EASTERN PROM- NfS MfF roommate people to boot. S225fmo. +util. 774needed for summer months to share 2 5451. Please leave message.
BR apt. Furnished, full ocean view In
historic building. S300/mo. includes WESTERN PROM AREA- MfF wanetd to
share this sunny 2 BR apt. Hardwood
utils. 761-0552.
floors, backyard & deck, W/O . Heat, hot
EASY-GOING AND CONSIDERATE per- water included. $225/mo. Available 7/1 .
son sought to share 2 BR house in Call 871-0752.
Cumberland. Private yard w/garage. 10
min. to Portland. Short or long term OK WESTERN PROM- rasponsiblechem-Iree
NIS MfFtoshare roolTTf, beautiful but quiet
$25!Vmo. +112 uti Is. Call 781 -5565.
apt with 2 creative women. SI82/mo.
GWM LOOKING FOR responsible male plus. Available July 1. 774-8590.
to share downtown apt. Must be Ii beralminded and not hate smokers. Every- WOODFORDS AREA- 1913 RESTORED
Ihing furnished, except for bed. $2001 home to share. MfF. S350 for own two
rooms plus 112 utilities. Garage, workmo. 775-7017.
shop, laundry, etc. No pets. Available
NfSHDUSEMATE WANTED to share ITTf July 1st 774-4231. .
large N. Windham home. My cat refuses
10 help with expenses and I need someone who will! 3 BR, 1-112 baths, W/O,
close to Sebago Lake yet 20 mins. to
Portland. S32OJmo. +113 utils.892-8393. 212 DANFORTH ST.- 7 room apt for rent.
Deck overtooking harbor, 3rd floor, 011PROFESSIONAL , DISCREET GM lookstlll8lparking.$6OOImo. +utils. Appliances
ing for roommate to share 2 BR apt WI
induded. Available now. 774-7604.
W carpet, WID on-site, oll-street parking. S27!Vmo.+ 112 utils.+security dep. 258 SPRING ST.- Large, sunny, 2-3 BA,
Call Mark 8S6-nOO.
convenient to Rieche School, oil heat, gas
HW, parking. S4951mo. +utils. 883-3770.
RESPONSiBlE RDOMMAlt WANTED to
share large homa inRosemont area. W/O, AVAILABlE IMMEDIATEL Y- NfS, F, no
parking. S2501mo. +1/3 utils. 761-2037. pets. Stroudwater area. Basemant apt,
parking, walk-in closet large bedroom,
combo kitchenfliVing room. S450/mo.
includes utilsJheat. 775-2566.

apts/rent

==V!

I Recycle this pap~~

caw CLASSIFIED AD

715-1815

0509.
DEERING DAKSPARK. BestValuein Town.
Heated 1and2 bedroomapartmants. Hardwood floors. Sunny and cheertul. Clean
and SIlCureblilding. NswIyrenovated.From

$3OOImo. n3·70C1l.
3 bedroom, new bath, eat~n kitchen, pantry, sparkling hardwood noors, ocean
Views, deck, laundry, fenced yard. $5S(Y
mo. heated. 892-5345.
EASTERN PROM area Lg sunny 3-BR,
living rm, dining rm,kit wI stove, refrig.,
WID hook-up. Avail. now. S600/mo. +
uti Is. 871 -7037.
INTOWN EASY LOCATION- Efficiencyl1
BR,largeLRwith high ceilings, full bath,
kitchen, quiet, secure, owner-occupied
building. Newly renovated, heated storage. S320/mo. Call 828-1426.
MERCY AREA- 4 room, 1 BR, modern,
clean, nice naighborhood, seperate entrance. S375/mo. +utils. No pets. Call
797-3045 or 797-3424.
MUNJOY HILL- 2 BR, lhi rd hoor, remodeled , clean, good views, gas heat,
porch, ample closet space. S450/mo.
plusutils. Availablemid-July. Call Olivar,

7n-4739.
MUNJOY HILL- Two large sunny 2 BR
apts. in newly renovated Victorian 3unit, $5SO/mo. includes heat water &
parking. One available immediately. Call
773-9549 evenings.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories
o SO.2 atutl tor ....

Oapta/rent

Oarta&crana

O yard .....

Ohouuslrent

o garden.

o otIIc:eaIrent
o atudloalrant
o _onal/rent

O computara

0 .........

O~

Oauctton.

O boata

OWlnled
Omualc

o thHter .,.
o chid care
o help wanted
O leamlng
o jot. wanted
o pubflcmlona
o bu.._ aervIcee
O anlmala
o bu"_ opportunities o foet & tound (free)
O ftnanclal
o legal notice.
o dating aervIcee
o bulletin board
o dining
o ride board
O atutltor ....

772-1232

ollices/rent
33 DEERING ST.- 3 room suite, 1st
floor, fireplaces, in lovely brick Victorian
building. Parking, all utilities included.
$52S1mo. 2 available. Johnson Realty,
774-9303.
OFFICE SPACE IN SOUTH PORTlAND
with all facilities including advanced
cOrT'4luter equipment in exchange for
bookkeeping services. P.O. Box 4426,
Portland 04101.
PORTLAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE.,
corner of Elmst. Heavytrallic. Excellenl
visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. store/ollice, heat
included, parking available. 772-6527.

studios/rent
ARTISTS OF ALL KINDS- Do yourself a
favor and rent a stud io at 317
Cumberland Ave. Small to large studios
availablewith liglTlsand heatfurnished.
Call7n-S527. Parking available.

real estate
$94,900- 2 story home in PorUand's
Capisic Pond area. Completely renovated. All new systems. 2-3 large bedrooms,2 baths, deck, private yard. Possibly furnished. 7n-9664.

SUN LOVERS: LARGE, PRIVAlt deck
with sweeping harbor and city views.
Comes with lovely and unique 2-3 BR
apt with many extras, yard and parking.
Available August 1. $675fmo. heated.
774-2397.
SUNNY,ATTRACTlVE,2 BR,living room,
dining room, eaHl krtchen, porches,
yard, oil-street parking, oil heat, separate utilities. $5OO/mo. Must see. Call
854-1066.
TWO BEDROOM PlUS DEN on third
floor of owner-occupied building insafe
Western Prom area near Wayneflets
School. $560/mo. References required .
7n-1402.

S92

CONVENIENT NORTH DEERING LOCATION- Immaculate 3 BR home, ovarsized custom oak kitchan w/luxurious
bath. Priced for immediate sale at
$79,900. By owner, 878-2791 .
COITAGE on your own private island?
Or oceanfront lot with public water &
sewer for less than an arm & a leg. Bill
Russell, ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766.
CDITAGE YEAR-ROUND, Pine Point
RSca rborough, ME.2 BR,fireplace,completely furnished, ocean view: $98,500.
Some owner financing available. Exchange for other type real estate possible. (207)873-4171.

(15 word limit, no changes,
no phone calls)

BY PHONE: 775·6601

your ad:

the sure sell

o body & eoul
o roornmataa

CHECK US OfJI'!

NEAR MAINE MED.- Brick apt building.
Completely renovated 1 BR apt. awaiting its firstlenant. On-site maintenance
in an architecturally interesting & secure building. S350+/mo. 874-7859, ALMOST NEW BURLINGTON HOME774-2121.
Lived in summers only, best locationSouth PorUandlScarboroug hline. 2 BRs,
SOUTH PORTlAND- New 2 BR, living 1-112 baths, completely fu rn is hed, ma ny
room, kitchen, 1-112 baths with parking extras. Must see. Asking S45,OOO. 885& laundry.S6951mo., heated. 797-8256. 5407.

EXTENDED BY POPULAR DEMAND - SEll ANYTHING FOR 892 RlEE
Qeck y-1tIIc, 1IInm8ll ..1I111'......lIk•• Iodlol whll YII _ IIId I.k Ylursan, "WllUld I ralher kllJllllil, .. bavi $82 in my pocon"
• YII'V. cIIII.1III cull, 11M 115 word ....e....., IhI H.m II CHCI Bay Weekly, (... 1111 c....n llllaw), all saz 101'
l1li CBW will'll y_1d 101' 4 wIIIII ABSOWTRY FREEl

n.

ONE MONTIl'S FREE RENT!
Po rtland on lhe Peninsula
I , 2 & 3 Bedrooms
Healed
$315 lO $600

25 words .•, $9 per week
additional words ... 4O¢/Wordlweek
Phone It In: 775-6601 (visa/mc)
FAX It in: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
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551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
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real estate
FALMOUTH- SPACIOUS, NEWLY
RENNOVATED 5 BR colonial in
stapleford Falls. Great lands«:aping. Includesill-Iawapartment, sundeck, priced
to sell at $229,000 by owner. 878-8673.
FOR SALE BY OWNER- Condominium
in West End. Spacious, modern interior
in former carriage house, uniquely
shaped liVing room, dining room, 2 BR,
1-112 bath. 3rd floor loft suitable for BR,
playroomorstudy. Patio, upstairs deck,
side yard, on-street parking, WID hookup. $99,500. 775-1559.
HOUSE + INCOME- Live in one and rent
the olher! Two 2 BR units on one lot in
MunjoyHili area. Walerviews.lmmaculate. $149.900. For appoi ntment call Pill
Verrill, CENTURY 21 Northeast (0)8566124, (R)655-4071.

help wanted
LONG ISlAND BY OWNER- Cozy 2 BR
year-round home. Well insulated, artesian well, spacious new bath with water
filter system, monitor heat, short walk
to ferry, slore, s«:hool, tennis court, library and beaches. Needs some work.
Asking $!iO,ooo. 766-5598.
SCARBOROUGH, 3 BR RANCH- Master
BR has cathedral, sylighrn & enclosed
jaccUZ2i room.2 full baths, DR has French
doors to deck, car & 1/2 attached garage, pool, great neighborhood.
$137,000. Call 88H909.

business services

Receptionist
Casco Bay Weekly is seeking a full-time person to help
direct the increasing traffic flow at our front desk. The
right candidate has exceptional interpersonal skills,
remains pleasant under pressure, can operate a
multi-line switch board, and assist in a variety of clerical
tasks,
Compensation commensurate with experience and
includes benefits, Send letter and resume to:

IIfW/,i:rn SS1A Congress St_
111M It lTI Portland, ME 04101
I i~ll~~~"~'~'=A~tt:n~::R:ec~e~p~tl:o:n:ls~t~S:ea:r:c~h_ _ _ _ _ _

SOUTH PORllAtIJ, $91,soo. Quia neighborhood, 2 BA, full attic and cellar, porch,
hardwood floors throughout, handy to ..,
stores, s«:hooIs and public transporl3tion.
PhonelMlnings, 767-2615.

J
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Jobs wanted

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , HAULING-ANYTHING,ANYWHERE,inMultiple Choices!
eluding battery pick-up and disposal.
1993 Fleetwood 70' 3BR - $14,495
Construction and demolition siles,
$138 for 180 months, $1.450 down, APR 9,5%
homes, farms. Quotes given free, prices
OR 56' _ $18,995
are very cheap. 828-1184.
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

70' - $14,495 OR $16,995 OR $22,995
72' - $27,995
80' - $27,211 OR 16' wide - $29,995
Double-wides: 44' - $23,995 OR $31,995
48' - $34,995 OR 52' - $29,995 OR 64' - $39,995

At 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759
Daily 11-8, Sun 11-5
Closed Tuesda

business servtces
AlAN'S PAINTING- 2 man crIM, fast
working, quality workmanship, free estimate. I give you The Best Deal. References available. Call 883-8844.

NEW HOME DEALS!

$19,995 or $26,595

CHA, MOTHER OF 2 YEAR OLD with
preS«:hool experiencewiH Iookafteryour
child in my Scarborough home. References, NlS, meals included. Call Kim,
885-5540.

At 1A, Holden, ME
207-898-7644
Daily 10-8, Sun 11-5

help wanted
COLLEGE STUDENTSIH.S. SENIORS.

$8.05 to start. Vector hasluli-fime summer posilions. Gain valuable resume
experience. Training prOVided, all majors may apply. For info! interview call
878-2711, 9-3.

WESTBROOK, REGISTERED DAYCAREAges 3 and over. High School area. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISplayground, supervised swimming, TANCE regarding the invesligafion of
fenced~n yard. Lunches, snacks, refer- financing, business opportunities and
ences given. $75Jwk. 856-6092.
work at home opportunifies, Cas«:o Bay
Weekly uroes it's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.

help wanted

$40,oooIYR! READ BOOKS and TV
s«:riprn. Fill out simple ·1ika'don1Iike·
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24-hour recording rweals details. BOl379-2925, copyright IMEI14EB.
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn this
trade, we send instructions, parts, and
check for assembly. Call (404)426-D6n,
ext WB3027.

BE ON T.V.- Many needed lor commercials. Now hiring all ages. For casting
info call (615)n9-7111, ext. T-1265.

STAY HOMEand make up kl S100a day or
more. Over 400 comparies need home
workersldistributers NOW! Call for amazing recorded message. 919-406-9432.
THREE STAGE CREW POSITIONS for
Portland Symphony summer concerts.
Must be available 713,7/17,7131 & !VI.
Requires heavy lifting and use of tools,
etc. Interested? Call Russ, n4-6682.

IWE MAKE NEWS MATTER I

Advertlslnq Account Executive

Cllsco Bay WeefIy has an oppqrtunity for an energetic
account executive to join our sales team.
We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and
highly motivated sales representative to pioneer and
maintain new accounts as well as service existing ones.
You must be organized, creative and possess excellent
interpersonal skills, You will work as an integral part of
the sales team while a~resively develofling and
ind~ndently' managtngyour own temtory,
Farruliarity WIth Greater Portland market will be a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commision. An
ambitious sales person will earn 18K-40K plus health
coverage and benefits.
IT you are enthusiastic about advertising sales send a
cover letter and resume outlining why you'ld like to
work for Cllsco Bay We.ek1y.
Send it to:

IIf.MI:rn
n[TI
t_il'!'
I ~ ~ 1'1

SS1A Congress St_, Portland, ME 04101
Attn.: Larry Haws, ~Ies Manager
CB W IS "" &,iMIl Opporllmlly E",ployer.

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobs and moVing, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates,
774-2159 anytime.

business services

HANDYMAN- Windows washed, cellars
and attics cleaned, house painting &
carpentry work. 767-3104.

ALL RACQUET STRINGING- Whatever
the sport, 24 hour service or less.
U.S.P.TA Pro for private lessons, all
levels. Call7n-2653, leave message.

INTERIOR & EXTERIORPAINTtlG- Ouality work, 15 years experience, low price,
freeestirmtes. Call George, n5-5899.

CARPENTRY, PAINTING, ODD JOBSReasonable rates, freeestimates. R.l.U.
Enlerprises, 773-5367.
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICE- Professional taping, hanging, plastering,
textured ceilings and painUng. Free esfimales. Reasonablerates, insured. Have
boat- will travel to islands! Call Mark,
767-6128.

lANDSCAPING, LAWN CARE and installation. Tree, brush removal, minor
lands«:ap8 design, hedge trimlTing and
planting. Weekly accounts welcome.
Free esli mates, low rates. Call 761-0t 93
anytime.
LAWN MOWING, lightlandscaping, reasonable rates, free estimates. Call 7735367.

839-4296.
MASONRY WORK OF ALL TYPES- 15
years experience. Brick, block, stone
wallsorfireplaces, waterproofing. Reasonable rales, service guaranteed. Call
for fast, free esfimate. 865-6025.
SEWING SERVICES- Fast service, reasonabIe rates. Private & semi-private sewi ng
lessons. Costumes, alterafions, quilrn,
drapes, mending, and much more! Please
call Mrs. Roberts, 797-8405.
SMALL HOUSEKEEPING BUSINESS- I
have time to clean your home the way
you want Will do extras, flexible hours,
days, reliable, references. Call Melonie
eveni ngs 839-3885.

[ Recycle this paper

WILL HOUSECLEAN, provide childcare,
or do odd jobs. AM or weekends. College student. Call Maria, n2-8463.
WINDOW CLEANING- For your business or home. Ouality work at a great
price. Call Ray at 879-0591.

College
Specialty
Painters

LOOKING FOR BUILDING/MOVING
WORK- Jacking for foundations, sill
work, leveling and post work. Some
carpentry. Year round. Call Mr. Ahlquist

URE
ELL

• Two different 4SR styles

child care

GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH-Academic,
legal, andcorporate research .other professional services available. Reasonable
rates and quotesgiven. Call for appointmen!. 775-1966 or 828-1184.

LIGHT TRUCKING! YARDS, CELLARS,
attics cleaned. Lawns mowed, houses
painted, general maintenance. 15 years
experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
Carl at 625-7154.

TUCKER'S TRUCKING- General trucking
& professionallTllVing of all types. Ru!).
blsh rerrovaI, basements. attics &garages
cleaned. Freighthauling, 8't024' available.
Best rates around. Professional service
Spring cteall-Up. Call 761-D193.
.

A Division 01 Alternale Saute. (ASG)

EXTERIOR SPECIALISTS
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

REASONABLE PRICES
GUARANTEED WORK
INSURED

•

Placing your classified ad before over 100,000
readers in the Greater Portland area
is as easy as 1 - 2 - 3 - 4

2

3
4

Figure ~ight
Can you figure out which is which?
_tetrahedron
_rhombic dodecahedron
_obtuse square octahedron
_prismatoid
_pentagonal dodecahedron
_double six-sided pyramid
_pyramidal cube
_rhombohedron.

Phone 878-3642

NASTY~NEAT
,

-"'--''--=......!.~~

'C OMPULSIVE i C L E A N I N G

... and other life support services
It's Spring Cleaning Timel
If you've ever cleaned up for the clea~ing people .. .
or worse, cleaned up after them . ..
You need me in your life.

Katherine Clark
772-8784
commercial

For the Self-Employed at Affordable Group Rates!
National Association for the Sclf-Employed
Underwritten by PFL Life Insurance Co .

Call KEVIN KING

•

846-6729

NEED
HELP?
Certified Paralegal
• Wills
• Living Wills
• Power of Attorney
• Divorce
• Probate
• Ba nkruptcy
Reasonable Rates
Carolyn Pardi
74 Wilson St., Portland
772-6620
Executive Chef - Tony

775-1234
1

By Don Rubin

PA INTING • STAINING' CLEAR FINISHING

residential

,

real uzzle

Solution to
Real Puzzle

#126
(Nothing doing)
97 + 51 = 148
645/43 = 15
24 x 37= 888
129 = 96 + 33
26 + 98 = 124
744 = 24 x 31
81 x 12 = 972
738 = 41 x 18
79 + 66 = 145
. Can you solve the
their prizes in the mail.
Real Puzzle? There is a Drawings are done at
$20 gift certificate from random. Contestants are
Alberta's for the firstineligible to win more
prize winner. The
than one prize in a foursecond-prize winner
week span. Only one
receives two free passes entry is allowed per
to The Movies at
person per week.
Exchange Street.
All entries for this
Winners will receive
week's puzzle must be

received by Wednesday,
July 1. The solution to
this week's puzzle will
appear in the July 9 issue
of Casco Bay Weekly, Send
your best guess to:

Real Puzzle #128
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!

Restaurant Design
Menu Planning
Food Preparation
Food Presentation
International Cuisine
Pastries

470 White's Bridge Road
Standish, ME 04084
207-892-6906

Have your Visa or Mastercard ready.
(You may mail or walk your ad in witb a cbeck ifnecassary.)

Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys for
the discriminating
adult. ..

Pick up tbe pbone and can. The
Sure SeU Hotline at 775-1234.

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
501 Cumberland Ave .
Portland 775.{i301

Recycle Me, Please!

From Harpswell to Kennebunk,
over 100,000 people

for only $11.
Now that's

REACH!

775-1234

This week, Frank
Hazelwood and a friend
will dine at Alberta's.
Mike Clukey and a
friend will take in a
movie at The Movies at
Exchange Street.

Pa~try Chef - Anr]a
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write an effective 25-word ad and determine wbicb category
is most suitable (one of our classified advisors would be bappy to belp you/)

Get ready to answer your
pbone as tbe results
come pouring in!
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FREE ESTIMATES

HEALTH INSURANCE

Now only $22,995

LUV
··<~t::(;f HOMES

pentry, painting, drywall and lawncare.
Over 10 years experience. Free estimates, best prices in Greater Portland
Area. Call 767-4705.

.. 7U!25,1992

business services
LAWN MOWING, window washing or
carpet cleaning. Done at reasonable
rates. Free estimate. Call 871-8082.

Introducing

• $15,995 for a 1993 Redman with 3 SR's
$150 for 180 months with $1,599 down
• $24,995 for a 1993 3SR, 2 bath, double-wide
• Imperial 70' 3 SR, listed at $28,376

-:~rti!~i~

o& R HANDYMEN- Light hauling, car-

r:==========-______________________~J

Pliotograpfly
Cam{ 'D.

'Wooa5u.ry

Portroiture
J'lrdiitecture
Larufsalpe
207 772 -6001

DECKS

Better Quality & Beller Prices

1-800-535-5833

business opps
EXPERIENCED FRAMER- to set up own
business in exisfing frame shop and
gallery. Contacl Bill Jewell, 773-3334.
PORTlAND RESTAURANT FOR SALE:
Excellent turn-key facility with great
potential. $29,600 wrth good lease. DPC
loan money available. 934-7175.

TRY OUR

WHEELS DEAL!

.;:..'-:': 'II
. n.:v:.(.):.:,.;:·,:,~,:,~:::R:9::·:: : ·
": ':'" ': ':":f"U"E~· ,"·:'rIl'::'£:":
Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO •
666 Congress Sl •
Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 ~ Sun. 12-7

JUnI! 25, 1992
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sbd1for sale

wheels

$92

14 K GOLD, wide wedding band!;. EIogant custom design with three diamondsonwoman's. Purchased at Nancy
Margolis Gallery. Sot $500. 781-4590.
BIANCHI MOUNTAIN BIKE- 21"lrame,
Shimano oxagecomponents, Hammerhead bar & stem combo, "Ground control"lront tire, "Farmer John" rear tire.
$250, B.O. 878·3189.
fOUR CIf'IOME WHEELS with tires, several boxes mise. ijems. Rm $450 cash
ftl gets one night Ireo'stay at Marriott!
As!< lor details, 88:Hl365I870-2400.

AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878

MERCEDES BENZ 3000, 197&- Runs
and looksgreat! White with blue leather
interior, sunrOOf, AMIFM cassette.
$2,800. 854-1692.

1978 PlYMOUTH VOLARE- Good condition, well-maintained. S5OO. Leave
message.77H470.

NISSAN PULSAR NX, 198&- Black Tlop, excelleol condition, one owner.
$5,500.985-3545.

$S CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL

Stuff for
Sale
COMPACTDISCPlAYER:Prograrrrnable,
remote coolro1, random access,like new.
Includes 6 CO's S92. 775_1637.
GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR TEN 1/2-hour
guitar lessons. If no answer leave messago. 772-8864.
•

24' TRAVEL TRAILER- SII!epS 6, sel'contained, needs minorwork,SI ,200or
best offer. Will trade lor boat, motor &
trailer. John, 758-0060, leave message.

---------------PlYMOUTH RELIANT 1988 4dr sedan,
exc. cond., auto, pslpb, AMlFM, very
clean, 47,000 miles. All service records.
Asking $4,000. 839-3663.

animals

wanted

AKC GOLDEN RETREIVERS bred for
intelligence and temperament. Papers
back to great1lrandparents. Choose
now, take home mid.July. Those puppiesare really beaut~ul. $300. m -2029.

HOUSESITTING- PROFESSIONAL
COUPlE with light maintenance skills,
seeks housesitting opportunity in Portland area. ShorVIong-term. Starting
summer. References provided. Call Mike,
(207)785_3315.

AKC STANDARD POODLE PUPPIESExcellent hea~h , temtieramentand pedigree. Beau~lulfaces and confirmation.
7n-2427 or 871 -9065.
AK~CKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS.
ScHh lineage. Bred lor tempermen~
obedience and protection. Written hi &
health guarantee. Blkltan, Blklred. AUBURN 345_9796.

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S POliTICAlLYINCORRECT drivingdelightWHEElS DEAl! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY Shiny, black paint red leather interior,
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
whije convertible top. 1966 CADILLAC,
$16! 775~601.
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers GOVERNOR'S LICENSE PlATES: 1982
two owner, drives beaut~ully. Asking CALLING AlL CATS. Spend your vacation at Club Purr. UpSl:ale boarding.
and dryers and appliances. We ftl iiuy Alabama 11; 1987 South Dakota II. CHEAP! FBt/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes, $5,800. 926-3369 before 9pm.
Catsonly. Sale. Immaculate. Views.Air·
$200; '86VW, $50; '87Mercedes,SI00;
unwan1ed ijems. CnoiJijavailabie m-5737. Excellent condition, 592. 84~740.
'65 Mustang, $50. Choose lrom thou- PONTIAC PHEONIX, 197&- 4-dr., auto. cond~ioned. Pick-upservice. Enjoygreat
MONITOR VENTED HEATING & HOT HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK, 1981 - sands starting $25. 24-hour recording trans., low mileage,littie rust, inspected food and personal attention. RoservaWATER HEATING- SPRING SALE! 725- Noods'work, no sticker, but still kicking. reveals giveaway prices. 801·379-2929, untiiS/93, very dependable. S5OO. 773- tions: Gorham 839-2037.
4451.
Call Ryan, 82&-1786.
0687.
copyright IME 114JC.
IN-HOME OBEDIENCE TRAINING- SatMOVING, MUST SelL white 48" round MATCHING COUCH & CHAIR,American CHEVY BlAZER S10, 1989-'4x4, silver, PONTIAC TRANS AM, 1984 RECARO isfaction guaranteed oryou r money back.
lormicakitchentablewith6chairs, good Heritage collection, gold tones. Great 5-spd., PSlPB, ArrVFm. Great condition. ED., Black wlgold, T-tops, new engine, Problem dogs my specialty. All breeds,
condition, $150 or B.O. Call 846·1064. lor apartment. $92 Call 846-0945.
exhau~ all power, IVC, ArrVFm cas- all ages. Don't bedissatislied with your
$5,900, B.O. Call892-02~ .
pet 625-7154.
sette. $5,500 or B.O. Call 892-0293.
MATCHING
COUCH
&
CHAIR.
WoodREFRIGERATOR FOR SALE. Old
CHEVY SUBURBAN, 1986SILVERAOoColdspot Perfect lor call1l. $100 or sided, earthtone colors. Very good con- 4 WD, automatic overdrive transmis- SAAB 900 1987, red, 3dr, 5 spd, 86K, ITS THE CATS PAJAMAS· Bed & Breakdition. $92. 772· 2236, leave message. sion, 5.71 engine, 101K, 16 mpg, new new tires + stud snows, phone, exc. last lor cats, offeri ng NO-CAGE
best offer. Call 767-7179.
tires, battery, andaxhaust, air, tilt-wheel, cond., one owner, nJs. $6300 neg. Call accomodations, large, sunny play area.
SINGER SEWING MACHINE- Straight MINOlTASRT l00with50lTIT1iens.Looks complete records. $8,500, B.D. 677- 846-0877.
bird watching, sunbathing and TLC for
and zig-zag stitches, good condition, and works porIectIy. $92. 967-5607.
your cat while you're away. Call 8833768.
$39. Dynamic VR27 GS racing, S125.
TOYOTA Camry 1989 Fully loaded, all 9611.
MOTOROLA CELLULAR CAR PHONE
Rossignol C+S Skis, $75.
CORVETIE, $400; BRONCO, $50; '89 power, IVC, AM/FM cassette. $8900.
with antenna. Excellent condition. $92.
SMOKE-FREE HOME NEEDED for two
Mercedes, $200; 'S7 BMW, $100; '65 Call 797-5890
VINYl REPLACEMENT WINDOWS, 282-3256.
very genUe and Iriendly 7-year-old I&Mustang, $50- U.S. Public Auction,
Largest selection- Compare our prices!
TOYOTA MR21985 Red, black iolerior,
MOVING· 6 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET, druglord properties. Chooselromthou- 5 spd, alc, cruise, psJpb, tinted win- male cats. Both spayed. Superb pets.
725-4451 .
Leaving Maine and sadly cannot take
sands
starting
$25.
24-hour
recording
$92. 773-5990.
reveals giveaway prices. 801-379-2930, dows, lOOK, axc. condoAsking $3500. with me. Please call 774-4732.
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAl ?The "56 WGAN
Call 646-7182.
Tag Sale" every Sunday, 9am-llam. MOVING- COMPlm DIVING SET, regu- copyright IMEI14RC.
lator
Il6'I9I
boon
used,
$92.
773-5990.
BUY, SELL or TRADE! Tune your radio
CORVETIE, 1979- Silver, auto., w/mirto lhe"56 WGAN Tag Sale".,
MOVING- ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, ror Hops, PS/PB, ArrVFm cassette, IV
WINDSURFING PACKAGE. 9100tslolom good condition, $30; 19' color TV, $55; C. SI0,500. 879-0284 alter 6pm.
board, 2 piece mast, adjustable boom, studeol desk, $7. 773-5990.
DATSUN 280ZX, 1983- Mint condition,
mast base and extension, Neil Pryde OCEAN MOTION! Queen-sized waterbed 45,000 miles, garaged inMississippi lor BEEN PROBED LATELY?Then you must FICTION WORKSHOP WITH DIANE
mylar sails. 1650. 871-0033, evenings. for sale. Includes brand new heater, 1 5 years, loaded, 5-spd, AlC, Sony ArrI "Smell TheProbe" -acassette odd-issey BENEDICT every other Sunday alterollileinRumford, "The Big Stinky,"with noon in Portland Irom 3~. On1loing,
WOOD COMBINATION STORM DOOR- yr. old motionless mattress, solid pine Fm cassette, T-top. $5,500. 772-1786. bollo single, "Rumford Gu~s. " $7 from supportive community for writers SllriIrame
and
base,
and
a
laux-sheepskin
Must see'
TourmaiineMusic, Box 180, Bethel, ME ously interested in fiction, non-fiction
36"x SO' wijh screen and storm panels.
narratives and illu minated autObiograFull Lite design, $30. Sheet metal box mattress cover. First S92 takes it! Call DODGE SHADOW 1989 4dr liltback au- 04217. 824-3246.
phy. $95. 72t-0824.
stove, never used, $35. Call 883-0117 .. Ralph at 879-73n .
tomatic. AlC, tilt-wheel, AM/FM, one D.J.'s, SONGWRITERS, broadcasters,
leave _ _.....
PUCH 12-SPEED MENS' bicycle, excel- owner, powsrsteering. Blueonly28,OOO comedians: Record your demo at THE HOLISTIC MUSIC STUDIO: Voice,
leol condition. 592. 87&-3189.
miles. Asking $5500. 865-3408
Portland's most allordable audio lacil- piano, cello. Ch ildren and adults. Suzuki
SCHWINN Men's24"lo-speed Bicycle. FOR SAlE: 1981 FORO GRENADA, two- ity. Digital processing, FX, and mixdown. method available. "The Inner Child and
Baby seat,lenders, deluxe brakes,loam tone with up-to-date sticker. Asking Producing and arranging available. Music" is alive and well. 781-0944.
grips, more. 592. 775-1637.
5700, but will negotiate. lnterested?CaIl SI5.hr.775-2159.
TUTORING-LIBERAL ARTS tutors avail854-3976.
EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE NOT A KID able lor private or class studies, at yo ur
SHARP COMPACT DISC Player ModalDX-RlOO. Oirectaccessprogrammingwith FORO FESTIVA, 1988- AlC, 5-spd ANYMORE, you still can learn to piay dorm or you r home. Hel p with paper
remote. $92 or best offer. 775-6443
manual trans., 46K, great gas mileage, like on&- Gary Richardson teaches research and development. 775_1966
grownups how to play guitar: CHERYL or 828-1t84.
lG-SPEEOMEN'STRAIL BIKE-Never used, TECHNICS AM'FM RECEIVER, digital reliable transportation, red, 2-dr. $2275 H., age 39: "Within 4 months of starting
Ii
rm.
774·3293:
leave
message.
$92. CalI854-4818, 1eiM! message.
as a beginner, I was bringing my guitar
model SA·R210 with remote & equalto nursery school lor singalongs"; OR.
izer
wijh
spectrum
analyzer.
Arst
$92.
HOM>A
CAl<,
1989Silver,
sunroof,
AlII
200 FIRST ClASS STAMPS $40. New
FM cassette, 5_speed, 46K miles, runs PETER F., age 44: "Gary helped me to
50-month Auto Battery $35. Bectric 775~443.
work on music that lIoved, so practicing PORTlAND RESTAURANT FOR SAlE:
gr~ $7,000. 1-284-1994 eves. 5 to 11.
Heater $17, 775-0405
TECHNICS STEREO cassette playerlreaccomodated my busy schedule". Call Excellent turn-key lacility with great
ANTIOUE DRESSER- 4 drawer chest corder and portable dual cassette deck JEEP CHEROKEE, 1989- 6 cyI., 4 litre 797-6101 or Windham area poteolial. S29, 5OOw~h good lease. DPC
engine. auto., 4WD, AM'FM cassette, air, (MUSICMAN), 892-93n.
unique one-ol.a-kind must see! $92. w/radio. $92 lor both. 775_1637.
loan money available. 934-7175.
rear wiper defrost, rool rack, new tires,
892·9667.
WATER REST
SUPER-SINGLE 53,000 mlas. $10,000. 688-4748 eves.
PIANO SERVICE by professional, regis- MOVINGSALE-June27, 28, 9arTl>3pm.
teredtechnician.Reasonable rates lortun- 9 Dawson St., South Portland. MiscellaANTIQUE ROCKING CHAIR- Women's WATERBED (complete), used 1 month.
sewing or nursing rocker, brown. $92. $92. 774-2716 alter 5 or leave message. MERCEDES280E, 1979- Excellent con- ing, repair, action regulation and rebLiId- neous household items.
dition, low miles, car loaded, automatic, ing.JOSEPH'SPIANOSERVICE,883-0010.
Leave message lor Carl, 7n~99.
WHITE 3-ORAWER DRESSER,$40; one- very clean, 4-door. Asking $3,400. Call Member Piano Technicians GLiId.
MUL T~FAMIL Y YARDIGARAGE SAlE,
CANON POWER WINDER lor any "A" drawer $20; entertainment center $32. 874-9900.
rainor shine. June27 & 28, 10arTl>4pm
S92
takes
all
3.
773-5990.
camera with Canon leather sport case.
each day. Clothes, furniture, household
MERCEDES
BENZ
1974,
280C,
Well
$92. 967·5607.
items, everything imaginable. 291 Pine
maintained, champagne, exC. cond.,
Point Rd., Scarborough.
PASS TInS PAPER
123K, CAcar, been in storage. S78500r
CHOOSE: PENTAX ME body or Canon FO
TANDY lAP-TOP PC, like new, two 3-112' SOUTH PORTLAND, 41 BELLAVE RD.best oller. 1-324-0072
24rrm'2.8Ions,orpoworlulsid&-mouoled
ON TO A FRIEND
drives, 64K RAM. $495; CornpuAdd 286 Saturday, June27, 8-3. Furniture, tools,
V1Vitlr flash. $92 each. 967-5607.
r-------------------------------______________________________~ PCw~arddmm, 5-1~·floppy, mo~ lence
picket, children 's items, art,
'--___T__R__
Y___
T_H
__E___S__U__
R_E
___S=--E:.,...=
L...:L=--__•____7:.......::.7_5=--...,:6=-:6:...0= -1=____ chrome monitor, $595. CalI 77H266. records, clothes, miscellaneous items.

music

USMFEMAlEGRAOUATEstudentnoods
room, kitchen priviliges in exchange lor
household help, errands beginning August 1. Kathy BUSl:her. day- 617-684.1244. Eves.- 50&-339-6681.

publicatlQns
A-I CREDIT- You can have,AM credit
rating in30days. Complete report, S7.95
post paid. Check or M.O. to "Simon",
P.O. Box 1057, Rockland, ME 04841 .

lost 8. found
CHILO HEARTBROKEN: Lost stulled
animals (sleeping pals) n83router Congress & Spring Stroots. White polar
bear & black/white rod-nosed penguins.
883-2108.

bulletin board
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jot there anytime lor OJ1ly $169
with AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.

adult services

learning

yard sales

DROWN IN THE ECSTASY! 1-800-72ERICA, Sweet Agony! Adults, $2.991
min. Visan.1.C. 00 it! No credit card? 1900-77 -ERICA. Alegend! S2/min. (E.P.S.
708-882-7873)

How to respond to a personal ad:

.,.

Just call 1-900-370·2041 any time, 24 hours a day, lrom any touchtone phone! Enter the fOU'-digit to number 01 the ad you wish 10 respond
to, listen to-the greeting. then leave a response. (An advertiser may not
have recorded a greeting by ttll! time you call. You may stWI leave a
message on that person's line.) The date at the end 01 the ad is the last
day to reply to that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads
in a specilic category (companlone and othera not available to "browse').
Calls cost SIA9/min. You must be 18 or over.
To respohd to a CBW Box /I, address mail to Casco Bay WooIdy, 551A
Congress st., Portland, ME 04101, making sure to print the three-digit
CBW Box II clearly in the lower left-hand corner 01 the envelope.

our Personal Ad now!

Free Headline: (l5-character limit)

000000000000000
Free 2S·word Personal Ad:

LOCAlMEN&WOMEN-WithphonenurTI>
bers! l -000-884-DATE,ext. 428. (S3imn.,
18+) Televontures, furl Myers, FL.
MONEY, LOVE, SEX, CAREER! OUit
struggling. Experienced, prolessional
psychics can help! Individual,conlidential readings. Years 01 experience helping others. Get answers! Call lor details.
313-458-6240.
TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAl,
CROSSORESSER inlormation holli ne
and meetingplace. 1-212-986-1777-8
or 1-212-986-9856-7. Local! Nationwide, 24 hoursl7 days. Exciting lash ion
catalog from lamous Michael Salem TV
Boutique.

I, ,

Alter you recleve your'" number and private security code, you may
record your personal jntroduction. Use your introduction to tell more
about yourself than yOU' ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give
your last name, phone numberoraddress. Make sureyou ask yourcallers
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All
introductions are reviewed by CBW and go on line with.., 24 hours.

LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OF THE TAROT
1·900....54·1444
$1.79/m1n: 18+only
1-8oo·g55-558O
Inlo/C.c.'stmembel1ihlp
Whu~wind. Inc.

a Yes, t agree to record my voice greeting
category:
Owomen-men

Omen-men

Omen-women

o others
o companions

women

phone :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

name: ________________
address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

c~:--------------------------state: _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Zip: __________

First 25 words & headline; __---'FIH.!.-""......__

Guidelines:
PtnOnai ada we available tor oingle peopie .....king ralationohipa. Ada oeeking to buy or ..1I ..xual
services will be refuaed. No full "an.., _ I addrBll88tl or pnone numbe<a will be published. Ada
containing explicit sexual or .,atomicallanguaga will not be publiehed. We reeervethe right to edit.
reruee or recategorize any ad . Adverti..,. IT'IUIIt be OVSf 18 yeln of age.

DWF, 35, BLUE-EYED, BLONDE seeks 51
DWM, 32-42y.o., 5'S' +, who enjoys bowIing, camping, long walkson the beach and
romantic times. ..5519 fl107)
DWF,LATE 40s, colleg&-educated, trim.
athletic, with asense of humor. Looking
Iorafriend toshareconversaijons, walks
on the beach, companionship, and who
knows? ..5555 (7/14)
ENTRANCING YOUNG WOMAN, recovering from illness, seeks accomplice in
design to enjoy simpie things. Rexibility
amust. Musicianswell received. tr5556
(7/14)
HEY, MAN, WRITE! Looking for real,
menSl:hy male, 23-29. Please have high
retriever-drool tolerance, Irisbee propensity, innate athleticism. Never arrive
on ti me unnecessarily. Abhorsitting still.
Match or surpass my intellect Smile. Be
cute, but oblivious.CBW Box084 ...5574
(7/14)

LUSCIOUS BLONDE, blueeyes, 33,looking lor tall , handsome, happy, professional WM, who Is lusty, paSsionate,
and not agame-player. Only good times
and happiness allOWed. "5548 (7/14)
SWF, 27, MOM, looking lor kind, compassionateSM with sense 01 humor lor
picnics, movies,all-nightconversations.
..5557 (7114)

WACKY, WORLDLY WIT, SWF, young

3Os, blualgreen eyes, NIS, active attractive artist/scieollst to enlist eclectic eccentric, 18-81, lorlun, lriendship, rock
& roll, romanco(?) relationship(?)
tr5582 (7/14)
WANTED: ONE 4Osomethi ng genUe man,
hon~ communicative, lun-Ioving, intell ige~ respectful of one's iridividual·
ity. I am a DWF, 46, prolessional with
similar qualities. tr5552 (7/14)
WANTED: TEDDY BEAR-Where are all the
heavy-set men? 45-60. This country gi~
doosn~wan1to hug skin and bones. Many
iolerests. Let's rreet! tr5566 f7/14)
WHEREHAVEAlL THE good men gone?
Oown-t~rth SWF' mid 4Os, average
looking, seeks hon~ sensitive SWM,
39-50, for companionship. Some interests are dining out, walking, camping
and quiet times. "5563 (7/14)
WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE who knows
her worth seeks man who's sell- and
globally-aware. I'm an adveolurous risk·
taker who sees lile as challenge, not
obstacle. I'm loyal, kind-hearted and
honest Lile's meant to be shared, if
you 're 01 like mind, write. CBW Box 085.
"5575 (7114)

men .. women
5'11", YOUNG AT HEART, young in spirit,
young looking DWM, 48, active, healthy,
tiIS, emotionally & physically fit Seeking
healthy, fun-loving, shapely, affectionate,
cute 35+ WF. You don't have to be
Indpendent just romantic and ready to
love and be loved wtile sharirog all that I~e
and nature have to offer. Writalcall tonight
before ws mss out on another beautiful
sumlT1ll evening. P.O. Box 11306, Portland, ME 04104. ..5549 fl114)
ANYONE? BUEU ER? Chinese,Date, Eh?
Fingernails, 'glasses, Hair (my head,
your legs), In common! July 16th, KissIng, Laughing, Match, Nervous ?Ocean,
P&A, Owoeah! "R" word, Squeaker,
Travis, Undeowater, Vic's (Trader), Water-skiing, XIX (not stupid), Yesterday,
Zavon. I Miss you, Amanda Panda
"5500 (6/30)

SWF, 43,INDEPENDENT, avid hiker,loves
nature,laugting, photography, auctions.
travel, seeks tiIS SWM, 36-45, attractive,
active, to share iolerosts, discover where
the trail leads. tr5520 fl107)

ADVENTUROUS SWM, 26, (mature),
into hiking, canoeing, windsurfing, skiing, and personal growth, wants to moot
healthy SF who is emotionally available,
enjoys the outdoors, dancing, dining
and sharing now ideas. Let's do collee.
..5544 (7114)

SWF, so, 5'6", 1331bs., reasonably attractive, collegegraduate, with twochildren, would like to moot reasonably
attractive man, NlS, 45-53, 5'9'ortaller,
WPTH ..who iscol1llassionateand good
natured. Please enclose photo. CBW
Box 080.

AfFABLE GENT- 50, active, good-natured; seeks attractive, high·heeled
ladymate lor Maine summer dating,
concerts & picnics- hopefully permanent relationship. N/S, NID please. Let's
go places, together. tr5581 (7/14)

SWFs- TWO VERY ATIRACTIVE women,
24 and 26, career-oriented, outgoing,
slim, ambitious, caring, vivacious, athletic, pretty, would like to moot SWM,
23-33, physically lit good~ooking men.
II you have a sense of humor and you
don't like sitting around, and you'relun,
please respond with photo. P.O. Box
1811, Saco, ME 04072. tr5579 (7114)

ANYONE?BUELLER?Chinese, Date, Eh?
Fingernails, 'glasses, Hair (my head,
your legs), In common!July 16th, Kissing, Laughing, Match, Nervous? Ocean,
P&A, Owoeah! "R" word, Squeaker,
Travis, Underwater, Vic's (Trader), Water-sl<ii ng, XIX (not stupid) , Yesterday,
Zavon. I Miss you, Amanda Panda
"5500 (&'30)

ARE THERE ANY SINGLE women left?
I'm a SWM, 23, interested in romance,
moonlig htwalks, cookouts with Iriends,
working ou~ traveling, dancing and iust
plain having lun. Looking lor a S/DWF,
21 -30, wla good sense 01 humor and
similar interests. I'm looking for a relationship, not just a one night stand.
Children welcome! tr5571 (7/14)

MOVING TO COUNTRY-Soonto beOWM,
39, 5'9', 1601, blondalblue. Need one
tmthy, honest,compassionaIB,goodlooklng, tiIS lady to share Ine, love and business adventures. Love music, travel, long
talks and quiet times. tr5513 fl107)

person 01 the week
HEY, MAN, WRITE! Looking tor real, menschy
male, 23-29. Please have high retriever-drool
tolerance, trisbee propensity, innate athleticism. Never arrive on time unnecessarillL
Abhor sittiIg Itill. Match or surpass my intellect SlDHe. Be cute, but obOvious. caw Box 084.
1r5574 (7114)
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as caws ' Person
of the Week- and is awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of
Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the drawing.
BROKEN-HEARTED SWM seeks special
caring , NlS SF lor learning, living, loving, laughing, grOWing relationship. I
enjoy working out, swimmi ng, walking,
dancing, talking, and more. CBW Box
081. ..5547 (7114)
00 YOU CONNECT WITH: DWM, 46,
5'6", 1521, seeks woman, NlS, NlD,
growth, soulmate, lover-lriend, honest
conSiderate, non-i ole1lectual but intelligent, assertive, compassion, touching,
leeling, romance, sensuality, pretty,
shapely, music, beach, cookouts, videos, quiet times, my place. GreaterPortland. "5543 (7/14)

MY FIRSTTIME, so begentle. DWM, 34,
BR. hai r, br. eyes, beard, heavy build.
Looking lor one good woman. Likes
kids, pets, arts, dancing. No ononighters.
..5577 (7/14)
NATURIST SEEKING lemale interested
in weekday trips to nude beach. Discr&tionguarantOOd. Wouldyoyliketoexp&rience the Ireedom and an all-over tan?
"5562 (7/14)
SCANIlANAVIAN SWM, 27, very handsome. seeks pretty redhead. I'm college
educated, 6'2', well-built lun, passionate,
and a gentleman. InlD good music, conversation and peopie. Travellust a plus.
Let'sgettogetherlordinner. tr5564 (7114)

DWM, 34, 5'10' 160lbs., looking lor an
attractive woman who would enjoy a
normal, happy life in a new home 20 SDM,5'8", 1501,30. Are you looking lor
a handsome Maine man with a beautiful
miles Irom Portland . ..5559 (7/14)
H.D. llyou aregood-lookingandwantto
DWM, 38, 5'8", 1351, searching for ride forever, just call me. Believe me, I
woman who likes camping, lishing, am aone-woman man. Treatthis ad like
beach and good times. Honesty and a Guns& Rosesticketgoing on sale. (By
gentleness a must Long-term relation- theway, l have one lor you). Your life is
ship. Between 23-42 y.o. "5524 (7107) my highway...5527 (7/07)
DWM, 38,SAGAOAHOC, seeking caring
lemale lor walking the beach, fish ing
lazy streams, Bingo to panning lor gold,
spendi ng quiet evenings with amovieor
just each other. tr5567 (7/14)

SEXY limE OWM-lmagine a middleaged Michael J. Fox, (all man, it had to
go somewhere!) seeks educated, witty,
35+SWF companion lor possible commitment ..5542 (7/t 4)

GET SOME EXCITEMENT IN LIFE! Attractive, physically lit, SWM, 25, seeks
adventurous, sensuous & slender older
woman for friendship. Discree~ NID.
"5514 (7/07)
.

STAGNANTLY BORED, 27, SWM, now
Mainer quest Iriend or sweetheart Am
active, artistic,fi~ andadveolurous. Wish
someonelun, motivated to enjoy beautiful Maine and do stuff. "5521 (7/07)

HANDSOME RACER- DWM, 51 , professional, seeks woman with sometti ng b&tween her ears! No games, no lies, getsl
meets a winner Irom Maryland. Love
dancin', racin" sailin'. tr5570 fl114)
MATE WANTED- DWM, 37, seeking 01
SWF, 25-35, in good shape, to sail New
England coast this summer and possibly south this lall. "5515 (7/07)

SWM, 27, HANDSOME, athletiC, proles·
sional, wide variety 01 interests. Dosir~,
but not desperate lor, 1-1 relationship
with the right NlS, attractive SWF, 2535. Let's meet' "5568 (7/14)
SWM, 32, OPEN-MINDED rock & roll business owner, 6'2', long blonde hair, blue
eyes, sentimental romantic seeks voluptuous,chemfrooWFtopamperandpioaso.
Long-term preferred. tr5510 fl107)

SWM, NlS, NID, 30, career oriented
professional, physically lit well-educated, creative, lour-season eolhusiast
seeking compatible adventurous
woman, 27-33, willing to "r~ch lor the
stars". CBW Box 087. "5584 (7/14)
TO THE 1000's OF WOMEN that read
Personals each week, butdon~ respond:
You're single & bored, sipping wine
alone isn~ romantic. Get off your ass
and meet someone, have lun, enjoy life.
I'm not a Chippendale, but my looks
aren't embarrassing! Call and judge for
yourself. ..5560 (7/14)
WIN FREE SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS!
What's the catch? 30 y.o. DWM executive needs a guest interested in a rela·
tionship beloreand alter the show. NlS
professionals prelerred. Caillor details.
..5518 (7/07)
WSM, 23, LOOKING for 21-30 SWF to
paint naked anddanceto pri mitive tribal
music with. Passion lor artistic vision
and goldfish a must. "5550 (7/14)

ARE YOU OUTTHERE !? GWF, 28, slim,
attracijve,outgoing, butalsoenioysquiet
times, looking to meet another GWF lor
friendsh ipor more. Call tolind out more!
..5565 (7/14)
B CURIOUS- 30+ (lew Ibs. x) passionate. You, too! .. 5554 (7114)

men .. men
ANY 1 OUT THERE? 33 y.o. BiWM, not
bad looking, clean, sale, discreet,lookingforrugged, hairy men to teach meto
work out Fun, friendship and more.
Call! ..5569 (7/14)
BORED OF BARS? This attractive, lit,
and adventurous 35 y.O. seeks someone lun, fit, and motivated to enjoy the
great outdoors with ...5578 (7/14)
CANOEING, ANYONE? Sincere, shy 50s
guy seeking Quality natur&-observant
lriend lor occassional river trips, hiking,
low-impact camping. Etcetera?? Maybe
etcetera il the chemistry is good. CBW
Box 079. ..5512 (7/07)

GWM NEW IN TOWN, 32, looking lor

lriends, fun, sex. Bottom desires top. I
waol you to make my day or night. Gay,
straight welcome. I'm waiting ...5573

others
ADVENTUROUS WM, reasonable look·
ing, sheds inhibitions! Would like to
danca/disrobe lor your pleasure. Private shows or small groups. No fee
involved, your attention Is reward
enough ! ..5525 (7/07)
ATIRACTIVE MWM, 30, 6'0", blondal
blue, athletic, very successlul, looking
to makoa change in my life. but need an
incredible woman to push me off the
edge. lIyou're a sexy, bright, adventurous lemale with agreat sense 01 humor
and like the bestthings in life, give mea
call ! "5522 (7/07)
BiWM SEEKS SAME OR COUPlES lor
sensuous good times. Tall, slim. 29, prolessional. Hope you are 1&-35, clean and
discreet. Will answer all. tr5551 (7114)
LOOKING FOR BiF- MWC would like to
meet a clean, attractive woman lor fun
and possible relationship. II you're 2035 and want to lulfill a fantasy, call!
"5517 (7/07)
MASSAGE- M Sl:eks M, 22-38 to give
me full-body massage at my Southern
Maine coastal home. Please call lor d&tails ...5511 (7/07)
MWM, 39, ATIRACTIVE, sensuous.
clean, diSl:reet, seeks attractive, round,
Rubenesque SF, 25-45, lor long-term,
intimate relationship. Free weekdays.
Please call! ..5523 (7/07)
PEOPlE INTERESTED IN MODELING
lor l un should call this SM photographer. Be creative. .. 5507 (7/07)
PHYSICALLY FIT, attractive, NlS, NID,
43, 5'r MWM, that knows how to treat
a lady, seeks lemale, any race, lor discreatlun ti mes and adventure. CBW Box
082. ..5558 (7/14)
SWM, SUBMISSIVE, looking lor a take
charge lady. It's so easy to be in control.
Just call . .. 5508 (7/07)
TO MY KNIGfH IN A white limo, who
saved this Princess from lile's tribula·
tions-I neverthoughtBMITwould be so
delightful. Thank you lor making my
dreams come true. "5528 (7/07)
UNFULFILLED? Why fantasize? Gentleman, 41, seeks ladies, MIS, any ago,lor
discreet daytime meetings. Don'tbeshy!
Call orwrite& I'myoulS. CBW Box 078.
"5509 (7/07)

(7114)
GWM, 22, COLLEGE STUDENT· leels
disgusted by the elleminacy and crud&ness typical of gays; islooking forsomeone else who Is not at home among
them. CBW Box 086...5583 (7114)
LOOKING FOR BiMs- I'm 34, professional, BiM, well-built, slim, lirst ~me
ad. Seeking BiMs, 21-35,lorffiendship
and lun. DiSl:retion assured. No latsl
lems...5572 (7/14)
SEEKING GWM-Sincere, monogamous
GWM seeks attractive, loving man lor
late night ...alks along the beach. Call
soon ! tr5553 (7114)

companions
LADIES ONLY! MWM, 4Os, good-looking, nice person, seeksM'v/F, 32-42,lor
companionship during the day or late
night. Movies, walks, beaches, etc. I'm
happily married and you should be toobut need a little atteolion and a "secret"
pal. Discretion expected and assured.
Call me tonight. "5580 (7114)
PROFESSIONAL GENTLEMAN, single
parent, wants to learn Portuguoselrom
naijve speaker. In exchange can oller
professional advice,lriendship, orto be
determined. "5576 (7114)

upon recieving my Personal Call Code.

rNe cannot print your ad vmhout it.)

HOIl to use your Personal call® mailbox:

DIVORCED MOM, 38, tall, NlS, NID,
enjoys children, swimming, beaches,
call1ling and spectator sports. Seeks
tall S/DWM with similar interests in
Portland area. "5506 (7/07)

LADY, 5'S', 4Os, has lIexibie vacation
time this summer, would like to moot
man to havefun and possibly more. like
lish,ng, beaches, travel, 1-t relationships. ..5545 (7/t4)

ConfidentiallnformatJon:

To place a FREE ad with Personal Calt ~ , fill out the coupon and mail
or FAX itf775·1615) to us. (H laxing, please photocopy the coupon first
and then lax it. The newsprint doesn~ reproduce weI.) The deadline lor
receiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less
and run lor two weeks. No free ads will be accepted over the phone. Ads
with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per additional word. We'll send you a
lour-<ligit ... number (to be printed in your ad) and a six -digit sec\.rity code
lor exclusive access to yOU' responses through an 8OO·line at no cost to
the you.
CBW Box lis and P.O. Box Is cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid lor with Visa or MastetCard, or local check or cash.

ATIRACTIVE, SLIM. FIT, personable,
young looking 44, SWF' seeking attractive, charming, smart, nice man. I like
dancing, the beach, cookouts, theater,
horse shows. "5546 (7/14)

INDULGENCE, PlEASURE, YOU! Call
MY OWN 900, Private LIVE Models Talk
number! First 18 seconds FREE. Three
days Live Talk, $20, Adults, 1-900-9031118 AINI -CHI.

First 25 words free!

o women -

How to place your personal ad:

women'" men

HOT CHILIES, spicy conversation, social
changel Independeolleminist wishes ID
consider lriend/partner. NID, packagi ng
irrelevant. Honesty and a taste for the
extraordinary required. tr5541 f7/14)

...JI

Place

(Galls cost 1.491min. Must be 18 or over. TOL.K::h-tone phones only. Gasca Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601)

HOT, lIVE & WILD, JUST YOU & ME, 1702-871-4103. Over 21 only, very discreet billing.

computers

First 25 words free!

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL

add'i words @ .50 each; _________
Personal Call~: _--=FIH
=,"-__
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _________
Total: _________

ernie ook
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You asked for it, so we did it!

ALL NEW CD RELEASES

99
(some restrictions
apply),

AND WITH YOUR SUPPORT,
THEY'LL STAY $10 99
~

Beginning with these ...
ANGEL DUST

Faith No More

~

OUT OF THE CRADLE

Lindsey Buckingham
HOLD YOUR FIRE

Firehouse

~

Plus:
BEAT THE BOOTS,
PART 2

Frank Zappa
Reg. $99.99, Sale $69.99

LIVE AT
WEMBLEY'86

Queen
$16.99

BOATS,BEACHES
BARS & BALLADS

MTV
UNPLUGGED

Jimmy Buffett
. Mariah Carey
$39.99 CD, $29.99 cassette
$7.99

THE ONE

Elton John
$10.99 CD

STRANGE WEATHER

Glenn Frey
$10.99 CD

4 WAY STREET (first time ever on CD!)
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
$18.99 CD (2-CD set)

T/CKS'i27UlSJ EA

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30 A.M. - 9:30 P.M., SUNDAY NOON - 6 P.M.
SHOP 'N SAVE PLAZA, 415 PHILBROOK AVENUE, MAINE MALL, SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE 04106· (207) 761-9063

